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ABSTRACT 

 

Commercially available myoelectric hand prosthesis designs remained largely 

unchanged from their inception in the 1960’s until 2007. They possessed a single motor 

actuating two non-articulating digits opposing the thumb. Surveys into myoelectric hand 

use in 2007 highlighted the need for aesthetic, light weight, life-like, functional hands. 

New multifunction hands have become available with articulating digits and, most 

recently, with the addition of powered thumb rotation. These new advances come at a 

cost, with prices as high as $40,000 for the latest hand. The problem of how to improve 

the functionality, reliability, and appearance of the hand, while at the same time reducing 

the weight and cost, is the dilemma of modern prosthetic hand designers and was the 

focus of this research. 

A prototype hand was designed, built and evaluated for functionality using the 

Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure (SHAP) functional assessment tool and a 

Clothespin Relocation task, with the author wearing a prosthetic socket simulator. 

The hand prototype was capable of achieving seven fundamental grip patterns and 

carrying out activity of daily living tasks. The design incorporates independently actuated 

thumb rotation and angle of separation, and a main actuator and whiffletree force 

balancing mechanism to flex articulating fingers. A set of actuated digit locking pins 

allow the main drive to act on selected fingers only, to achieve different grip patterns. 

Using this configuration of mechanisms, it was possible to build a prosthetic hand 

that provides high functionality. Initial SHAP testing showed encouraging results with 

the Prototype hand out preforming the other multifunction hands in the coins task. It was 
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comparable in the jar lid, full jar, and empty tin tasks; however, it was slower on the 

majority of other tests. With optimisation, the concept has the potential to be lighter than 

current multifunctional hands and could be manufactured relatively cheaply. Issues 

surrounding cosmetic covering and motor selection need to be resolved to reach the full 

potential of the design concept. 
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 Introduction Chapter 1

 

Prosthetic hands have been in existence for many years. Some of the earliest 

physical examples date back to the 15
th

 century. These hands were fabricated as part of a 

suit of armour and were mechanically operated. One of the best known examples from 

this medieval period belonged to the German Knight, Götz von Birlichingen (1481-1562) 

[1]. Most of these early prostheses were operated using the remaining uninjured hand. 

Body powered designs appeared around 1812 with the Ballif hand [2, 3], where the 

movement of the upper arm was used to open and close the artificial hand via a series of 

harnesses and straps attached to the upper body of the user. Most of these early devices 

provided limited functionality with a simple power grasp. The cosmetic appearance was 

designed to be hand-like, although most were made from metal and leather and so were 

visually unconvincing as a replacement hand.  

Towards the end of the 19
th

 century, D.W. Dorrance [4] developed the Split Hook 

in order to improve functionality. The device was patented in the U.S. in 1912. The hook 

became widely used in the U.S. later in the 20th Century and is still used today, where the 

functionality of the terminal device is deemed to outweigh the need for cosmetic 

appearance [4]. At the same time, the development of more sophisticated 

anthropomorphic body powered hands, such as the Carnes Arm [5], was taking place. 

This was to meet the demand generated by WW I [6] for replacement limbs. 

The period following the end of WW II saw a concerted effort to meet the needs 

of military amputees. Research in the field of myoelectric control of electrically operated 
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hands began as early as 1945 with the work of Reiter [7]. The first practical system was 

the Russian Hand [8] in 1958. 

Myoelectric signals are electric signals naturally generated by the action of 

contracting muscles and can be picked up on the surface of the skin using electrodes. 

Improved socket technology was developed in combination with myoelectric control in 

an attempt to remove the need to wear the cumbersome body harnesses associated with 

body-powered systems. Myoelectric hands did not become widely available as products 

until the 1960’s. Body powered prostheses continued to be developed during the post 

WW II period, with simpler and lighter designs such as the APRL hand [9] designed in 

1945. The early designs of myoelectrically operated hands were limited by the motor 

technology and analogue electronics of the day. The hands developed tended to be of the 

pincer or vise type, where only the thumb and first two digits were powered with their 

movements linked together by the same mechanism and one motor. The digits were non-

articulating in these designs, thus the grip relied on a high force to compensate for the 

lack of an adaptive grasp. This type of design is still the mainstay of the prosthetic 

industry today. 

An alternative research path continued from 1945 onwards. A desire to build 

more functional electrically powered arms and hands led to the IBM arm project [10] in 

1945, followed by the Belgrade hand [11], SVEN and ES Hands [12], and the 

Southampton Hand [13] projects in the 1960’s. These designs were an attempt to create 

hands which looked and functioned more like the natural hand. The ES Hand was made 

commercially available in Europe for a limited time. Unfortunately, the reliability of 

these articulating hands was not sufficient and their cosmetic appearance was deemed to 
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be poor [14]. The complex problem of producing a cosmetic covering which can behave 

like skin over moving joints still challenges designers today. The dissatisfaction of 

myoelectric hand users with weight, cost, life-like appearance, and lack of function [15-

17] has continued to be a catalyst for research into multifunction articulating hands and 

has led to renewed interest and product development in this field. Four multifunctional 

hands are now available: the first being the iLimb hand by Touch Bionics launched in 

2007 [18], the second, the BeBionic hand by RSL Steeper [19] (launched in 2010), the 

third, the Michelangelo hand [20] (Otto Bock, previewed at the 13
th

 World Congress of 

the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics (ISPO) in 2010 and is now 

available), and the fourth, the Vincent hand [21, 22] (latest version, the Vincent 

Evolution 2, launched in 2014). Perceived improvement in both function and cosmetic 

appearance can be seen in these designs (Images and detailed descriptions are covered in 

Section 3.8). Articulating fingers (Michelangelo excepted) give a stable adaptive grip. 

Alternative grip patterns were achieved in early designs by manually rotating the thumb 

(iLimb and BeBionic), or selectable in the case of the Michelangelo. The most recent 

multifunction hand designs (the VINCENTevolution2, and the Touch Bionics latest 

version, the iLimb Revolution) now incorporate motorised thumb rotation. 

Reliability and robustness are still seen as issues with these new products, as are 

the initial cost of the prosthesis, as well as ongoing maintenance costs due to wear on the 

increased number of moving parts, and the cost of replacement of the outer cosmetic 

glove. While function has now been improved, the cost of these latest developments is 

high with the price tag for the Vincent hand being in the region of $40,000 USD. 
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1.1 Objectives 

The goal of this research was to investigate prosthetic hand mechanisms with the 

aim of improving functionality and aesthetic appearance, while at the same time reducing 

the weight and cost of hand prostheses. Automated grip selection was seen as a key 

feature of improving functionality, as motorised thumb rotation was not available at the 

outset of this work and manual intervention was needed from the contralateral side to 

change grip patterns. This function was also seen as important to allow for further 

research into the practical application of pattern recognition systems for automated grip 

pattern selection. 

 

1.2 Scope of work 

This research balances the analytical design of prosthetic hand components with 

the fabrication of a prototype device to prove concepts and early stage testing of the 

device.  

A critical analysis of historical literature was conducted. Analysis of a whiffletree 

mechanism, for force balancing between digits, was carried out. The purpose was to 

investigate its usefulness as a method of actuating all four fingers of a hand using a single 

actuator, thereby reducing the number of motors used and consequently reducing the 

weight of the prosthesis.  

A four-bar linkage digit design was also analysed to investigate the effect that 

moving the interconnecting link pivot point had on the curling motion and on the forces 

in the links of the system.  
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A prototype hand prosthesis was designed and fabricated to incorporate concepts 

that would meet the goals of the research in improving functionality and aesthetic 

appearance, while reducing weight and cost. Hardware was necessary to assess 

practically the functionality of the design concepts developed during the research. 

The prototype was assessed in the Functional domain by measuring grip force, 

speed and weight. In the Activity domain, testing was carried out to assess functionality 

using the Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure (SHAP) and also a Clothespin 

Relocation Task. 

Discussion and evaluation of the results are presented at the end of the 

dissertation. 
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 The Human Hand Chapter 2

 

The human hand is a complex and fascinating area of anatomical study. Its 

evolution is fundamental to man’s dominance as a species. The ability to grasp and 

manipulate objects to use as tools has advanced Homo sapiens well beyond the limits of 

our fragile bodies in the natural world. 

2.1 The Structure of the Human Hand 

 

Figure 2.1 Bones and Joints of the Human Hand (adapted from [23]) 
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The structure of the hand itself comprises of four digits and an opposable thumb, 

capable of being positioned to form a wide range of grips to accommodate different sized 

and shaped objects. Each finger has three joints, the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint, 

the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint, and the metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP), 

which allows it to close in a curling motion to form a stable grasp around uneven objects. 

The thumb also has three joints with the most proximal being the trapezo-metacarpal 

(TM) joint which is the key to positioning the thumb to oppose any one of the four 

fingers. The bones and joints are shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

2.2 Prehension of the Human Hand 

The function of the human hand has been the subject of many studies in the field 

of medicine and, more recently, for the purpose of understanding manipulation of objects 

within the robotics field. Prehension is defined as “the action of grasping or seizing” [24]. 

A more detailed definition of prehension is given by Iberall [25] as “the application of 

functionally effective forces by the hand to an object for a task given numerous 

constraints”. Iberall summarizes these functional demands on a posture as follows: 

1. Apply forces to match the anticipated forces in the task (stable grasp). 

2. Impart motion to the object (manipulate) or transport the object as necessary. 

3. Gather sensory information about the state of the interaction with the object 

during the task in order to ensure grasping and manipulative stability. 

In order to achieve the demands of prehension, the hand can be formed into various grip 

patterns or postures depending on the task being performed. Napier [26] categorized 
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movement of the hand into two groups, “power grips” and “precision grips”. He observed 

for the human hand, that the posture used for a given task is determined by a combination 

of the following: the shape of the object, the size of the object, and the intended activity. 

He also noted that stability in the precision grip “is more a matter of sensory acuity rather 

than mechanical support”.  

 

2.3 Grip Patterns 

Definitions of grip patterns of the hand have been inconsistent between 

researchers. Basic patterns of prehension were defined by Schlesinger [2]. He likened 

them to tools i.e., hook (g), ring (d) & (e), pliers (a), and a three-jaw chuck (b), illustrated 

in Figure 2.2.   

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Grip Patterns as Defined by Schlesinger [2] 
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Taylor and Schwarz [27] described the three-jaw chuck grip pattern from 

Schlesinger using the term palmar prehension, shown in Figure 2.3, where the index and 

middle finger pad oppose the thumb pad. Palmar, in this instance, refers to the palmar 

surfaces of the thumb and finger tips. A conflicting description by Kapandji [28] refers to 

palmar grips as those grip postures which involve both the fingers and the palm of the 

hand for example the cylinder grasp and spherical grasp, also shown in Figure 2.3.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Six Basic Types of Prehension, Taylor and Schwarz [27] 
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Cutkosky [29] describes a grasp taxonomy whereby the type of grasp is 

determined by a series of decisions. He first uses Napier’s [26] scheme of defining grasp 

into two types, power and precision, depending on the task required. He then subdivides 

the grasps depending on the geometry of the object, asking “is the object long or 

compact?” and so on. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.4 Partial Taxonomy of Manufacturing Grasps, Cutkosky [29]  
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Light [30] described the grip patterns of the hand in a similar way to Schlesinger 

with the addition of an “Extension” grip and the name “Tripod” grasp (shown in Figure 

2.5) rather than the more confusing Palmar grasp, for a grasp using the pads of the thumb, 

index, and middle fingers. These grip patterns are those used for the Southampton Hand 

Assessment Procedure (SHAP) functional assessment described in section 7.4. 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Hand Grip Patterns Used in SHAP Assessment (drawings by W.P. Kyberd) 

 

Iberall [25] uses the opposition space model of Arbib et al. [31] for grip postures. 

It is based on the concept of a "virtual finger" which is described as a collection of 

individual fingers or hand surfaces applying oppositional forces to the object being 

gripped. Prehension requires at least two forces to be in opposition to each other on the 

surfaces of the gripped object. Iberall describes three basic primitives along which the 

human hand can apply forces. These are: pad opposition, palm opposition, and side 
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opposition. Prehensile postures are combinations of these primitives. A summary of 

postures identified by various researches is shown in Figure 2.6. An additional set of 

postures is shown in the diagram labelled as Virtual Finger 3. The term VF3, in the 

opposition space model, is a virtual finger that opposes a task-related force or torque. 

Examples are the hook grasp Figure 2.6 (G), where the fingers act as a VF3 in opposition 

to gravity, and holding a tray Figure 2.6 (M), where the whole hand acts as a VF3 [25].  

 

Figure 2.6 Summary of Postures Identified by Various Researchers, Iberall [25]
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2.4 Movements of the Thumb 

The thumb is made up of three joints, the trapezo-metacarpal (TM) joint 

(sometimes referred to as the carpometacarpal (CMC) joint), the metacarpophalangeal 

(MCP) joint and the interphalangeal (IP) joint. In anatomical terms, the TM joint has two 

axes of rotation, a flexion/extension axis and an abduction/adduction axis. The axes are 

not perpendicular to each other and form complex movements which allow the thumb to 

oppose the fingers when grasping and manipulating objects [32]. The bones, joints and 

axes of movement are shown in Figure 2.7. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Axes of Movement of the Thumb Joint (adapted from [32])  
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2.4.1 Classical Method of Thumb Movement Measurement 

 

Figure 2.8 Classical Measurement of Movements of the Thumb Metacarpal [28] 

 

Kapandji [28] (p. 272) describes two methods of measuring the movements of the 

metacarpal of the thumb (M1). The first he calls the classical method shown in Figure 2.8. 

The thumb moves within three perpendicular planes of reference: transverse (T), coronal 

(C) and sagittal (S). Planes C and S intersect along the axis of the index finger metacarpal 

(M2) and the intersection of the three planes is located as the trapezo-metacarpal (TM) 

joint. Abduction is indicated by arrow 1 in Figure 2.8(a) and shows the movement of M1 

away from M2 in the coronal plane. Flexion is indicated by arrow 2 in Figure 2.8(a) and 

occurs when movement of M1 is anterior (away from the palm). So the movement of M1 

is defined by two angles (a) for abduction/adduction and (b) for flexion/extension as 

shown in Figure 2.8(b) 

(a) 

(b) 
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This method is confusing as the fingers flex towards the palm and so intuitively 

one would think the thumb also flexes towards the palm. This is not the case, as in 

anatomical terms, flexion refers to a movement anteriorly from the coronal plane. 

The classical method has two disadvantages in that: movements are measured as 

projections on abstract planes and not as real angles, and axial rotation is not measured. 

This becomes confusing when the thumb is rotated from a flat hand position towards the 

palm by 90
o
, as the same abduction motion would now become a flexion motion, using 

strict anatomical definitions.   

 

2.4.2 Modern Method of Thumb Movement Measurement 

The second method, Kapandji [28] describes as the “modern method for 

measuring thumb movement” as proposed by Duparc et al. [33], shown in Figure 2.9. The 

method uses a cone with its axis on the line of the index finger metacarpal (M2), with the 

apex at the trapezo-metacarpal (TM) joint and the thumb metacarpal (M1) aligned on the 

surface of the cone. The half angle at the apex is called the angle of separation (α) and 

the position of it is determined by the angle of rotation from the coronal plane (θ). This 

method provides an intuitive way of determining thumb position based on these two 

angles and is more relevant in describing the parameters needed to produce engineering 

solutions to replicate these motions in prosthetic devices. For the purposes of this thesis 

the terms increased/decreased separation (α) and medial/lateral rotation (θ) will be used 

for the movements of the thumb.   
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Figure 2.9 Modern Method of Measurement of Thumb Movement 

 

2.5 Grasp Considerations when Designing Prostheses  

Historically, hand prostheses design has been focused on grasping rather than 

dexterity.  This is due to the complexity of the manipulation task and the lack of suitable 

feedback systems for control of the multiple degrees of freedom required. Some sensory 

feedback, internal to the control system, has been applied to hand designs: in the 

USAMRBL Hand [34], the Southampton hand concept [13] and more recently in the Otto 

Bock SensorHand Speed [35]. In these designs sensors are used to detect slipping of an 

object. The controller increases the gripping force in an attempt to stabilize the object 

within the grasp.   
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An important consideration when looking at how the human hand grips objects so 

successfully is the use of soft pulps and ridges to stabilize forces. “Pads on the distal 

palmar surfaces of the human finger are highly specialized for prehension in that they 

provide friction, epidermal ridges, sticky self-lubricating excretions, and compliance with 

(instead of displacement by) touched objects” [25]. The tips of prosthetic fingers need to 

be compliant to accommodate for the lack of sensory feedback in providing some force 

balancing and stability of the object grasped.  

Different sized and shaped objects require different grip patterns (previously 

shown in Figure 2.6). It is important to design a prosthetic hand to perform as many 

useful grip patterns as possible, allowing the selection of grip patterns via the control 

system. The ability to select an appropriate grip pattern may reduce unwanted or 

unnatural compensatory movement of the upper arm during certain tasks. 

 

Figure 2.10 Adduction and Axis of Rotation of the Fingers 

(a) (b) 

Adduction angle 

Digit axis rotation angle 
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Some degree of axial rotation of the fingers is desirable to form a cupping of the 

palm, see Figure 2.10(b). This allows alignment of the digits to oppose directly the thumb 

in a spherical grasp. The fingers of the natural hand can also be abducted/adducted to 

increase the span of the hand, see Figure 2.10(a), which allows them to be used for 

gripping in an adduction grasp (also shown as grasp Q in Figure 2.6). Achieving the true 

form of this grip in a prosthetic hand has not been practical to date, though the Delft 

Cylinder hand has passive abduction of the fingers [36]. A hand prototype with digit 

abduction/adduction motors, Weir et al. [37], was built as part of the Defence Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) “Revolutionizing Prosthetics 2009” project [38]. 

The prototype proved to be too heavy for practical use. This grip can be achieved, to a 

certain degree, by designing a fixed adduction angle and a slight rotation of the flexion 

axis of the fingers. This will induce the digits to close together as they are flexed. This 

technique has been used in the Michelangelo hand [39], though evidence of the 

usefulness of this grasp, in hand prostheses, has not yet been presented objectively. 

Thumb opposition is the key component to a large number of grip postures.  The 

thumb location differs between postures and requires at least two degrees of freedom to 

achieve any significant number of the postures of the human hand.  The ability to grasp 

objects in the lateral grip has been reported to be frequently used by multifunctional hand 

users.  

Some additional hand postures found useful by users of the iLimb hand [40] are: 

the “index point” (or finger touch) for operating a computer keyboard or ATM, and a 

neutral “thumb parking” position for donning/doffing a cosmetic glove or putting on a 

shirt or jacket, allowing the hand to fit more easily down the sleeve.   
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Replicating the movement and function of the human hand is challenging at best. 

The following chapter covers the history of hand prostheses looking in detail at hand 

designs with articulating digits and how mechanisms have been used to improve 

functionality. 
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 History of Hand Prostheses Chapter 3

 

A review of the literature on prosthetic hand designs was conducted to gain an 

understanding of the mechanisms used historically, in both commercially available and 

research devices. Anthropomorphic prosthetic hand design is not a new phenomenon. 

Early examples of prosthetic hands can be found as far back as the 15
th

 century with the 

Alt-Rupin Hand circa 1400 [3] (pp. 2-3). The phases of prosthetic hand development can 

be closely linked to wars and conflicts. A simplified timeline is shown below and gives 

the reader some idea as to the sequences of key events. Details of the influential 

developments in the field are presented in the remainder of this chapter. 

 

 Mechanical operated armour, 1400 – 1900  

 Body powered hand, circa late 1800’s  

 Body powered hooks, circa 1890 – present 

 First electric powered arm (IBM Arm), 1945 

 Electric hands with vise grips, circa mid 1950’s 

 Myo-electric control, 1950’s – present 

 Powered articulating hands research (Belgrade Hand), 1965  

 First articulating electric hand commercially available (ES Hand), circa 1992  

 Multifunction articulating electric hands introduced to the U.S. and European 

market (iLimb), 2007 

 Addition of motorised rotating thumb to multifunction hands, 2013 
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3.1  Mechanically Operated Armour  

3.1.1 Götz von Birlichingen Arm (Circa 1500) 

One of the best known examples of a hand prosthesis from the medieval period 

belonged to the German Knight, Götz von Birlichingen (1481-1562) [1], who lost his 

hand after being hit by cannon fire at the age of 23. He continued with his military 

service after commissioning an iron prosthesis. Two examples of his prostheses still exist, 

a rather rough and simple version, which might have been his first device, and a more 

mechanically sophisticated and well-made version which is shown in Figure 3.1. A 

similar design to this one, once thought to be an original of Von Birlichingen, is held at 

the Science Museum in London, although it is actually a left hand and Von Birlichingen 

lost his right. Hands of this type of fabrication were typical towards the end middle ages. 

An excellent document of the history of early prostheses was written by Dr Vittorio Putti 

in 1925 [1]. It can be observed from the descriptions in this paper that most of the 

mechanisms used in this armour type of hand were operated using the opposite uninjured 

hand, with mechanical levers or buttons. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1 Götz von Berlichingen’s Hand (second version)  [1] 
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3.1.2 Petit Lorrain Hand (Circa 1840) 

Significant improvements in surgical techniques for amputations were developed 

by Ambroise Paré (1510-1590) [3] (p. 4). While serving as an Army surgeon, he 

developed techniques for treating amputations which also gave rise to improved 

prosthetic appliances. Paré applied ligatures to control bleeding which made obsolete the 

old method of crushing the stump or immersing it in boiling oil in order to control 

haemorrhaging. He also introduced follow up care for his patients in order to improve 

their functional capabilities. He commissioned the construction of many prostheses for 

his limbless patients under the guidance of a locksmith who he called “le Petit Lorrain”. 

These devices were still heavily influenced by the armour manufacturing techniques of 

the day. Detail of the mechanism can be seen in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Petit Lorraine Hand Circa 1840 [1] 
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3.2  Body Powered Control 

3.2.1 Peter Ballif Arm (1812) 

Peter Ballif, a Berlin Dentist [3] (p. 6), made a great advance towards the goal of 

functional artificial hands with the design of a body powered hand controlled using the 

movement of remaining joints in the same arm. This design, made in 1812, is probably 

the first example of body powered actuation used in upper limb prosthetics. The hand 

mechanism itself is not remarkable, but the harnessing system for actuation using 

movement of the body was an innovation. The harnessing system and hand mechanism 

are shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Ballif Hand [2] 

 

3.2.2 Split Hooks – Hosmer Dorrance (Circa 1890) 

In the 1890’s D.W. Dorrance developed the split hook, which he subsequently 

patented in 1912. The split hook uses the same principle of body powered control 
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developed by Ballif and became popular mainly in the U.S. [4], where the simplicity, 

durability and function of this type of body powered device was deemed to outweigh the 

cosmetic appearance of more anthropomorphic body powered hands such as the APRL 

voluntary closing hand [9]. The Hosmer Dorrance Hook is still in use today, though the 

design has been improved since the original version. Figure 3.4 shows an image of a 

current model 555 hook. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4 Hosmer Dorrance Model SS-555 Hook - Adult Size #55063 [41] 

 

3.2.3 Early Body Powered Hands 

A study of prosthetic devices by Schlesinger was carried out in Germany after 

World War I and was published in the book “Ersatzglieder Und Arbeitshilfen fu ̈r 

Kriegsbescha ̈digte Und Unfallverletzte” (Artificial Limbs and Work Aids for Disabled 

Veterans and Accident Victims) (1919) [2]. The study includes a large number of 

mechanisms showing cable operated hand designs with articulating digits, some of which 

are shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 Mechanical Hand Mechanisms [2] (p. 509) 
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Another example from Schlesinger [2], Figure 3.6, shows the Troendle Hand 

dated 1917. The design of this hand shows remarkable anthropomorphic shape and 

aesthetic design. The thumb is angled at 120
o
 to the plane of the middle finger and the 

hand has a ball shaped wrist, presumably to allow wrist flexion and rotation. The images 

shown in Figure 3.6 appear to be drawings rather than photographs, so it is not clear if the 

hand was ever manufactured. 

 

     

Figure 3.6 Hand von Troendle, Stuttgart 1917 [2] (p. 541) 

 

3.2.4 The Carnes Artificial Arm (Circa 1904) 

At a similar period, around the time of World War I, the Carnes Artificial Arm 

was being marketed in Europe, as well as in the U.S. It was first patented in 1904 by 

William T. Carnes of Harmonsburg, Pennsylvania, and was heralded as a revolution in 

mechanical design at the time. The arm was cable operated from a shoulder harness and 

had a hand with: articulating digits, wrist rotation and flexion, and elbow flexion. The 

1904 Patent [5] shows that the digit flexion mechanism of the hand started out as a cable 

operated rack and pinion system, and the arm had manual wrist rotation and flexion 

which could be locked in place via latches. The design was modified to a worm drive 

configuration in a 1912 patent [42] with the addition of a mechanism to rotate and lock 
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the wrist. Figure 3.7 shows two examples of the Carnes Arm held in the Science Museum 

in London. 

 

Figure 3.7 Carnes Artificial Arm [43] 

 

An international exhibition of artificial arms was held at Roehampton in the UK 

in July of 1915, where exhibits were judged from around 24 companies, most of which 

were American. The Carnes arm was awarded the gold medal for the greatest advance in 

mechanism. “It was attached in the middle of the humerus in such a way, that the wearer 

had the finesse even to pluck out a hair” [44] (pp. 54-55). The arm, although technically 

advanced for the time, was not routinely fitted to rank and file military amputees due to 

the prohibitive cost. It became known as the “officer’s arm” as it tended to only be the 

better paid wounded officers who could afford them [43]. 

Due to the popularity of the Carnes arm at the time, parliamentary questions were 

asked in the UK on the 15 April 1918 by a Colonel Ashley, directed towards the Pensions 

Minister; whether “in view of the general opinion held by discharged soldiers who had 
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lost an arm; that the Carnes arm was in most cases preferable to the Blatchford arm, 

would steps be taken to issue such an arm in suitable cases?” [44] (p. 51). 

Patents for the Carnes arm were purchased by the German Authorities in 1916 

and the design was modified slightly to improve functionality of the mechanisms [45]. 

A description of the arm from a prominent British surgeon, E. Muirhead Little, 

after World War I described the Carnes arm as “a wonderfully ingenious machine; but the 

hands, which are made of steel, have the disadvantage of being heavy, weighing, 

according to type and size, from 16 to 24 ounces (or 0.45- 0.68 kg); On the other hand, 

they have the advantage of adaptability to various positions, which enormously increases 

their usefulness” [6]. 

The arm was redesigned by Carnes and patented again around the time of World 

War II in 1942 [46]. It would appear that the Carnes arm became obsolete after this time 

due to it being too expensive and heavy. A replica of the Carnes arm has been 

manufactured in Australia by the engineer and amputee Mark Lesek [47].   

 

3.2.5 APRL Hand (1945) 

The U.S. government was faced with a serious problem after World War II, with 

approximately 17,130 men or 2.5 percent of all U.S. wounded servicemen sustaining 

amputations [3] (p. 15). In March 1943 the Surgeon General of the U.S. Army established 

six amputation centres in the United States with another two added later. An Army 

amputation policy was established in June 1943, and in 1945 a program of research and 

development was initiated, with the purpose of creating improved prostheses using the 
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technological advances of the day. The program was created through The National 

Research Council and was headed by a committee of surgeons and engineers. It was 

originally known as the Committee on Prosthetic Devices. The program was supported 

by universities, private firms, laboratories run by the U.S. military, and The Veterans 

Administration. The program came to be known as the Artificial Limb Program [3] 

(pp.15-16). One such partner, the Army Prosthetic Research Laboratory (APRL) was 

given the primary objective of developing artificial arms, with an emphasis on prosthetic 

hands. A product of this assignment was the body powered voluntary closing APRL 

Hand, the number 4 version of which is shown in Figure 3.8. The APRL No. 4 Hand had 

a cast magnesium frame with a cam-quadrant clutch to lock the fingers in a firm grip and 

was fitted with a cosmetic glove. The index and middle digit were flexed by the 

mechanism with the ring and little finger floating [9] (p. 230). 

The hand was tested on 80 amputees over a 90 day period in 1951. The results of 

the test, shown in a report carried out by New York University, indicate that the majority 

of users found the hand to be preferable to both hook and existing hand devices [9] (pp. 

229-230). 

 
 

Figure 3.8 APRL No 4 Hand [9] (p. 231) 
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3.3 The First Electric Powered Hands  

With the introduction of electric motors to power prosthetic hands from 1945 

onwards, it is interesting to note that commercial hand designs became simplified and 

less lifelike in movement and appearance compared to some of their body powered 

predecessors such as the Carnes arm. Companies tended to favour pincer or vise type 

devices without articulating digits, and with the thumb and fore finger linked by the same 

actuating mechanism with no thumb rotation. This was probably due to the limitations of 

the weight and size of the motors available at the time, in combination with early control 

strategies which limited the number of degrees of freedom that could be controlled in a 

useful way. It was simply not feasible to fit more motors and hence more degrees of 

freedom into the volume of a normal size hand at the time. 

 

3.3.1 Early Powered Hands 

One of the earliest examples of an electric powered hand is illustrated in 

Schlesinger [2] (p. 388). It can be seen from the drawing in Figure 3.9, that the size of the 

gears and motor compromise the proportions and aesthetic appearance of the hand. 

 

Figure 3.9 Electromagnetic Hand, Schlesinger [2] 
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3.3.2 The Vaduz Hand (Circa 1950) 

Another early example of an electric powered hand was the Vaduz Hand [48], 

later known as the “French Electric Hand” after being marketed in Paris, which was 

controlled by the muscles of prehension, using pneumatic bags inside the socket to detect 

muscle bulge. It had a gear shifting mechanism to give high gripping force and also a 

reasonable digit velocity [7]. This principle of gear shifting is still used in single degree 

of freedom Otto Bock hands today (section 3.4.3). 

 

3.3.3 IBM Electric Arm Project (1945-1951) 

An early attempt at using electric motors, for a full arm system, was made by 

IBM under the electric arm project [10]. The U.S. Advisory Committee on Artificial 

Limbs, after World War II, recognized the disparity between the loss of function caused 

by an arm amputation and the limited function of the possible replacement prostheses of 

the time. They commissioned an investigation into new power sources and methods of 

power transmission. The research project started in 1945 and was conducted by the 

International Business Machines Corporation (IBM). Pneumatic and hydraulic methods 

were investigated but soon abandoned, hydraulic due to the problems associated with 

piping power along the body by means of hydraulic lines and pneumatic because it was 

found at the time that pneumatic systems were “grossly unsuited for artificial arms 

because of the weight required for such structures to be capable of withstanding the 

operating pressures” [10] (p. 361). The use of electrical power was pursued as the 

suitable solution using permanent-magnet electric motors.   
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Various models of a complete arm system were produced. The arm was based on 

the principle of one central motor for power with a series of selection clutches to take 

power from the central motor and deliver it to the specific articulations within the arm.  

An overview of the design from the patent is shown in Figure 3.10. Multiple-disk type 

friction clutches were used to transmit the driving force to the mechanisms, with the 

output force being proportional to the control force used to activate the clutch. Locking 

action was provided by using a worm drive of less than 50% efficiency, which simplified 

the mechanism and negated the need for an additional locking mechanism [10] (p. 379). 

The index and middle fingers were linked to the drive mechanism and could be operated 

to grasp objects. The thumb was capable of being locked in different positions in order to 

grasp larger or smaller objects. The ring and little fingers were articulated, but not 

powered, such that they could be positioned manually [49].   

 

 

Figure 3.10 IBM Electric Arm [50] 
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Different control strategies were used for the different levels of amputation. 

Control of high above elbow amputation (Model III-E) proved problematic and extensive 

research was undertaken. Control of the arm was finally achieved for this level of 

amputation with the use of a form of foot control, whereby pneumatic bladders were 

placed in the sole of the users shoe and the little toe was used to control the drive motor, 

with big toe and the heel being used to control motion selection [10] (p. 370).   

An evaluation conducted by the University of California in 1949 found 

shortcomings in the function of the arm. The elbow was the main source of erratic 

motions and the foot control switches “while functionally acceptable” were considered to 

be “psychologically unsound” because of their remoteness from the motions they 

controlled [10] (p. 375). Further iterations of the arm were developed with the elbow 

design reverting to cable control.  Ultimately the lack of sensory feedback and the 

inability to operate the arm without conscious thought led to the program being 

discontinued [51] (p. 10).  

 

3.4 Myoelectric Control (Circa 1945) 

Around the same time as the IBM Arm Project, the first work into myoelectric 

control was taking place at different locations around the world. Myoelectric signals are 

the electric signals naturally generated by the action of contracting muscles [52]. These 

signals can be amplified and used to control prosthetic devices. The earliest work in this 

field is credited to Reinhold Reiter at Munich University. He presented a prototype which 

required mains power and could only be used at a factory work bench [7, 52]. Another 
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early investigation into the possibility of using myoelectric signals from the residual 

muscle in amputated limbs was made in the UK by Battye, Nightingale and Whillis [53]. 

The work demonstrated the principle and concluded that control of a prosthetic device by 

this method was feasible. Other concurrent investigations were taking place into 

myoelectric control, which resulted in several hand designs along similar principles. The 

Russian Hand [8] and the Bottomley Hand [54] were both single degree of freedom hands 

with non-adaptive grips. 

 

3.4.1 The Russian Hand (Circa1958) 

In 1958 Russian workers from a joint group from the Machine Research Institute 

and the Central Prosthesis Research Institute, in Moscow, announced that a “thought-

controlled” artificial arm had been perfected [51] (p. 10). This was a wearable, 

myoelectric controlled arm system, referred to as the Russian Hand. It was the first 

design to use transistors in a prosthetic hand [7, 8]. 

The following specifications are quoted from Popov [55]. “The technical 

specifications of the prosthesis are as follows: the electric motor works off 13.5 volts; the 

weight of prosthesis is 800 grams; the weight of the feed unit is 320 grams; and the 

weight of amplifier is 120 grams. The dimensions of the amplifier are 82 by 46 by 21 

millimetres and of the feed unit 100 by 63 by 37 millimetres. The power of grasp 

between the tip of the thumb and index finger is one to one and a half kilograms and the 

greatest grasping power after transmission of several additional signals is two to two and 

a half kilograms”. The hand and its associated components are shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 The Russian Hand [55] 

 

It can be seen from these specifications that the system was heavy, bulky, and 

delivered a relatively low grip force when compared with today’s hand prosthesis. It is 

interesting to note the use of pulsing of the drive motor signals to increase the maximum 

grip force. This technique has subsequently been used in the Touch Bionics iLimb Pulse 

hand.  

 

Diagram Key 

A - Laminated plastic casing    B - Hand containing drive mechanism     C – Amplifier      D - Feed unit which 

supplies power to the electric motor in the hand  E - Cosmetic glove  F - Battery charger  G - Current-tapping 

device (also seen inside prosthesis in inset) 
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3.4.2 The Bottomley Hand (Circa 1965) 

The Bottomley Hand was the first myoelectric hand to use proportional control 

[54]. A force transducer in the drive train, placed after a non-reversing lead screw and 

nut, was used to provide force feedback for a closed loop controller, so that the output 

was proportional to the grip force exerted. A second control loop was employed, using 

velocity feedback, to control the closing speed before an object was gripped. The hand 

had two moving fingers opposing a fixed thumb.   

 

3.4.3 The Viennatone and Otto Bock Hands (Circa 1970) 

The hearing aid company Viennatone of Austria and Otto Bock Orthopedic of 

Germany both produced versions of the Russian Hand design. The Viennatone Hand was 

a self-contained system with power and electronics within the prostheses. Otto Bock went 

on to make their own mechanism similar to the Vaduz and Russian hands [51] (p. 10). 

The Bock hand had a single motor to drive the index and middle fingers into a pinch grip 

against the thumb. The fingers were non-articulating and did not conform to objects. This 

hand is still sold today in the form of the System Electrohands range of prostheses [35]. 

Its function has remained largely unchanged apart from improvements in speed, grip 

force, and the addition of slip sensors in the thumb. Figure 3.12 shows the current Otto 

Bock SensorHand Speed model from the System Electrohands range. 
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Figure 3.12 Otto Bock SensorHand Speed [35] 

 

  

3.5 Slip Detection (1966) 

The U.S. Army Medical and Biomechanical Research Laboratory (USAMBRL) 

developed the first prosthetic hand prototype to use slip detection for an automatic 

gripping strategy. The user initiated a grip signal and the hand griped lightly onto an 

object. If the object started to slip as it was lifted, a slip detector, positioned in the thumb, 

was used within a closed loop control system to increase the pinch force of the hand. As 

soon as the object stopped slipping the pinch force stopped increasing. The automatic 

system could be overridden by the user [56]. The slip sensor used a piezoelectric crystal 

to detect the vibrations of the slipping object. The sensor was fitted into the volar surface 

of the thumb on a modified APRL No. 44 Hand fitted with a servomotor/gear drive 

mechanism.  
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3.6 Electric Articulating Hands - Research 

Improvements in motor technology led to a renewed interest in articulating hands 

in the 1960’s with the development of such hands as the Belgrade Hand Prosthesis [57], 

the SVEN and ES Hands from Sweden [58, 59], and various iterations of the 

Southampton Hand [13]. Many multifunctional articulating hand designs were researched 

and presented at conferences. Few of these were commercially available as viable 

products until recently, mainly due to unreliability, excessive weight, and poor cosmesis.   

 

3.6.1 Belgrade Hand (1964) 

In the early 1960’s an adaptive hand with articulating fingers, named the Belgrade 

Hand, was developed. The first model was completed in 1964 with a second, improved 

version being developed during 1966-67. The hand was not used clinically to any great 

extent [7] but 35 hands were produced for testing and evaluation. The hand was powered 

by a single electric motor positioned in the wrist and protruding into the forearm area. 

The motor powered a worm drive which gave a mechanical self-locking property. The 

thumb mechanism had two cam programs/profiles for the thumb movement which were 

dependant on the direction of rotation of the worm wheel. One direction allowed the  

thumb to oppose the index and middle finger, the other direction allowed the thumb to 

move away from the palm allowing the digits to pass it and form a power grip.   

The hand used a mechanism of levers (commonly known as a Whiffletree) to 

allow the digits to adapt to the shape of an object as it was grasped. The mechanism 

allowed for the little and ring finger to be adapted mutually from each other and from the 
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middle and index fingers, however, the index and middle fingers were connected to the 

same point on the lever mechanism so always moved synchronously. The movement of 

the ring and little finger could be limited by a small mechanism to enable only the index, 

middle finger, and thumb to form a three-jaw chuck (or tripod) grip. This mechanism was 

operated by a small button located laterally on the palm [11, 57]. All digit joints were ball 

joints on the later models, so no openings would appear when the joints flexed [57]. 

Two forms of control were achievable: voluntary and automatic control.  

Voluntary control used a sprung potentiometer to give a control signal from the user.  

This was used to give proportional control for the closing speed and grip force. For the 

automatic control strategy, control signals were initiated using pressure sensitive 

transducers located in the fingers and the palm of the hand. These sensors used “pressure 

sensitive paint” [11] and were fitted to the finger tips to automatically initiate a tip pinch. 

Sensors were also fitted in the palm and proximal phalange of the index finger to initiate 

a power grip, with the grip pattern being dependant on the individual sensors first 

stimulated by the object. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.13 Belgrade Hand First Model [11] 
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Extensive testing of the hand was carried out in 1968-69 [60]. Endurance testing 

was carried out up to 50,000 cycles for each of the two grip patterns, but failure occurred 

around 20,000 cycles when alternating between the two grasps. It is interesting to note 

that myoelectric control of the Belgrade Hand does not appear to have been used.  The 

first model of the hand is shown in Figure 3.13. 

 

3.6.2 The SVEN Hand (1965) 

A multifunctional prosthetic hand was developed in Sweden, in 1965, called the 

SVEN Hand [58]. The hand used “Therylen” (Terylene) cords to flex individual digits, 

with the index and middle finger having three joints and the ring and little finger having 

two. Elastic ribbons on the dorsal side of the digits were used to return the fingers to the 

open position. An adaptive grip was achieved by coupling pairs of digits together with a 

pulley wheel in between each pair. Cords from the pulleys were run back through the 

wrist and over rollers to a finger flexion mechanism. This mechanism consisted of an 

electric motor, a five stage gear box, and cord drums. The efficiency of the gear stages 

was high (around 90%) and consequently not self-locking, so an electromechanical lock 

with a spring loaded catch was used to lock the motor axis. The lock was released using 

an electromagnet. Wrist pro/supination and wrist flexion were driven by self-locking 

worm gear drives. The thumb was also rotated by a cord wound on the same axis as the 

digit cords, which allowed the thumb to rotate into a three-jaw chuck (or tripod) grip with 

the index and middle fingers as they flex inwards. The thumb cord had the addition of a 
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clock spring which allowed the thumb to be locked in an outwardly rotated position while 

still flexing the fingers [58]. An image of the SVEN Hand is shown in Figure 3.14. 

 

 

Figure 3.14 The SVEN Hand (image courtesy of P.J. Kyberd) 

 

The SVEN Hand proved too unreliable for clinical fitting beyond the laboratory 

[12]. The drive mechanisms located in the forearm restricted the number of users that 

could benefit from the arm, due to the reduced available space for the residual limb. This 

led to a second generation hand called the ES Hand [59]. 

 

3.6.3 The ES Hand (Circa 1978) 

The ES Hand was based on the actuating principles of the SVEN Hand, but had 

more versatile prehension capabilities. It allowed for fitting to wrist-disarticulated 

patients by having the drive mechanisms within the envelope of the natural hand. This 
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meant it could be fitted to a wider range of patients. It had articulating digits with a force 

balancing mechanism (whiffletree) to give an adaptive grasp. 

 The prehension was improved by introducing active thumb separation and 

passive thumb rotation to give a range of grips, including a three-jaw chuck grip and a 

lateral grip on the side of the index finger. The control system was used to improve grip 

force by employing 20ms pulses at a frequency of 15Hz from the motor controller. This 

was used when the motor current exceed 1 Amp, thereby indicating that the fingers had 

closed on an object or each other [59]. It had wrist rotation and flexion modules which 

helped to alleviate compensatory movements of the upper arm. See Figure 3.15.  

 

Modules shown for grip (1), wrist movement (2), forearm rotation (3) and the control module (4)  

Figure 3.15 ES Hand (without glove) [12] 
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The ES Hand proved to be more reliable during testing than the SVEN Hand, but 

had the disadvantage of a similar weight as the SVEN Hand at about 1050g, and a 

distally placed centre of gravity. The weight of the SVEN Hand was felt by users to cause 

irritation of the amputation stump after prolonged use [12]. Also seven out of eight 

patients tested by Bergman et al. [14] thought the cosmetic appearance was not 

satisfactory. 

Both the SVEN and ES Hands were used with a six electrode pattern recognition 

system, with which the users were able to control: pronation and supination of the 

forearm, wrist flexion and extension, and finger flexion and extension [61]. The ES Hand 

was commercially available from “Prostesindustri AB” for a time [14], which would 

make it the first commercially available articulating hand.  

The excessive weight of the hand, its distal centre of gravity, and its cosmetic 

appearance probably led to its demise as a commercial product. 

 

3.6.4 The Montreal IRSST Hand (1985)  

The Institut de Readaptation de Montreal and the Ecole Polytechnique de 

Montreal began collaboration in 1985 to design a multifunctional hand to overcome some 

of the prehensile weaknesses generally associated with “pincer type” conventional hand 

prostheses [62]. Conclusions were drawn from studies that showed the thumb had a 

preferred plane of motion, during activities of daily living, which was in the range of 45-

55 degrees from the plane of flexion of the middle finger [63]. 
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The morphology for the design was obtained using a 3D CAD program (CATIA) 

to define the planes of motion of the fingers and thumb to obtain prehension [62]. 

A prototype was built with the thumb flexion on a plane at 45 degrees to the axis 

of the index and middle fingers rather than in a parallel plane as had been observed in 

most of the previous prosthetic hand designs such as: the Otto Bock Hand [35], SVEN 

[58], Belgrade [57], and Northern Electric Hydraulic Hands [64]. Vinet and Lozac’h [62] 

observed that an exception was that of the OBEU hand designed in Edinburgh, which had 

a thumb inclined at 60 degrees to the axis of the index and middle finger. Davis et al. [65] 

showed that this thumb position gave a reduction in upper arm compensatory movements 

compared to a pincer type hand with the thumb in a parallel plane to the index and middle 

digits.  

The digits of the Montreal Hand were able to articulate at the PIP joint by the 

implementation of a four-bar linkage system with the DIP joint fixed at an angle of 30
o
. 

The IP joints had a 2mm eccentricity “in order to obtain a proper force at the fingertip” 

and to reduce stretching of the cosmetic glove on the external side to the IP joints [62]. 

The four-bar finger mechanisms were optimized to reduce the driving torque necessary to 

counter balance a given force at the digit tip and the energy consumed over a cycle of the 

mechanism closure [66]. The digits were driven by fibre cables from spring loaded drums 

to give an adaptive grasp across all four digits when gripping an object. A return spring 

was fitted to the IP joints to return the digits to the open position and keep the drive cable 

taught. The fibre drive cable was connected to the digit driver link and the cables were 

terminated using a set screw which, unfortunately, tended to slip and cause prehension 

and alignment problems [67]. 
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The hand combined many positive features such as: a single drive motor to reduce 

weight, an adaptive grasp, a rotating thumb which moved on a more natural plane than 

previous hands, and digit joints designed to minimize stretch of a cosmetic glove around 

the joint. Two limitations were, the termination of the fibre drive cables proved difficult 

and the passive thumb rotation required input from the other hand. The hand prototype is 

shown in Figure 3.16. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Montreal IRSST Hand (image courtesy of Greg Bush) 

 

3.6.5 The Southampton Hand (1969-2000) 

The Southampton Hand is not in itself a specific prototype or hand design, but 

rather a methodology of control for an anthropomorphic hand. The term Southampton 

Adaptive Manipulation Scheme (SAMS) has been used to describe the hierarchical 

control philosophy employed in a number of physical prototypes or incarnations of 
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multifunctional hands termed the Southampton Hand. This control philosophy is based on 

the premise that the user gives simple instructions or control inputs to the hand to open, 

close, hold, squeeze or release an object. The hand’s internal control system then 

determines which grip pattern to use dependant on sensors fitted to the surfaces of the 

fingers and palm. It is also able to decide how tight to grip the object by using the 

information from slip sensors fitted to the tips of the fingers and thumb. If an object 

started to slip the hand controller automatically increased the grip force. This form of 

hierarchical control allowed the user to make strategic decisions while devolving the rest 

of the control to the microprocessor [13].   

Early prototypes are described by Kyberd et al. [13]. Most of the designs had four 

degrees of freedom: two independent directions for the thumb, rotation and separation; 

one for the index finger, flexion; and one for the remaining three fingers which were 

linked by a whiffletree mechanism to allow an adaptive grasp. 

 

3.6.5.1 MK5 Southampton Hand (1990) 

The MK5 Southampton Hand was constructed with two motor/gearboxes on the 

thumb, one motor/gearbox for the index, and one motor/gearbox for the other three digits 

using a whiffletree mechanism to enable the digits to form an adaptive grasp around 

objects. A return lever/bar system was used to return the three digits to the open position 

to avoid a common problem with whiffletrees; in that, when tension is released the digits 

have a tendency to flick back to the open position, individually, rather than as a group. 

Each gearbox was connected to a lead screw and pull-bar mechanism. The thumb had 
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two pivot axes so that it could increase and decrease the angle of separation and also 

rotate medially and laterally [68].  

Touch sensors were mounted on the palm of the hand, on the tip of each digit, and 

on the side of the index finger. Control was achieved using a microcontroller integrated 

circuit with analogue to digital converter (ADC) inputs for the sensors and H-bridge 

integrated circuits (ICs) for the motor control drivers [68]. Figure 3.17 shows the MK5 

Southampton Hand. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.17 MK5 Southampton Hand [69] 

 

3.6.5.2 The Leverhume/Oxford Hand (1998 to Present) 

The Levehume/Oxford Hand has two driven digits, the index and middle finger 

[70]. The ring and little finger are passive and are part of the cosmetic covering. The 

distal joints of the two driven digits are linked with a whiffletree system, using cables to 

give a conforming grip. The thumb is mounted on a swash plate to give a combined 

separation and rotation movement. The drive system has two direct current (DC) motors, 

one for the two digits and one for the thumb. Both have belt drives and the digit drive 
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also has a spur gear train to increase the torque. The hand uses the SAMS approach for 

control [70]. Slip is detected using an acoustic signal. An object slipping over the digit tip 

surface generates mechanical vibration which can be detected and converted to an 

electrical signal - by a miniature microphone placed on the end of a rubber tube fitted at 

the digit tip [71]. This version of the Southampton Hand had some useful features: a 

thumb that can impart 45N pinch, articulating digits, and a hierarchical control strategy to 

reduce the mental load on the user. Some disadvantages of the design were: force 

balancing is only present between the two digits at the distal joint so forming a true 

adaptive grip is difficult, only two digits are powered, and the hand cannot form a flat 

posture or make a lateral/key grip pattern. The Leverhume/Oxford Hand is shown in 

Figure 3.18. Ten copies of the hand were made and versions of the Leverhulme/Oxford 

Hand have been in use in the field since 1998. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.18 Early Leverhume/Oxford Hand (image courtesy of P.J. Kyberd) 
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3.6.5.3 The Southampton Remedi Hand (2000) 

The most recent incarnation of the Southampton Hand was referred to as the 

“Southampton Remedi Hand” [72] (named after a sponsor). The digits were articulated at 

the PIP and DIP joints by a single degree of freedom six-bar linkage mechanism [73] to 

give a natural curling motion and a good wrap-around grasp. This form of digit linkage 

has a reportedly higher mechanical efficiency than a four-bar linkage. Each digit was 

driven at the MCP joint, by a worm drive, for non-back-drivability. The drive motors 

were located in the palm. The Southampton Remedi Hand is shown in Figure 3.19. 

Acoustic slip sensors were originally fitted to the prototype to enable it to be 

controlled under the SAMS control scheme. Thick film sensors, with combined static-

force and dynamic-slip functions, were subsequently designed to be fitted on the 

fingertips of the prototype to replace the acoustic sensors [74]. Connectivity of force and 

slip sensors was not resolved over joints in the prototype. 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Southampton Remedi Hand [30] 
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The thumb was designed with two degrees of freedom: rotation of the TM joint 

combined with a fixed angle of separation which Light and Chappell [72] describes as 

“circumduction”, and a second axis located approximately at the MCP joint that he 

describes as “flexion”, which changes the angle of separation of the thumb. The weight of 

the prototype hand was reportedly 400g for the 7 3/4" size without any anthropomorphic 

shaped mouldings or a cosmetic covering. The hand had a large current draw on the 

battery due to the number of motors.  

 

3.6.6 The MANUS-HAND (1998) 

A multidiscipline European consortium called MANUS (Latin for hand) was set 

up in 1998 to provide a global approach to the problem of upper limb prosthetics [75]. 

The MANUS-HAND prototype used one motor to drive the index and middle fingers 

which were fixed together by a common spur gear. Actuation of the MIP and DIP joints 

was achieved by a crossed-tendon mechanism rather than a conventional bar linkage. A 

second motor was used to drive the thumb in two planes of motion, rotation and 

separation, via a Geneva-wheel mechanism [76]. The mechanism allowed the thumb to 

be rotated by the same motor used for the angle of separation in order to achieve two 

fixed positions, either in the lateral grasp position or opposing the digits for tip and 

cylindrical grasps. The ring and little finger were manually adjusted. The Geneva 

mechanism for actuating two planes of the thumb was a novel solution but was limited in 

that only one plane of movement was available at a time. The MANUS-HAND prototype 

is shown in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20 The MANUS-HAND [76] 

 

3.6.7 Toronto Bloorview MacMillan (TBM) Hand (1999) 

The Department of Mechanical & Industrial Engineering at the University of 

Toronto and the Rehabilitation Engineering Department of the Bloorview MacMillan 

Centre in Toronto collaborated to design a child size adaptive hand with articulating 

fingers, capable of grasping objects. The resulting design achieved the aims of the 

research, with a small hand the right size for children aged 7 to 11 years [77]. The digits 

of the hand were articulated at all three joints with a rigid bar linkage system. Adaptive 

grip was achieved by the use of springs in the linkage mechanism in the palm. These 

springs attached to a bar, which was actuated via a lead screw, driven from a geared 

electric motor located in the forearm of the device, shown in Figure 3.21. The thumb 

mechanism is linked into the same drive by a cable. The Thumb is also capable of passive 
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rotation to form a lateral grip pattern as well as the standard three-jaw chuck grip. Areas 

noted for improvement by Dechev et al. [78] are: the grip force, quoted as 14N in a Tri-

digital pinch, and the closing speed, at 4-5 sec, as being far too slow. Suggested remedies 

included a two speed automatic transmission to give a fast closing speed and high grip 

force once the digits are in contact with an object, similar to Otto Bock and Guo et al. 

[79]. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.21 TBM Hand [78] 

 

The TBM hand had the advantage of being small and lightweight by using a 

simple mechanism, and yet still achieving articulation at three joints per digit. Some of 

the disadvantages were: low grip force, the drive motor having to be located in the wrist, 

passive thumb rotation in plane with the digits, and poor thumb locking by friction only. 
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3.6.8 DEKA Luke Arm (2009) 

The Luke Arm was developed by the Research and Development Company 

DEKA, as part of the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) project 

“Revolutionizing Prosthetics”. The project was launched in 2006 to improve upper limb 

prostheses design in order to benefit the large numbers of injured U.S. servicemen 

returning from conflicts such as those in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

The arm was developed as a full arm system and received much media attention 

in the U.S. The media speculated on the price tag for an arm to be in the region of 

$100000 USD. Little has been documented in conference or journal papers about the arm 

with most information coming from patents. The hand on the prototype arm looks bulky, 

with several sets of differential gears across the digits giving force balancing to form an 

adaptive grip [80] (see Figure 3.22). The prototype arm was controlled via foot switches; 

an interesting choice considering the problems found with this method of control during 

the IBM Arm project in the 1950’s [10] (p. 375).  
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Figure 3.22 DEKA Luke Arm [80, 81] 

 

3.6.9 Other DARPA Project Hands 

Various other hand designs have been created as part of this DARPA project, 

although none have been developed as products so far, with the exception of the Otto 

Bock Michelangelo hand which was used on arm prototypes as part of the project. This 

hand was already at the prototype stage before the project commenced. Detailed 

information is difficult to find on the specific designs. Information on one design known 

as the Intrinsic Hand has been published by Weir et al. [37]. The mechanism is described 

as using a high torque Wolfram transmission in the drive train, with 15 DC motors and 18 

DOF. A second design referred to as the Extrinsic Hand was designed at Johns Hopkins 

University [82]. This design used a Cobot drive system located in the forearm to actuate 

the movements of the hand [83]. 
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3.7 Hydraulic Arms/Hands  

Several attempts have been made to use hydraulic power to actuate prosthetic 

hands. A full arm system was developed by the Rehabilitation Institute of Montreal in 

collaboration with Northern Electric Research Laboratories. The early hand, detailed in 

Stevenson and Lippay [64], had articulation on the index and middle fingers using 

miniature roller chains which were spring loaded to facilitate a conformal grip. A later 

version of the hand had all four fingers articulated and driven from a hydraulic cylinder. 

More recently a hydraulic hand was designed at Karlsruhe, Germany and is 

referred to as the Fluidhand. It has a miniature hydraulic pump within the palm of the 

hand which pumps hydraulic fluid to flexible fluidic actuators at the MCP and PIP joints 

of each finger to articulate the fingers and apply a grip force [84]. Figure 3.23 shows an 

image of the Fluidhand. 

 

 

Figure 3.23 Karlshrue Fluidhand [84] 
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3.8 Pneumatic Hands 

Pneumatic systems have been used in prosthesis designs in the past, most notably 

the Simpson arm developed in Edinburgh in the 1960’s [85-87]. Similar work was being 

conducted by Wilson at Hendon in the UK [88]. Both Simpson and Wilson’s work was 

influenced by the earlier work of in Marquardt and Haefner [89] in Germany in the 

1950’s. More recently pneumatic hand prosthesis designs have been presented in work by 

Plettenburg [90] and Takeda [91]. There are currently no pneumatic prosthetic hands 

commercially available. Some of the problems associated with pneumatic actuation are: 

the storage of the high pressure gasses required, and lack of available miniature 

pneumatic components mean development and manufacture of any new product would be 

expensive. It is for these reasons that pneumatic actuation was not pursued further in this 

work. 

 

3.9 Commercially Available Electric Articulating Hands 

3.9.1 The iLimb Hand (2007) 

The iLimb hand, by Touch Bionics, is claimed to be the first commercially 

available multifunction articulating hand, and while this may be so in the US, the ES 

Hand appears to have been made commercially available in Europe, according to 

Bergman et al. [14]. Certainly, the iLimb was the only commercially available multi-

functional articulating hand available when it was launched in 2007. 

The iLimb was developed in Edinburgh through a spinoff company from the 

British National Health Service. The concept originated from David Gow’s earlier work 
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with the Edinburgh Modular Arm System [92], where he used the principle of fixing the 

wheel of a worm drive at a joint and rotating the worm and drive motor about the fixed 

wheel. The digit drive motors of the hand are located in the proximal phalange of the 

fingers. The rotation of the worm causes the phalange to rotate around the wheel which is 

fixed to the base of the fingers at the MCP joint. The principle was used in small hands 

for children. It was conceived as a modular system, with the motor being located distal of 

the MCP joint, which would enable the individual digits to be fitted to partial hand 

patients. This partial hand solution is available from Touch Bionics and was called 

ProDigits. It has subsequently been renamed iLimb Digits. The original iLimb hand was 

controlled from a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) micro controller with 4 H-bridge motor 

driver ICs for powering the digit motors. The ring and little fingers were run from the 

same H-bridge, due to space constraints for the control circuit boards. The little finger 

had a smaller motor than the other digits and could be seen to struggle against the 

elasticity of the cosmetic glove leaving the little finger lagging slightly behind the ring 

finger. The digit motors were individually stalled at maximum grip when the motor 

current rose to a peak threshold limit at motor stall. This gave an adaptive grasp around 

objects, but multiple motors gave rise to a large current draw on the battery and excessive 

heat with repetitive use.  

Thumb rotation was by passive means which allowed multiple grip patterns to be 

achieved: precision, three-jaw chuck (tripod), power, and lateral/key grip, but this 

required the use of the uninjured hand or by pushing against a solid structure such as the 

user’s thigh or a table top. The stiffness of the thumb rotation could be adjusted with a 

lock nut to control the pressure on a friction washer. The index finger could be held at 
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stall against a desk to allow an index point position which proved a positive attribute for 

keyboard operation. 

The independent thumb separation provided the ability for the thumb to be moved 

into a park position for sliding through shirt sleeves etc. when dressing.  

The alignment of the thumb and its initial full opening in opposition grip patterns 

meant the thumb was often in the way when grasping smaller objects. This then required 

the user to lift their elbow higher to compensate. 

Problems with creating a flexible cosmetic glove were overcome by providing an 

iSkin covering which looked aesthetically pleasing and had slip surfaces on the inside to 

allow easy donning and low friction around the joints. Lifelike cosmetic gloves are 

expensive and problems of stretchability versus good wear properties still need to be 

refined. The original iLimb hand is shown in Figure 3.24(a). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.24 iLimb Hand [93, 94] 

 

(a) Original iLimb Hand  (b) iLimb Pulse Hand 
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A new model was launched in 2010 called the iLimb Pulse, Figure 3.24(b). The 

worm drive gearboxes were reworked to improve strength and efficiency. The motor 

drivers were pulsed, once an object has been gripped, to increase grip force. Pulsing was 

tried during original development of iLimb but abandoned, as the first iLimb model 

suffered from structural weaknesses. The iLimb Pulse has an improved mechanical 

structure and is now more robust. 

Two more versions have since been released, the iLimb Ultra (2011) and the 

iLimb Ultra Revolution (2013). The iLimb Ultra has new features and upgrades to the 

control software including, an auto grasp feature to prevent objects slipping, along with 

gesture selection which allows users to create custom gestures. The iLimb Ultra 

Revolution has the addition of a rotating thumb to allow selection of grip patterns [95]. 

The iLimb Ultra Revolution is shown in Figure 3.25. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25 iLimb Ultra Revolution [95]
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3.9.2 The BeBionic Hand (2010) 

The second multifunctional hand to reach the market was the BeBionic hand from 

RSL Steeper [19]. It was launched at ISPO, Leipzig, in May 2010. The hand is able to 

achieve the following grip patterns: three-jaw chuck (tripod), lateral grip, power grip with 

thumb wrapping around the fingers, index point, and a thumb park position. The thumb is 

rotated manually and locks into two positions, opposed and non-opposed. An inbuilt 

sensor detects which position the thumb is in and changes the available grip pattern to 

two different options for each position. The thumb opposed position enables tripod and 

power grip, while non-opposed enables key/lateral grip and index point. A partially 

closed power grip forms a hook grip for carrying a bag. Fingers move together laterally in 

an adduction grasp as the hand is closed, so objects like a fork can be gripped between 

them. The cosmetic glove has an integrated strengthening matrix on the inside, which 

helps prevent tearing and also provides a low friction surface which slides over the hand. 

This aids donning/doffing of the cosmetic glove and reduces power losses over the 

articulating joints. The hand can be configured wirelessly by the prosthetist, with 

proprietary software, to change between 6 pre-programmed control strategies. Titanium 

pins and links are used to improve strength and reduce weight. Each digit has a motor and 

lead screw unit located in the palm. The lead screw runs parallel to the motor. The lead 

nut is linked to the proximal phalange by two Titanium links. These two links fold away 

to allow the fingers to flex freely when pushed from the lateral side. A wishbone shaped 

link is used in a four-bar linkage configuration to flex the medial joint and allows the 

folding links to pass through the centre in order to fully fold up. 
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This new design from RSL Steeper incorporates: good anthropomorphic shape, 

reasonable grip force, individual control of digits, a proximal knuckle design which gives 

minimal stretch to the cosmetic glove over the joint, a good positive mechanism for 

passive thumb rotation, good shape of the finger and thumb tip, and a good palm shape. 

Some of the drawbacks appear to be: a large number of small titanium parts and 

pins, the thumb rotation is passive only, an index pinch grip cannot be obtained, and the 

hand has high power consumption. The first version of the Bebionic hand is shown in 

Figure 3.26. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.26 RSL Steeper BeBionic Hand 

 

The Bebionic3 is the latest iteration of the hand. Improvements have been made in 

chassis materials giving a more robust product. Grip force has been improved and is now 

quoted as being 140N in power grip as opposed to 75N in the earlier version [96]. Soft 

finger pads have been added to enhance grip. The Bebionic3 is shown in Figure 3.27. 
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Figure 3.27 RSL Steeper BeBionic3 Hand [96] 

 

3.9.3 The Michelangelo Hand (2010) 

Otto Bock previewed its multifunctional Michelangelo hand at ISPO Leipzig in 

2010. The hand was launched for general sale in Europe and is now available. Limited 

information is available on the workings of the hand. The fingers do not articulate at the 

PIP or DIP joints, but there are linking tendons to actuate the digits which are flexible 

and give some form of adaptive grasp. The hand was reported to have a grip force of 

100N in opposition mode in promotional literature [39], but this was subsequently 

reduced to 70N in a later brochure for technicians [20]. The gripping mechanism is 

driven by a single large brushless DC motor. Excellent thumb motion has been observed, 

with the thumb rotation axis positioned at around 45 degrees to the plane of the index 
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axis. A second small motor in the thumb drives a worm and partial wheel which moves 

the thumb between an opposition and lateral position. The main angle of separation 

movement of the thumb is linked to the main drive.  

The hand has a cover with corrugated sections to allow movement at the thumb 

TM joint and digit MCP joints. The static appearance is aesthetically appealing and well 

designed. The digits are flexed by compliant links attached to a plate connected to a cam 

mechanism. The cam rotates in two directions, one for each of the different grips. The 

thumb is linked via a connecting bar to the cam and is rotated a different amount for each 

direction of the cam. The movement of the hand is fast at “325 mm/s” [20]. The hand is 

fitted with a compliant wrist flexor which gives the hand a more natural look when being 

positioned. The Michelangelo hand is shown in Figure 3.28. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.28 Otto Bock Michelangelo Hand [39] 
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The digits of the Michelangelo hand do not articulate and therefore cannot wrap 

around objects. This gives the dynamic aesthetics of the hand a somewhat arthritic 

appearance. Also, the hand really only has two modes of active grasping, opposition and 

lateral, though promotional literature lists: lateral pinch, lateral power grip, finger 

abduction/adduction, tripod pinch, opposition power grip, open palm, and neutral 

position, as available grip patterns. 

 

3.9.4 The Vincent Hand 

The most recent addition to the line-up of commercially available articulating 

hands is the VINCENTevolution 2 hand by Vincent Systems, launched at MEC2014. It 

was preceded by the Vincent Hand in 2010, Schulz [21].  

The VINCENTevolution 2 hand is a compact and well-engineered device with 6 

motors driving all 4 fingers independently, as well as thumb rotation and angle of 

separation. The motors are placed distally to the MCP joints and drive planetary 

gearheads with a bevel gearset to apply torque to flex the fingers. These gears are custom 

made of a hardened material in order to be able to withstand the necessary torque for 

gripping and handling objects. The digits only have two joints, with the IP joint missing, 

though this does not seem to detract from the aesthetic appearance of the hand. The 

independent thumb rotation and angle of separation capability mean that multiple grip 

patterns can be achieved. The large number of grip patterns available means that a new 

method of selecting them was necessary. A state machine control strategy has been used 

to try to simplify the transition between grip patterns. The manufacturer claims a force 
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feedback system is included as standard in the hand via a vibrating motor in the palm 

[97]. The price for a VINCENTevolution 2 hand is reportedly in the region of $40,000 

USD. Figure 3.29 shows an image of the Vincent Evolution 2 hand. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29 VINCENTevolution 2 Hand [22] 
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3.10 Robotic Hands 

Design considerations for robotic applications differ considerably from prosthetic 

applications. Usually size and shape are not limited to the exact human form.  

Compromises are often made in the number of digits, and the look of the hand, which 

need not be anthropomorphic or covered with a lifelike cosmetic glove. There are many 

robotic hand designs in existence and while lessons may be learned from these designs, 

the author has not focused his field of research in this area. The reasons for this are that 

robotic designs tend to be large and heavy and make compromises which would be 

unacceptable to most amputees. A good example of this is the DLR/HIT Hand [98] which 

has only three fingers and a thumb, is approximately four times the size of a human hand, 

and weighs 2.2 kg. It is only able to generate a peak fingertip force of 7N.   

Smaller robotic hands have been designed, with digits flexed by cables, with the 

drive mechanism external to the hand i.e., in the forearm. This limits the usefulness of the 

hand as a prostheses as it would allow fitting only to users with a high level of 

amputation. External power sources are also generally used. Examples of this type of 

hand are the Robonaut Hand [99] and the Shadow Dexterous Hand [100]. Although 

robotic grippers are widely available and may provide good grasping of objects they are 

unsuitable for prosthetic application due to non-anthropomorphic shape and movement.   

Underactuation is the widely used concept of having fewer actuators than degrees 

of freedom (DoF). An in-depth evaluation of underactuated fingers in robotic hand design 

is presented by Biglen, Gosselin, and Laliberté [101]. The designs represented in the 

book use differential mechanisms with linkages and springs between the joints of the 
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finger. These mechanisms increase complexity and instability in the grasp, which is 

undesirable in hand prostheses. 

 

3.11 Electric Hand Control 

3.11.1 Myoelectric Control 

Conventional myoelectric control of hand prostheses for trans-radial amputees 

uses two electrodes placed on the skin within the socket of the prosthesis. If the muscles 

are extant, it is usual to place one on the medial flexor and one on the lateral extensor 

muscle groups of the remaining forearm. The flexor electrode is generally used to close 

the prosthetic hand, while the extensor electrode is used for opening. Electromyography 

(EMG) amplitude can be used for proportional speed control, so the harder the muscle 

contraction, the faster the hand moves. Electrodes are positioned during fitting of the 

socket in order to give clear EMG signals with minimal crosstalk where possible. 

Crosstalk can occur because it is difficult to activate individual muscles without partially 

activating the surrounding muscles; therefore, the electrodes may also pick up signals 

from the opposing muscle groups to that which was intended. For some users it can be 

difficult to completely isolate the two signals depending on the severity of injury to the 

residual limb, then compromises are adopted were the largest signal is taken as the 

command input. 
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3.11.2 Pattern Recognition 

Pattern recognition of myoelectric signals is a control methodology which uses 

the information from multiple electrode signals to control the prosthetic device. Initial 

training of the system is required for it to learn the intent of the user. The user is asked to 

make natural movements with their phantom limb, in motions associated with 

controllable degrees of freedom of the device. Each distinct motion is used to create a 

motion class. For example, the user may be asked to flex their wrist, or think about 

flexing their phantom wrist in the case of an amputee, to create a wrist flexion motion 

class. These motion classes are then used to train the pattern recognition software to 

associate that class of movement with the pattern feature set recorded from the electrode 

data. After training, features of the input signal data can be extracted from patterns which 

the controller’s classifier can associate with the user’s intended motion input class. 

Pattern recognition was first used to control the SVEN and ES Hands [12, 61, 

102].  Amplitude based features and a statistical classifier were used to achieve 

accuracies of 75% in a four class system [103]. The Institute of Biomedical Engineering 

(IBME) at the University of New Brunswick (UNB), one of the world leaders since its 

inception in the 1960’s, has pioneered work on the advanced control of hand prostheses 

using pattern recognition techniques. Improvements in processing speed and the 

introduction of digital signal processor integrated circuits has allowed more complex 

real-time pattern recognition systems to be implemented, with classification accuracies in 

the region of 95% in experimental environments [104]. The level of classification 

accuracy however, falls rapidly when applied to clinical situations of normal use where 

limb position can affect socket stability and consequently the reliability of the system 
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[105, 106]. Two commercial pattern recognition hand control systems have been 

produced to date. The first by a Plymouth-based company in the UK, Advance Control 

Research Ltd [107], which offered a dual electrode system capable of proportional 

control of hand open/close and wrist pronation/supination. This product has not gained 

much success in the marketplace. The second is a new company based in Chicago called 

Coapt LLC. Their system can take inputs from up to eight electrode pairs and be used to 

enhance the control of industry standard upper-extremity prostheses [108]. The 

application of these commercial pattern recognition systems has been limited, so far, to: 

hand open/close, wrist pronation/supination, and wrist flexion/extension motions. This is 

due to the lack of suitable prosthetic hands, until recently, which are capable of forming 

natural grip patterns and could make full use of the pattern recognition systems potential. 

Experimental systems have been used to select different hand grip patterns such as power 

grip and pinch grip, but this has not yet been demonstrated on a hand capable of 

automated grip selection [105]. 

 

3.12 The Need for Better Hand Design 

In a comprehensive study, “Consumer Design Priorities for Upper Limb 

Prosthetics”, Biddiss et al. [16] in 2007 concluded that “reduced prosthesis weight 

emerged as the highest priority design concern of consumers”. The survey was conducted 

of a relatively large population of prosthesis users; 242 responses in total were able to be 

used. Priorities for adult electric hand users were to “focus more on functional items such 

as increased dexterity and reduced frequency of unplanned movements”. Important to 
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both (adult and paediatric users) were “improvements in sensory feedback, glove 

durability, resistance to moisture/dirt, cost, life-like function and appearance, and wrist 

control” [16]. It was also importantly noted from the survey, that additional design 

priorities were mentioned by consumers that were not on the original list presented in the 

survey. For users of electric hands this was specifically the ability to have independently 

moving fingers [16]. An apt quote from one participant, in the survey on the future of 

prosthetic design, stated that “My ideal hand is streamlined, lightweight, life-like, 

functional, and doesn’t cost an arm and a leg” [16].  

In an earlier survey into upper-limb prosthesis users, Kyberd et al. [15] also 

concluded that light weight was a priority amongst users, along with “durability, ease of 

cleaning, longevity of operation (up to 12 hours), and suitability for driving”. 

A survey of “Prosthetic Use in Adult Upper Limb Amputees” by Millstein et al. 

[109] reported advantages of electric hands over body powered hands, in comfort, grip 

strength and appearance, but noted disadvantages with high cost, the need for specialist 

fitting centres, lack of durability, and increased maintenance. 

In another study by Biddiss and Chau [17] looking at studies of the abandonment 

of upper limb prostheses over the last 25 years, it was reported that “electric prostheses 

are generally accepted to offer advantages in appearance, increased pinch strength, ease 

of operation, and lack of harness... In contrast, users can typically expect increased 

maintenance such as glove and battery replacement, in addition to higher cost and 

weight”. 
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It can be concluded that Myoelectric prostheses prior to 2007 were: 

 Too heavy 

 Limited in functionality 

 Too expensive 

 Not anthropomorphic in shape and movement 

Improvements in anthropomorphic shape and movement have been made with the 

introduction of multifunctional articulating hands to the prosthetics market. The price for 

these innovations is high however, and reliability has been raised as an issue. There is 

still scope for improvements in functionality, weight, and cost reduction. 

 

3.13 Measurement of the Performance of a Prosthesis 

In recent years the process of assessment of prosthesis function has become more 

precisely defined. Using the World Health Organisation’s International Classification of 

Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) [110], a group of professionals has defined the 

process of assessment [111, 112]. The capabilities of the prosthesis can be divided into 

three domains: Function, Activity, and Participation. The first measures the basic 

parameters of the prosthesis (grip force, mass, grip size), the second is what activities the 

prosthesis can do (hold a glass, pour liquids), the third is what activities a wearer really 

uses the prosthesis for (fishing, playing cards). When assessing the prototype device 

designed as part of this work, this dissertation will concern itself with the first two 

domains, as assessment in the Participation domain would require long term use of the 

device in the field, which is beyond the scope of this work. 
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 Hand Prototype Design Chapter 4

 

Having established that there was a need for improved hand prosthesis design and 

carried out research into the available literature, it was proposed to design and build a 

prototype prosthetic hand device. The purpose of this was to test out concepts for 

improving functionality and appearance, while attempting to keep costs low and reduce 

weight. A formal design method was used. 

4.1 Design Method 

The design process used for this project was taken from “The Mechanical Design 

Process” by Ullman [113]. The process and techniques described in his book can be 

applied to the design of most mechanical objects. A flow chart of the design process is 

shown in Figure 4.1, and the process, is described in the following sections. Each phase 

of the process can be iterative in nature until the designer is satisfied and can move on to 

the next stage, or where necessary move back to an earlier stage to re-evaluate. 

 
Figure 4.1 Design Process [113] 

Product Discovery 

Project Planning  

Product Definition  

Conceptual Design 

Product 
Development 

Product Support 
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4.2 Product Discovery 

The first step in the design process, product discovery, investigates the need for 

the product. The research (section 3) on historical hand prosthesis designs and surveys of 

user’s requirements highlights the need for lighter, more functional and more lifelike 

prosthetic hand products.   

 

4.3 Project Planning 

A Gantt chart was used to plan the work required to complete the research, design 

and testing of the hand prototype. Estimates of the time and resources required were 

woefully underestimated, and so while it was useful to break down the work into 

manageable tasks, the Gantt chart is not an accurate picture of the actual time taken for 

completion. The original Gantt chart is shown in Appendix C. 

 

4.4 Product Definition 

The goal here was to understand fully the problem and design a specification for 

the Prototype hand. The technique Ullman [113] employs is called Quality Function 

Deployment (QFD). QFD is a popular method used in product design for this purpose. A 

QFD diagram known as the House of Quality was generated for the Prototype hand. A 

full description of the process is shown in Appendix A. Table 4.1 shows the specification 

targets generated from the house of quality matrix. The target is the value at which a 

customer would be happy with the product (referred to as "delighted"), and the threshold 

is the point at which a customer would be dissatisfied with the product ("disgusted"). 
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Measurable parameters of existing products were compared, where possible, to aid in 

setting the targets.  
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Table 4.1 Prototype Hand Specification Targets 

 

Actual samples of the competitors’ products were not available at the time, so 

data was taken from manufacturer’s literature and research publications. The in-depth 

understanding gained by this QFD process at an early stage, was invaluable in the design 

process.  
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4.5 Conceptual Design 

4.5.1 Functional Decomposition  

Before concepts could start to be generated, the function of the hand needed to be 

understood in more detail. A functional decomposition was carried out. The functions 

describe what the product must do in terms of the flow of energy, material, or 

information between objects. First a single statement was constructed to describe the 

overall function of the hand prosthesis, shown at the top of Figure 4.2 in the blue box. 

The overall function was then subdivided into sub-functions shown in red. These were 

then subdivided again and again until the functions could not be subdivided any further. 

These functions are described as Atomic functions [113], and are shown in purple. Figure 

4.2 shows an example of one of the sub-functions and the functional decomposition 

breakdown into atomic functions. The full functional decomposition chart is located in 

Appendix B.   

 

Figure 4.2 Functional Decomposition Example  

Transform external energy into a controllable grip force to grip firmly a 
variety of different shaped objects in a lifelike manner 

2. Grip objects 

2.2 Apply driving force to 
digits to grip objects 

2.2.1 Transform driving force to rotational torque at 
MCP joint on digits 

2.2.2 Transform driving force to rotational torque to 
flex Thumb at MP or DIP joint? 

2.2.3 Transform rotational torque at MCP to 
rotational torque at PIP joint on digits 
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4.5.2 Concept Generation 

For each atomic function from the functional decomposition chart, a set of 

solutions were generated using brainstorming, ideas from existing patents, and 

knowledge of historical designs.  

A morphological method [113] was used which involves three steps: functional 

decomposition (covered in the previous section), the generation of as many concepts as 

possible to solve individual functions, and finally, combining concepts to meet all the 

functional requirements. Final concepts were then evaluated to select the best feasible 

solution with which to proceed (see next section). A list of the potential solutions to 

atomic functions, examined in the design process, is shown in Appendix D: Design 

Concepts.  

 

4.5.3 Concept Evaluation 

Many of the possible solutions for atomic functions were rejected because the 

time and resources necessary to develop the ideas were not available. Solutions to atomic 

functions involving off-the-shelf components were favoured, where possible, to reduce 

costs and development time. Some examples of these are: function 2.3.1 Read user intent 

input signals, which can be solved using Otto Bock electrodes to read the myoelectric 

signals in the residual limb. Or function 2.3.3 Interpret user intent signals, which can be 

solved using a dsPIC microcontroller [114]. Other functions had several feasible 

solutions. The difficulty was to decide which solutions would work in conjunction with 

each other and give the best overall design.  
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It became apparent during the design process, that the functions, where multiple 

choices were available, could be grouped into three main areas: the main drive to the 

digits, the digits themselves, and the thumb. These three areas were split to simplify the 

evaluation process and each was evaluated for feasibility, given the available budget and 

resources, and rated as Go or No Go. The remaining feasible concepts were as follows. 

 

4.5.3.1 Digit Concepts 

The digit design concepts were narrowed down to a cable option, or a rigid link 

option, with a locking pin actuated using a piezoelectric Squiggle motor [115] and several 

different options for a return spring and the method of connectivity to the palm.  

 

4.5.3.2 Thumb Concepts 

The thumb concepts consisted of a worm drive for thumb rotation, and for the TZ 

joint angle of separation at the base, three solutions remained in contention: a worm 

drive, a motor and lead screw in the palm, and a motor and lead screw in the thumb itself. 

 

4.5.3.3 Main Drive Concepts 

For the main drive, each one of the 108 combinations of the possible solutions 

was assessed using the Go/No Go method to see if they were viable. This left 14 potential 

concepts. From these, further investigation was carried out into the availability and size 

of off the shelf components which would meet the functional requirements of the 
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different designs. The possible combination of a pancake BLDC motor with a harmonic 

drive, connected to a hypocycloid straight line mechanism to pull a whiffletree, was 

ultimately rejected due to height constraints within the palm which could not be met 

without bespoke components and a significant amount of development work. This left 

several combinations of ball screw mechanisms combined with either vertical or 

horizontal whiffletree configurations.  

 

4.6 Final Concept 

The final concept that was chosen for the hand prototype (see Figure 4.3) had a 

main drive consisting of a BLDC pancake motor, driving a worm drive with the wheel 

fixed to the end of a ball screw shaft, which was connected to a vertical whiffletree to 

actuate all four fingers. The digit concept was for cable drive links with a return spring on 

the PIP joint. The thumb had a worm drive for rotation, and another worm drive to 

change the angle of separation of the thumb at the TZ joint. The emergency release 

function chosen was a slot machined in the back end of the worm gear shaft to allow a 

screwdriver to be inserted into the palm to release the whiffletree mechanism should the 

hand fail while gripping an object. Detailed design of the hand is covered in chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.3 Prototype Hand Concept 

 

4.7 Preliminary Concept Investigation and Analysis 

Prior to the formal design process, preliminary research was undertaken into the 

design of the digits. Many different designs have been used in previous hands to achieve 

a natural curling motion of the joints. Most designs have been curling mechanisms where 

the MCP joint of the finger is actuated and the PIP, and less frequently the DIP joints, are 
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physically linked to enable them to rotate in proportion to the rotation of the MCP joint. 

A commonly used method, historically, has been the four-bar link mechanism [13, 116].  

 

4.7.1 Early Four-Bar Link Digit Design 

 

Figure 4.4 Early Four-Bar Linkage Digit Design 

An early digit design from this project, using a four-bar link mechanism, is shown 

in Figure 4.4. An actuation force is applied to the proximal phalange of the digit, via the 

proximal link, to rotate it. The distal phalange is combined with the middle phalange and 

is set at a fixed angle of 30
o
 at the distal interphalangeal joint (DIP). A solid 

interconnecting link attached to the base of the digit then rotates the combined middle 

and distal phalanges as the proximal phalange rotates. The interconnecting link pivots 
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about a fixed point on the base. In the case shown in Figure 4.4 this point is 90
o
 to the 

vertical plane of the base. Changing the angle of the interconnecting link pivot point has 

an effect on the path of the curling motion generated by the digit tip.  

 

4.7.1.1 Kinematic Analysis of the Curling Motion of a Four-Bar Linkage Digit 

To investigate this design, a program (linkcalc2) was written using MATLAB 

software [117] to generate graphical representations of the predicted motion of the digit. 

The program was run for a range of angles (from 0
o
 to 90

o
) of the interconnecting link 

pivot point. Input parameters could be selected to change the angles and link lengths in 

order to evaluate the effects on the overall curling motion of the digit. The four-bar link 

model is shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5 Four-Bar Link Mechanism for an Articulating Digit 
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The input parameters to the main program function were as follows: 

linkcalc2(r1,r2,PA1,RA2,RA3) where: 

 

r1 = The desired link length of the fixed base link 1 

r2 = The desired link length of the proximal phalange link 2 

PA1 = Pivot Angle 1; the desired angle of the location of the fixed pivot on link 1  

RA2 = Rotation Angle 2; the desired rotation angle of the proximal phalange, link 2 

RA3 = Rotation Angle 3; the desired rotation angle of the distal phalange, link 3  

 

The values chosen for r1 and r2 were 8 mm and 45 mm respectively, to allow for 

an MCP joint diameter and proximal phalange length which approximates the size of a 

50
th

 percentile male hand [118, 119]. The values of 90
o
 and 124

o
 for RA2 and RA3 were 

chosen to estimate the digit’s natural fully flexed position. 

The program calculates the remaining link lengths r3 and r4 for links 3 and 4 

respectively, depending on the desired rotation angles RA2 and RA3 and creates a plot of 

the resulting mechanism geometry every five degrees of rotation of the proximal 

phalange link 2. Parameters r5 and r6 are fixed values for the geometry of link 3. 

Calculations are based on loop closure equations taken from Cleghorn [120] (pp. 133-

136). 

Plots were generated for three different positions of the pivot angle PA1, at 90
o
, 

45
o
, and 0

o.  
The plots are shown in Figures 4.6-4.8. 
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Figure 4.6 Predicted Motion of Digit Plot 1 (angle PA1 Set to 90
o
) 

 

The first plot, Figure 4.6, shows the path of the digit tip, indicated by the black 

crossed line, with the pivot point O4 set at a pivot angle, PA1 = 90
o
. The driven rotation of 

the distal phalange is relatively slow at first, and then remains fairly constant throughout 

the remaining range of motion. 

r1 = 8, r2 = 45, r3 = 5.2443, r4 = 41.7032, PA1= 90, RA2=90, RA3=124 

mm 
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Figure 4.7 Predicted Motion of Digit Plot 2 (angle PA1 Set to 45
o
) 

 

Figure 4.7 shows the pivot point located at PA1 = 45
o
. Here the tip trajectory starts 

off a little faster than the previous case and then gradually slows down as the digit curls 

closed. 
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Figure 4.8 Predicted Motion of Digit Plot 3 (angle PA1 Set to 0
o
) 

 

With PA1 set to 0
o
, as shown in Figure 4.8, the rotation of the distal phalange is 

rapid at the start and then slows down considerably nearing the closed position. The 

curling motion of the digits is an important consideration in order to achieve a life-like 

action of the fingers 
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4.7.1.2 Force Analysis of Four-Bar Linkage Digits 

A simple model of the phalange links was created in SolidWorks 3D modelling 

software. Static forces on the four-bar linkage digit were calculated using a graphical 

“Force Polygon” method [120] to determine the theoretical tip force at stall, given a 

known input torque. Figure 4.9 shows the four-bar link digit model. 

 
 

Figure 4.9 Forces on a Four-Bar Link Digit: Force Polygon Method 

 

The model was analysed assuming an input torque of M2 = 2Nm applied to the 

proximal phalange, link 2, and ignoring friction forces and gravity. The force �̅� required 

to hold the digit in equilibrium can be calculated. The line of action of the forces on link 

4 are along its axis, as it is a two-force member. The line of action of force �̅� is assumed 

to be perpendicular to the digit tip. The point K lies where these two lines of action meet. 

The line of action of the third force acting on link 3 (�̅�23) can be constructed from point K 

K 
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to the pivot point of link 3 onto link 2. A free body diagram for the proximal phalange, 

link 2, can be constructed to show the turning moment from the two forces �̅�12 and �̅�32 

acting upon it. The perpendicular distance (d) between the lines of action is used to 

determine the force �̅�32 to hold the link in equilibrium against the input torque M2.  �̅�32 is 

equal and opposite to the force �̅�23. A force polygon for link 3 can be graphically 

constructed and the other two forces, �̅�43 and �̅� determined. 

For each of the three cases of pivot angle PA1 from the kinematic motion analysis, 

the link forces were plotted for proximal rotation angles, RA1 from 0
o
 to 90

o
 in 5

o
 

increments. The plots are shown in Figures 4.10 – 4.12. Forces are plotted for �̅�23, �̅�43 

and �̅�. An additional plot shown with a purple dashed line is shown for the ratio of �̅�43 to 

�̅�. This ratio is useful in comparing the mechanisms as it gives an indication of the 

mechanical disadvantage of the link set up and how much more force is generated in link 

4 to achieve a gripping force at the digit tip. 

Where the pivot angle PA1 is 90
o
 in Figure 4.10, high forces in link 4 are needed 

to generate relatively low tip forces at the start and finish of the proximal link rotation.  
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Figure 4.10 Forces on Digit with PA1 at 90
o
 

 

Figure 4.11 Forces on Digit with PA1 at 45
o
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The overall tip force generated when PA1 = 45
o
, shown in Figure 4.11, is much 

greater than when PA1 = 90
o
, but much higher forces are needed in link 4 to achieve this 

toward the end of the proximal link rotation. 

 

Figure 4.12 Forces on Digit with PA1 at 0
o
 

 

When PA1 = 0
o
 (shown in Figure 4.12), very little tip force is generated initially. 

As the rotation occurs, a much higher tip force is generated than in the other 

configurations, but large forces are required in link 4 to generate this. As the line of 

action of F23/F32 aligns with the axis of the proximal phalange (link 2) the turning 

moment (d) on link 2 effectively becomes zero and so the forces �̅�23 and �̅�43 become 

infinite. This is, of course, theoretical as the links would fail long before this point. Force 

analysis of the interconnecting link from the early four-bar linkage digit design indicated 
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that the Von Misses stresses begin to exceed the yield strength when a force of 300 N 

was applied to the link as shown in Figure 4.13.   

 

 

Figure 4.13 Von Misses Stress on Proximal Link at 300N for Aluminium 6061-T6 

 

Force analysis on the four-bar linkage digit design, with different pivot angles 

reveals:  

 The achievable grip force is not consistent across the range of motion of the digit. 

 High link forces are necessary to achieve reasonable grip forces at the tip 

 The ratio of link force to tip force changes as the digit rotates. 
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4.7.2 Cable Digit Concept 

If a wire cable were used as the interconnecting link, and if it was limited by a 

solid fixed radius around the pivot, then the line of action and the perpendicular distance 

to the pivot point would be constant for all digit positions as the wire would be pulling 

tangentially at a fixed radius all the time. A digit concept employing cables for the 

actuating links is shown in Figure 4.14.   

 

 
 

Figure 4.14 Cable Digit Concept 

 

The ratio of diameters can be simply calculated to give the desired rotation at the 

PIP for a desired rotation of the MCP joint. The length of cable taken up by the rotation 

The perpendicular distance from  

the line of action of the cable link 

to the pivot point remains constant 
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of the MCP is same as the length that will be pulled in at the PIP joint (negating any 

stretch in the cable). If the desired rotation at the MCP is 80
o
, and the desired rotation at 

the PIP is 110
o
, and the diameter around the MCP joint (DMCP) is 14.6mm, the required 

diameter at the PIP is calculated as shown in equation 4.1 and 4.2. 

 

𝜋𝐷𝑀𝐶𝑃 ×
80

360
= 𝜋𝐷𝑃𝐼𝑃 ×

110

360
 (4.1) 

 

Dividing both sides by 𝜋 
and multiplying by 360, then rearrange 

 

𝐷𝑃𝐼𝑃 =
80

110
× 𝐷𝑀𝐶𝑃 = 10.62𝑚𝑚 (4.2) 

 

So the diameter that the cable curves around at the PIP joint needs to be 10.62 

mm to give the desired rotation of 110
o
 at the PIP joint. A SolidWorks 3D model was 

created for this cable design with the connecting link, link 4, always tangential to the 

fixed radius of rotation for the cable. The forces were plotted in the same manner as for 

the rigid link four-bar mechanism. The force plot is shown in Figure 4.15.   
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Figure 4.15 Forces on Cable Digit Concept 

The forces in Figure 4.15 are as defined in the four-bar link system in Figure 4.9, 

but link 4 has been replaced by the cable and so �̅�43 is now the tension in the cable. As 

the perpendicular distance from the cable to the pivot point is no longer changing as the 

proximal phalange is rotated, the ratio of �̅�43 to �̅� is a constant. A more consistent force 

profile can be achieved with this design and the rotation speed for the distal phalange is 

constant for a constant rotation of the proximal phalange.   

The rigid link four-bar linkage system suffers from another disadvantage. The 

digits and rigid link are susceptible to damage from external forces on the dorsal side of 

the digits; for example if the user pushes up from a chair and the fingers are extended, 

excessive load can be placed on to the digit links causing damage. The realisation of this 

problem highlighted the need for an additional atomic function to be added to the 
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functional decomposition chart (see Appendix B). The atomic function 2.1.5 Prevent 

damage to digits if a dorsal force is applied was added during the detailed design phase. 

The solution chosen to satisfy this function was to use cable links and allow the cable to 

slide into a recess in the proximal and distal links if a dorsal force is applied.  

 

4.7.2.1 Cables 

The cables used in the prototype were from Sava Industries Inc. For the 

interconnecting/distal cable, part number 2033SN is rated at 445N minimum breaking 

strength, and for the proximal cable, 2037SN is rated at 712N minimum breaking 

strength [121]. The smaller cable was used in the distal link as it is thinner and more 

flexible which gives a smaller possible bend radius for it to slide into the cavity in the 

distal phalange, when an external dorsal force is applied to the digits. The cables were 

terminated with brass ball-end plug crimp fittings, 401B0.39, and 401B0.51 respectively. 

These fittings only give 50% of the rated cable strength, but can be applied with a manual 

crimping tool, so lend themselves well to prototyping applications. Factory fitted ball 

fittings can be swaged to give up to 80% of the rated breaking strength depending on the 

cable size.   

 

4.7.3 Whiffletree Concept 

Force balancing between digits has been used in many hand prosthesis designs. It 

allows the digits to conform around an object and reduces the number of motors needed 

to form an adaptive grasp. Differential gears have been used, as in the DEKA Research 
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and Development Luke Arm [80] or the UNB Hand [122], but there are limitations in this 

method which led to its rejection for this design. Differential gear boxes in the MCP joint 

take up a significant amount of space. They limit the digits to a parallel configuration, 

and the materials and hardening processes needed to produce small enough gears of 

sufficient strength are costly and heavy.  

A spring system has also been used to give compliance and balance the forces 

across digits in the Toronto Bloorview MacMillan Hand [78]. This method was also 

rejected, as the size of springs required to achieve the desired grip forces would take up 

too much space in the palm, and also it does not lend itself well to providing a natural 

angle of separation between the digits.  

One of the simplest methods of force balancing, used in previous prosthetic hand 

designs, was the whiffletree. The term whiffletree has been historically used to describe 

the set of perpendicular bars used to harness two or more animals for the purpose of 

towing a single load, for example a plough or cart. The force is balanced between the bars 

and differences in displacement are taken up by the angle of the main bar. The whiffletree 

in its simplest form consists of perpendicular links which balance the force across digits 

in pairs, and again across the two pairs of digits as shown in Figure 4.16. As a tension 

force is applied to the mechanism, the digits curl in to grasp an object. As the digits 

conform to an unevenly shaped object some digits are flexed more than others until all of 

the digits are in contact with the object. The force is then applied evenly through the 

whiffletree mechanism.   
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Figure 4.16 Basic Whiffletree 

 

Whiffletrees have been used in many hand prostheses in one form or another. The 

Windler-Budzinski hand [2] (p.537), shown in Figure 4.17, is a good early example of a 

body powered hand with a whiffletree mechanism. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.17 Hand von Windler-Budzinski, Whiffletree Example [2] (p. 537) 
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The Belgrade Hand [57, 116] also used a whiffletree mechanism to form an 

adaptive grip, shown in Figure 4.18. A perpendicular lever links the ring and little fingers 

(9). The index and middle fingers are directly coupled together to a larger lever linking 

the two pairs of digits (6). This mechanism is not fully adaptive due to the direct coupling 

of the index and middle fingers (17). The hand has a small mechanism operated by a 

manually operated button (16) on the lateral side of the hand which holds the little and 

ring fingers open so the main whiffletree can close the index and middle fingers only. 

 

 

Figure 4.18 The Belgrade Hand Mechanism [57] 
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Kyberd [13] describes the use of a whiffletree in the Southampton Hand, and 

notes that the whiffletree can suffer from unnatural movements when returning to the 

open position, as some digits have the tendency to open all the way before others move. 

A bar touching the base of the fingers was implemented as a return linkage to alleviate 

this problem in the Southampton Mk5 Hand.  

 

4.7.3.1 Whiffletree Prototype 

A prototype model of an articulating hand using a simple whiffletree mechanism 

was constructed to evaluate and observe the unnatural return movements, and to see how 

the mechanism might be used in a hand. The model digits and a palm frame were made 

from artist mount board. Aluminium bars were used for the whiffletree links with ABS 

plastic pins for the pivots, and cables made of fishing cord. A single cable was used to 

pull the whiffletree mechanism.  

 

Figure 4.19 Original Whiffletree Model 

Wiffletree Mechanism 
Digit Return Spring 
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A four-bar linkage was used to articulate the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint, 

with the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint being set at a fixed angle of 30 degrees. A 

return spring was fitted at the base of each digit’s proximal phalange to return the finger 

to the open position. The original model prototype is shown in Figure 4.19. 

 

4.7.3.2 Whiffletree Instabilities 

Video of the operation of the whiffletree mechanism was taken. The whiffletree 

was actuated by manually pulling a cord attached to the proximal link. The mechanism 

flexed all four digits in a uniform fashion, but as the operating cable was released the 

digits did not return uniformly. Some digits stuck and then flipped open after the others.  

 

 
   

Figure 4.20 Unnatural Return Motion of a Whiffletree 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 
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This motion gave an unnatural appearance and is therefore undesirable in hand 

prostheses. A set of frames from the video is shown in Figure 4.20 to show the 

phenomenon. The top and third finger can be seen to stick in frames b and c. The top 

finger then rapidly flicked open by frame d. The third finger from the top also stuck in 

frame b but released more slowly than the other fingers. 

 

4.7.3.3 Addition of Springs to Improve Motion 

In an attempt to alleviate the unnatural movement on hand opening, a set of 

compression springs were fitted to the longitudinal links in the whiffletree. This gave a 

small moment to return the links to a perpendicular position, as the operating cable was 

released, see Figure 4.21.  

 

Figure 4.21 Whiffletree Balancing Springs 

Whiffletree Balancing Springs Added 

F1 = F2 
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A second video was taken of the digits opening with the balancing springs added.  

Four frames are shown in Figure 4.22. It can be seen that the return motion of the digits 

was more balanced and uniform than previously shown. A small lag remained in the top 

and third digits but this was reduced by the addition of the springs. 

 

 

Figure 4.22 Use of Springs to Alleviate Unnatural Motion in a Whiffletree Prototype 

 

The unevenness of the return can be attributed to non-uniformity of manufacture 

in the model and differences in friction around the joints, between digits. The linkage 

springs could be optimized to ensure an even return of the digits by changing the spring 

constant. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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4.7.3.4 Addition of Thumb 

A third phase of construction was carried out with the whiffletree prototype model 

to investigate the possibility of adding an opposable thumb to the mechanism. An 

articulating thumb was added, with a link to actuate the thumb angle of separation, 

connected to the index finger pivot point. It was necessary to modify the proportions of 

the links, so as to account for the extra force needed to change the angle of separation of 

the thumb. Three-fifths of the total force is needed on the index middle and thumb side 

and only two-fifths on the ring and little finger side, therefore the pivot points needed to 

be positioned proportionately to achieve this. Likewise, on the index/middle cross link, 

two-thirds of the force needed to go to the index/thumb pivot and only one-third to the 

middle finger. The modified link proportions are shown in Figure 4.23. A previously 

constructed digit of the same type as the fingers was used for the thumb. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.23 Modified Link Lengths on Whiffletree to Balance Forces 

Link to Thumb 
Modified link proportions 

18mm 12mm 
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The whiffletree prototype was able form a tip grip, shown in Figure 4.24 (a) and 

to grip various objects and to conform around them giving a stable grasp, as shown in 

Figure 4.24 (b and d). The thumb could be manually rotated to grip objects in a lateral 

position, see Figure 4.24 (c). The friction properties of the surface of the card material 

proved unsatisfactory for good prehension; with hard plastic objects slipping from the 

grasp. The prototype did demonstrate however, that an adaptive grasp could be achieved 

using a simple whiffletree mechanism combined with a passively rotating thumb. 

Inefficiencies in the digit mechanism led to low grip forces being achieved. 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Whiffletree Prototype Model with Thumb: Grip Patterns

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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 Prototype Hand - Detailed Description Chapter 5

 

After completion of the preliminary investigations, the concept generation, and 

the final concept selection, the detailed design phase commenced. Concepts were refined 

and modelled using SolidWorks 3D software. Components were sought to fit into the 

available space for a 50
th

 percentile male hand size [118, 119]. This size was chosen to 

accommodate a reasonable range of potential users and to allow sufficient space to 

demonstrate the design concepts. Plastic parts were manufactured using a Stratasys 

Dimension 1200es rapid prototype 3D printer [123] (shown in white in the hand figures). 

The machine prints real ABS plus thermoplastic, using Fused Deposition Modelling 

(FDM) Technology. Most other parts, generally shown in grey in the figures, were 

machined from 7075 Aluminium by a rapid machining company, QuickCut CNC. The 

prototype hand material costs were approximately $10,000 USD including tooling, etc. 

The following sections describe the prototype detailed design.  

 

5.1 Prototype Digit Detailed Design 

The final prototype digit design uses the cable concept discussed in section 4.7.2. 

The following description refers to the digit exploded view in Figure 5.1. The Base (1) 

locates the digit into the Palm Frame of the hand (shown later in section 5.5) and is 

locked in place by a grub screw. The MCP Shaft (4) is fitted to the Proximal Phalange - 

Internal (3) and into the Base (1) and is then fixed in place into the Proximal Phalange - 

Internal (3) with a spring pin (12). This shaft is then free to rotate on ABS plastic 
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bearings (2) in the Base. One end of the Proximal Cable (23) fits into a grove in the Base 

(1) with a slot to locate the ball-end plug on the end of the cable.  

 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

1 Base 14 Proximal Phalange Cover 

2 MCP Bearing  15 Proximal Phalange Mirrored Part 

3 Proximal Phalange - Internal 16 M2x6mm 316SS Philips machine screw 

4 MCP Shaft 17 #2 1/2 inch sheet metal screw countersunk 

5 Distal Phalange 18 Distal Spring Fixing Pin 

6 MCP Cover 19 Proximal Spring Fixing Pin 

7 MCP Cover Mirrored Part 20 Return Spring 

8 Tip 21 Panasonic Rotational Potentiometer 

9 QTC Pill (Hidden) 22 Locking Pin 

10 Tip Circuit Board (Hidden) 23 Distal Cable 

11 Distal Phalange Mirrored Part 24 Ball-End Plug (type 401) 

12 MCP Spring Pin 25 Short FSR 

13 MCP Stop Pin 26 Proximal Cable 

Figure 5.1 Digit Prototype Exploded View 
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The Ball-End Plug (24) on the other end fits into a grooved cavity in the Distal 

Phalange Mirrored Part (11). This can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.2. The Distal 

Phalange (5) and Distal Phalange Mirrored Part (11) fit together onto the Proximal 

Phalange – Internal (3) and rotate about the two bosses on the distal end. The distal 

phalange is held open by a return spring (20). The Proximal Cable (26) fits into a 

grooved cavity in the Proximal Phalange – Internal (3) and extends out of the Base (1) 

and into the Palm Frame where it is pulled by the main actuation mechanism, covered 

later in section 5.2.  

 

 

Figure 5.2 Digit Prototype Cable Link Cavities 

 

Figure 5.2 (a) illustrates the grooved cavity (shown in green) in the Proximal 

Phalange – Internal part, which allows the ball-end plug of the Proximal Cable (shown 

in red) to slide within the cavity if an external force is applied to the dorsal side of the 

(a) 

(b) 
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digit. This allows the digit to curl closed without damaging the links or cables.  Figure 

5.2 (b) shows a similar cavity in the distal phalange (again shown in green) which allows 

the Distal Cable (shown in blue) to slide within the cavity to let the distal phalange close 

independently of the proximal phalange should an external force be applied to the dorsal 

side of the tip only. 

The digits can be locked in the open or closed position by a Locking Pin (22) 

which slides in and out of the Base (1) and engages into one of two recesses on the back 

of the Proximal Phalange – Internal (3) to lock it in either the open or closed position. 

The ability to lock digits in the open or closed position allows the main drive whiffletree 

mechanism to act on the unlocked digits and means that one actuator can be used to form 

several different grip patterns. Figure 5.3 shows the Digit Locking Pin (shown in red) 

engaged in the locked open position, free to move, and engaged in the closed position.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Digit Locking Pin Engagement 

Locking Pin 

Engaged Open 

Locking Pin 

Disengaged 

Locking Pin 

Engaged Closed 
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Figure 5.4 Digit Locking Pin Actuation 

Figure 5.4 (a) shows the arrangement of the Digit Locking Pins in the Locking 

Plate assembly and Figure 5.4 (b) shows a close up of a locking pin, driven by a Squiggle 

Motor which is held in place on the locking pin assembly by a Locking Pin Cover. 

The digit had a flexible silicone tip pad (8) which compresses on to a force sensor 

(25) located beneath it. A rotational potentiometer (21) is fitted onto the MCP Shaft (4) to 

measure the angular rotation of the MCP joint. 

The Squiggle motors used to actuate the digit locking pin were very fragile and 

susceptible to damage to the motor shaft when subjected to excessive radial loading. 

Several motors failed during the initial prototype construction phase, likely due to lack of 

care in installation by accidentally overloading the motor shaft while pushing the motor 

into place. Once the motors were properly installed they remained operating for the 

duration of prototype testing. The digit locking pin design needs refinement to decouple 

the Squiggle motors from the locking pin to prevent damage from sideways forces during 

installation and operation. 

(b) Locking Pin Detail 

Locking Pin Locking Pin 

Cover 

 

Squiggle Motor 

(a) Locking Plate Assembly  
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5.2 Main Drive and Whiffletree Design 

The description of the main drive and whiffletree design refers to Figure 5.5. The 

main drive consists of a ball screw (17) driven by a BLDC motor, worm (motor and 

worm not shown here) and wheel (6). The worm drive makes the mechanism non-back-

drivable so the hand can maintain a grip force without drawing power.  

 

 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

1 Sub Link 3.5mm between pullers 11 Central Torsion Spring 

2 Main Link - Top 12 3 x 5mm dowel pin for Whiffletree Cable Puller 

3 Main Link - Bottom 13 CW Torsion Spring 

4 Cable Puller 14 CCW Torsion Spring 

5 Sub Link - 5.5mm between pullers 15 M2.5 x 6mm countersunk socket head cap screw 

6 Main Drive Wheel 16 M2.5 x 8mm countersunk socket head cap screw 

7 External Retaining Ring 17 TPA (The Precision Alliance) Ball Screw  

8 Square Key 2x2x6mm 18 Puller Nut 

9 Puller Shaft - 9.6mm long 19 TPA Ball Screw Nut 

10 Puller Shaft - 7.6mm long   

 

Figure 5.5 Prototype Vertical Whiffletree Design 
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The Ball Screw Nut (19) is attached to the Whiffletree Puller Nut (18) via a 

threaded boss. This links to the Top and Bottom Whiffletree Main Links (2&3) which 

balance the pulling force between the two Whiffletree Sub Links (1&5) which in turn 

balance the pulling force between pairs of digits. 

The proximal cable ball-end plug for each digit fits into a Cable Puller (4) which 

transmits the pulling force to the individual digit allowing it to close and apply a grip 

force. The Whiffletree Sub Links (1&5) are free to rotate on puller shafts which are fixed 

in place to the Top and Bottom Whiffletree Main Links (2&3) with countersunk machine 

screws (puller shafts are not visible in Figure 5.5). Likewise the Top and Bottom 

Whiffletree Main Links (2&3) are free to rotate on a top and bottom boss on the 

Whiffletree Puller Nut (18).  

 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

11 Central Torsion Spring 14 CCW Torsion Spring 

13 CW Torsion Spring 20 Ball Screw Linear Pot Wiper 

Figure 5.6 Whiffletree Torsion Springs 
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Torsion springs (11, 13, and 14) are added between the links to return them to a 

neutral position when the pulling force is released on hand opening (see Figure 5.6). This 

is to reduce unnatural movements as discussed in section 4.7.3.2.  

 

5.3 Thumb 

The thumb prototype design rotates and changes the angle of separation at the TM 

joint (see Figure 5.7) using a worm drive for each degree-of-freedom. An exploded view 

of the thumb is shown in Figure 5.8.  

 

 

Figure 5.7 Thumb Rotation and Separation 
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θ = angle of rotation 

TM joint 
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

1 Thumb Metacarpal - Internal 18 Basic Internal Retaining Ring 

2 Maxon EC14 DLDC Flat Motor 19 Thumb Separation Shaft 

3 Maxon GP 13A 67:1 Gearhead 20 Worm Far End Bush 

4 Thumb Metacarpal - Internal End 21 Thumb Bracket 

5 Thumb Distal Phalange 22 External Retaining Ring 

6 Thumb Tip Circuit Board 23 Thumb MCP Cover 

7 Thumb Distal Phalange Mirrored Part 24 Thumb MCP Cover - Mirrored Part 

8 Thumb Tip Pad 25 Panasonic Rotational Pot 

9 QTC Pill 26 Thumb MCP Pin 

10 Thumb Metacarpal Cover 27 M2x6mm 316SS Philips machine screw 

11 M2 x 6mm Button head screw 28 #2 1/2 inch sheet metal screw csnk 

12 M2 x 12mm Button head socket cap screw 29 M2 x 4mm Countersunk 

13 Thumb Metacarpal Cover - Mirrored Part 30 M2 x 5mm Countersunk 

14 Thumb Worm Case 31 M2 x 2mm Set screw cup point 

15 Thumb Separation Worm 32 Thumb Rotation Wheel 

16 Thumb Separation Wheel 33 Square key 2x2mm key stock 

17 Bearing - Worm Shaft End 34 M2 x 12mm dowel pin 

 

Figure 5.8 Thumb Exploded View 
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The Thumb Separation Wheel (16) is fixed in position to a Thumb Bracket (21) 

and the Thumb Separation Worm (15) rotates inside the Thumb Worm Case (14) which 

then in turn makes the thumb rotate about the Thumb Separation Shaft (19) causing the 

thumb to open or close the angle of separation of the thumb from the axis of the index 

finger. The worm drive is driven by a BLDC motor and planetary gearhead with a 67:1 

gear ratio. The whole thumb assembly is rotated by the means of another worm and 

wheel gear set. The Thumb Rotation Wheel (32) is fixed the shaft of the Thumb Bracket 

(21) with a steel key (33). The Thumb Rotation Worm and motor are shown later in the 

main drive and wrist plate assembly Figure 5.10. The thumb has a soft silicone Thumb 

Tip Pad (8) which houses two force sensors. A rotational potentiometer (25) is fitted on 

the Thumb Separation Shaft (19) in order to measure the thumb separation angle. The 

thumb distal phalange has a fixed flexion angle of 20 degrees about the IP joint. This 

fixed angle is determined by the position of a dowel pin (34) located through the Thumb 

Metacarpal - Internal End (4).  

The thumb distal phalange has also been rotated about its longitudinal axis by 20 

degrees on the Thumb Metacarpal - Internal End (4) part, to twist the thumb tip into a 

more natural alignment with the opposing tip pads of the index and middle fingers. This 

twisted angle of approach of the thumb pad can be observed in the natural hand, and 

appears to allow for the differing lengths between the index and middle finger to form a 

tighter tripod grip between the fingers and thumb pad. Figure 5.9 (a) shows the twist 

angle and Figure 5.9 (b) shows the thumb in alignment with the index and middle fingers. 
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Figure 5.9 Thumb Twist Angle 

 

5.4 Main Drive and Wrist Plate 

The main drive is housed in the Wrist Plate (1) and is illustrated in Figure 5.10. It 

consists of a BLDC motor (6) connected to a worm (4) and wheel which in turn drives a 

ball screw to actuate the whiffletree mechanism longitudinally as described in section 5.2. 

The stall torque of the motor is sufficient to generate a theoretical longitudinal force in 

the ball screw of 793 N. The worm drive gear ratio of 19:1 makes the efficiency of the 

gear set sufficiently low so as to be non-back-drivable. This means the digits are able to 

maintain a gripping force without requiring continuous power.  

20
o 

(b) (a) 
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

1 Wrist Plate 6 Main Drive BLDC Motor 

2 Thumb Rotation Worm 7 Thumb Rotation BLDC Motor 

3 Thumb Rotation Wheel 8 Thumb Rotation 67:1 Gear Head  

4 Main Drive Worm 9 Crossed Helical Gears 

5 Motor Adapter Plate 10 Mount holes for quick disconnect wrist 

 

Figure 5.10 Main Drive and Wrist Plate 

 

The Wrist Plate (1) houses the worm and wheel gears and bearings, for both the 

main drive and the thumb rotation drive. The Main Drive BLDC Motor (6) is mounted on 

a Motor Adapter Plate (5) to allow it to be firmly fixed and aligned to the Wrist Plate (1). 

Three mounting tapped holes (10) on the back of the wrist plate allow for an OttoBock 

Quick Disconnect Wrist to be securely attached. The Thumb Rotation BLDC Motor (7) is 

fitted to a 67:1 planetary gear head (8), which drives a pair of Crossed Helical Gears (9) 

2 

 3 

  6 

  5 

   4 

 

  9 

  8 
  7 

  10 

  1 
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to transmit the drive through 90 degrees. The worm gear shaft is fixed to the 

perpendicular crossed helical gear and drives a 19:1 ratio worm gear (2), which in turn 

drives the Thumb Rotation Wheel (3) to rotate the thumb. Crossed helical gears were 

chosen rather than bevel gears because the offset of the two right angled shafts allowed 

the thumb rotation BLDC motor to be positioned clear of the whiffletree. This meant the 

motor and gearhead could be positioned more proximally to allow them to fit within the 

envelope of the palm shape casing. 

 

5.5 Full Hand Assembly 

 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

1 Whiffletree 6 Main BLDC Motor 

2 Whiffletree Puller Nut 7 Palm Shape Cover-Top 

3 Crossed Helical Gear 8 Thumb rotation BLDC Motor 

4 Otto Bock Quick Disconnect Wrist 9 Palm Frame 

5 Thumb Rotation Motor Bracket   

Figure 5.11 Full Hand Assembly 
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The full assembly is shown in Figure 5.11. The Palm Frame (9) links all the other 

components together and forms the main structural component of the hand. The Main 

BLDC Motor (6) drives the ball screw to move the Whiffletree Puller Nut (2) which pulls 

the Whiffletree (1) which in turn pulls the digits closed via the proximal cables. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Emergency Manual Release 

 

The back of the each worm gear is slotted to take a flat bladed screw driver, 

which can be inserted through a hole in the palm casing of the hand, see Figure 5.12. This 

allows the mechanism to be wound open manually in the case of a malfunction, so the 

hand can be released from gripping an object. This function was adequate for the 

prototype design on the main drive. It proved useful when setting up the control 

electronics for the hand, but would need a more easily operated safety release mechanism 

for a practical hand prosthesis. The thumb rotation worm was not able to be turned by 

Thumb rotation  

manual release 
Main drive 

manual release 
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hand as the combined efficiency of the crossed helical gears and the planetary gear head 

was low enough to be non-back-drivable.  

 

 

Figure 5.13 Palm Shape Covers 

 

A palm shape cover in two parts, Ventral and Dorsal, Figure 5.13 (a) and (b) 

respectively, forms the anthropomorphic shape of the palm and protects the internal 

components.   

 

5.6 Sensors 

The hand was fitted with sensors for measuring the position of joints and forces at 

the finger tips and on the structure of the thumb. These were used for control of the hand 

and are outlined in the following subsections. 

5.6.1 Joint Rotational Potentiometers 

Panasonic EVW-AE4001B14 rotational potentiometers [124] were used to 

measure the flexion angles at the MCP joints of the digits, the separation angle at the TM 

(b) Dorsal Palm Cover 

 
(a) Ventral Palm Cover 
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joint of the thumb and the rotation angle of the thumb. The potentiometers were mounted 

to a D shaped boss on the end of each joint’s rotational shaft as shown in Figure 5.14.  

 

Figure 5.14 Joint Rotational Potentiometers 

 

5.6.2 Main Drive Linear Potentiometer 

The main drive position was measured using a ThinPot linear position sensor 

from Spectrasymbol [125]. This sensor uses a membrane resistive element, which 

requires a wiper to press on the potentiometer to change the resistance and give a reading. 

The ThinPot sensor was mounted on the underside of the Locking Plate (see Figure 5.15).  

A custom wiper had to be designed because of the limited space available for an 

off-the-shelf solution. The wiper was fixed with adhesive to the nut cap which pulls the 

whiffletree mechanism via the ball screw as shown in Figure 5.15. As the ball screw nut 

moves, the nut cap and wiper are drawn along the length of the ThinPot sensor and the 

resistance changes linearly. This change in resistance is used to measure the position of 

the nut cap.  

MCP Shaft 

Digit Flexion Potentiometer Digit Base 

Thumb Separation  

Potentiometer 

Thumb Rotation 

Potentiometer 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 5.15 Main Drive Potentiometer Wiper Location 

 

Fixing the ABS material of the wiper to the Aluminium of the Nut Cap proved 

problematic with the adhesive used, as it would tend detach over time. A stronger 

adhesive or a different method of attachment would be required for a product. 

 

 

Nut Cap Pot Wiper 

ThinPot Sensor Locking Plate 
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Figure 5.16 Main Drive Potentiometer Wiper Design 

 

The ThinPot sensor requires a force of between 1-3 N to be delivered by the 

wiper. The wiper was modelled as a triangular plate cantilever spring (see Figure 5.16) to 

give an approximation of force, given a deflection (δ) of 0.2mm using the following 

deflection equations taken from Juvinall et al. [126] (p. 518): 

 

 𝛿 =
𝐹𝐿3

2𝐸𝐼
 (5-1) 

 

where F is the force to create the deflection, L, b, h are the length, width and height of the 

cantilever respectively, and the moment of inertia 𝐼 =
𝑏ℎ3

12
  and Young’s modulus for 

ABS plastic taken as E = 2000 MPa.  

 

The corresponding spring rate (k) is 

 𝑘 =
𝐹

𝛿
=

𝐸𝑏ℎ3

6𝐿3
 (5-2) 
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Rearranging (eq 5-2) for force F gives: 

 𝐹 =
𝐸𝑏ℎ3 × 𝛿

6𝐿3
 (5-3) 

 

Entering values into (eq 5-3)  

 𝐹 =
2000 × 4 × 0.63 × 0.2

6 × 33
= 2.13𝑁 (5-4) 

 

The force generated by the cantilever was calculated to be 2.13N for a designed 

deflection of 0.2mm. This is within the required force range to operate the ThinPot sensor 

[125]. 

 

5.6.3 Thumb Strain Gauge Force Sensor 

A strain gauge force sensor was fitted to the ventral side of the Thumb Metacarpal 

– Internal part along the thin strut, as shown in Figure 5.17. The purpose was to measure 

the force applied to the thumb when gripping an object. This was used to determine when 

an object is being held rather than to give a definitive grip force measurement. 
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Figure 5.17 Position of Thumb Strain Gauge 

 

The strain gauge used was a Vishay Precision Group general purpose strain 

gauge, model number CEA-13-125UN-120 [127]. The strain gauge was connected in a 

three wire quarter bridge configuration [128] to reduce imbalance and error due to 

temperature changes in the lead wires. A 3.3V instrumentation power supply voltage 

drove the quarter bridge. A Burr-Brown IA118 instrumentation amplifier [129] was 

selected to amplify the output from the bridge, with a gain resister RG of 10 Ω giving a 

gain of 5000. 

 

5.6.4 Digit Force Sensors 

Force sensors were designed to fit into the tips of the digits and the thumb to give 

an indication of the force applied when gripping an object with the finger tips. In practice 

Thumb strain gauge location 

Thumb Metacarpal-Internal 
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these sensors were redundant when gripping most objects as the hand grip force was not 

sufficiently high to cause damage to most objects and so regulating the grip force was not 

necessary. The digit and thumb tip design allowed for either of two force sensor types to 

be fitted under a silicone tip pad. The first was a Quantum Tunnelling Composite (QTC) 

pill [130], which is a small square of QTC material 3x3x1mm, which changes resistance 

as pressure is applied to the material. The sensor requires a small circuit board to 

complete the circuit across the material, so the resistance change can be measure as a 

voltage through an op amp circuit. The QTC sensor is shown in position in the digit tip in 

Figure 5.18(a), and the circuit board is shown in Figure 5.18(b). 

 

 

Figure 5.18 QTC Pill Tip Force Sensor 

 

The same tip parts were designed to also be compatible with a force sensitive 

resistor (FSR) in place of the circuit board. A small ABS plastic disc (FSR button) was 

Silicone Tip Pad QTC Pill 

Circuit Board 

(a) 

(b) 
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added in place of the QTC pill to transmit the force from the silicone tip to the FSR. This 

configuration is shown in Figure 5.19. On testing the two methods, the FSR proved to 

have greater sensitivity at lower force and was therefore fitted to all the digits and thumb 

rather than the QTC pill sensor.   

 

 

Figure 5.19 FSR Tip Force Sensor 

 

The FSR used was the FSR®400 Short (part number 34-00004) configured as a non-

inverting amplifier with a Linear Technology LT1079CN operational amplifier [131]. 

 

 

FSR 

FSR Button Silicone Tip Pad 
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5.6.5 Thumb Tip Force Sensors 

The thumb was designed to house two QTC pill tip force sensors at 140
o
 to each 

other, to give two thumb force measurements at different angles. The concept behind this 

was to use the two force readings to rotate the thumb to balance the forces on the thumb 

tip and hence achieve a more balanced opposition position of the thumb. In practice the 

thumb rotation motor was not able to generate sufficient force to manipulate objects in 

this way and so this was not pursued further. The thumb tip parts were modified by hand, 

to accommodate two FSRs rather than the QTC pill and circuit boards which are shown 

in Figure 5.20. 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Thumb Tip Force Sensors 

QTC Pills 
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5.7 Cosmetic Covering 

A cosmetic covering/glove was manufactured by injecting liquid silicone into a 

mould. The mould was designed to use the shape of the prototype hand as an inner 

mandrel, shown in green in Figure 5.21 (a), and the same shape but with an increased 

thickness of 1.75 mm as the outer mould. The outer mould had to be split into seven 

separate parts to fit around the thumb and to take account of the curvature of the palm 

and rotated angles of the digits. Figure 5.21 (a) shows the component parts. The parts 

were made using the same rapid prototype process as for the hand. The mould parts were 

then bolted together on to an aluminium base plate, before the silicone was injected 

through a central pipe fitting. See Figure 5.21 (b) for the assembled rapid prototype 

mould.  

 

 

Figure 5.21 Cosmetic Covering Mould 

(a) (b) 
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After removal from the mould the finished glove (see Figure 5.22) was fitted on 

to the prototype hand. The thickness of the glove around the articulating joints of the 

digits severely restricted the movement of the hand. The dorsal side of the glove had to 

stretch to allow the MCP and IP joints to flex, reducing the available gripping force, and 

the ventral side tended to wrinkle and prevented the digits from closing fully. The thumb 

rotation motors were barely able to overcome the resistance of the glove due to the 

BLDC motor controllers used (discussed further in section 6.2.3).  

 

 

Figure 5.22 Cosmetic Covering/Glove 

 

Further work would be needed to reduce the adverse effects of the glove on grip 

force, for the purposes of producing a viable product. The use of corrugations on the 

dorsal side of the articulating joints may allow for a more unrestricted movement. A 

better approach may be to design the glove early in the design process or chose an off the 

shelf glove on which to base the hand design upon. 
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As an interim measure, the cosmetic glove was sliced at the dorsal and ventral 

side of each of the moving joints to remove the excess material and allow the joints to 

move freely. This ensured that the hand had soft silicone palps for gripping objects, but 

did not restrict the digit movement, thereby allowing the hands gripping ability to be 

evaluated (see Figure 5.23). This problem of the cosmetic glove restricting movement 

and limiting the available grip force, remains an a problem in the field of articulating 

digit prosthetic hands, though a solution using spring compensation has been proposed by 

Smit [132].   

 

 

 

Figure 5.23 Hand Prototype with Cutaway Glove 
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5.8 Manufacture 

The complete design was manufactured first in rapid prototype material to check 

that the parts fitted together and that the digits and whiffletree would work. The model is 

shown in Figure 5.24. 

Plastic parts were manufactured using a Stratasys Dimension 1200es rapid 

prototype machine [123]. The machine prints real ABS plus thermoplastic, using Fused 

Deposition Modelling (FDM) Technology. Rapid prototyping (RP) was chosen as a 

method for manufacturing the plastic parts for the prototype as the cost of injection 

moulding was prohibitive and the design would likely change on the next iteration of 

development. This particular rapid prototype machine was chosen not only for 

convenience, as it was readily available in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at  

the University of new Brunswick (UNB), but more importantly: FDM technology 

produces stronger parts than other RP technologies such as Stereolithography (SLA) 

though the resolution is generally not as high [133].  
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Figure 5.24 Rapid Prototype Model of the Prototype Design 

 

Metal parts, were machined from 7075-T651 Aluminium by a rapid machining 

company, QuickCut CNC. Rapid machining not only has the advantage of quick 

turnaround, but also has no non-reoccurring engineering (NRE) costs, making it an 

effective way of manufacturing small batch components. 3D model files can be uploaded 

and quotes received within a few hours due to the automated processes used. Costs per 

part decrease up to volumes of about 20 parts, thereafter a more cost effective 

manufacturing process would be beneficial. The disadvantage of the process, at the time 

it was used, was that the automated process was limited to three axis machining and so, 

the palm frame part with its complex angles, needed to be outsourced to the company’s 
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facility in China where five axis milling was available. Many of the smaller parts such as 

journal bearings, etc. were manufactured by the author in the mechanical engineering 

workshop at the UNB campus. 

 

5.8.1 Tolerance 

The resolution of the Stratasys Dimension 1200es [123] was +/- 0.127mm 

(0.005″) in the horizontal direction with a layer thickness of 0.254mm (0.010″) in the 

vertical direction. QuickCut CNC rapid machining company quote a tolerance of +/- 

0.127mm (0.005″). 

Due to the lack of control over manufacturing tolerance some parts needed to be 

fettled to ensure a good fit, especially the rapid prototype plastic parts. In other areas, 

where the fit was too loose, 0.05mm (0.002″) stainless steel shim stock was used. For 

example, where the digits connect into the palm frame, the slot was a little over size and a 

layer of shim stock was wrapped around the locating boss of the digit base to give a 

tighter fit. 

Where a good fit was needed on rotating shafts in journal bearings, for example, 

the digit MCP shaft in the MCP bearing, H8 tolerance reamers were used to ream the 

bore to the correct size.  

For volume manufacture, the tolerances would have to be tightened up in areas 

such as bored holes for bearings and the centre distance between worm and wheel axis, 

etc. but on the whole the design does not require fine tolerances beyond those found in 

standard CNC machining processes (+/- 0.1mm or 0.005″). 
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5.8.2 Material Selection 

Force analysis was carried out on some key parts of the design (Palm Frame, 

Digit Base, and Whiffletree parts) to ensure that they would be sufficiently robust for a 

working prototype that could be functionally tested. QuickCut CNC was able to supply 

two Aluminium materials 6061-T651 and 7075-T651. The nearest materials in the 

SolidWorks database were Aluminium 6061-T6 (SS) with yield strength of 275 MPa and 

Aluminium 7075-T6 (SN) with yield strength of 505 MPa. 

Simulations were run using these two materials in SolidWorks Simulation 

Express. The palm frame part was tested with a force of 1 kN applied between the back 

of the frame and the area where the ball screw bearing locates. This load was chosen to 

simulate the load of the ball screw pulling on the whiffletree and digits to apply a grip 

force. The theoretical force that the ball screw can generate is approximately 800 N when 

the main motor drive is at stall. 
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Figure 5.25 Palm Frame Simulation - Von Mises Stress 

Aluminium 6061-T6 (SS) 

Aluminium 7075-T6 (SN) 
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Figure 5.25 shows images for the two material simulations on the palm frame 

showing von Mises stress. The Aluminium 6061-T6 (SS) simulation shows it would not 

withstand the stresses generated at the 1kN force, whereas the 7075-T6 (SN) material 

will. The Aluminium 7075-T6 (SN) was therefore selected for use on the hand prototype 

machined parts. Other parts in the whiffletree mechanism were similarly tested to ensure 

sufficient strength to withstand the forces generated in gripping.  

The design would need a detailed strength analysis, as part of continued product 

development, before it could be made commercially available.  

 

5.8.3 Cost 

The prototype hand material costs were approximately $10,000 USD including 

tooling, etc. There are 111 individually designed parts with a total of 276 parts per hand 

including: multiples of the same part for the digits, and all screws, fixings, springs, 

retaining rings, etc. The design would need to be simplified to reduce the number of parts 

to reduce costs.  

Economies of scale will also affect the cost of parts. Table 5.1 shows some of the 

higher priced items from the prototype design with the unit cost in $USD for the parts 

purchased. The reason for the high cost of most parts, compared to the off the shelf unit 

price, was that they were modified by the manufacturer to the design specification. This 

was very costly for a small number of parts, but the price can be reduced to approach the 

standard off the shelf price if sufficient quantity is ordered. Alternatively the parts could 

be modified more cheaply in house. Looking at the column totals (in bold in Table 5.1) it 
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can be seen that the cost of the items shown can be reduced by a factor of approximately 

three if standard parts were used and a quantity of 50 ordered.   

 

Part Description Vendor 
Unit Cost 

$USD 

Line Cost 

$USD 
Qty 

Standard 

Part price 

$USD 

Unit price 

for 50 

$USD 

Unit price 

for 100 

$USD 

Maxon EC20 

BLDC Flat 

motor 

Electromate $102.70 $102.70 1 $83.95 $59.12 
request 

quote 

Maxon EC14 

BLDC flat motor 

- mod to plate 

Electromate $126.40 $252.80 2 $93.73 $66.02 
request 

quote 

Maxon GP 13A 

67:1 Gearhead - 

mod to shaft 

Electromate $237.00 $237.00 1 $64.48 $46.35 
request 

quote 

Crossed helical 

gear  - worm  

shaft end 

HPC Gears $63.48 $63.48 1 $12.68 $8.50 $7.36 

Thumb 

separation worm 
HPC Gears $270.33 $270.33 1 $28.53 $19.12 $16.55 

Thumb 

separation wheel 
HPC Gears $103.29 $103.29 1 $19.71 $13.21 $11.43 

Squiggle motor 

for brake pins 

New Scale  

Tech 
$125.00 $500.00 4 $125.00 $95.00 $50.00 

Column totals - $1,028.20 $1529.60 - $428.08 $307.32 - 

TPA ball screw TPA $364.00 $364.00 1 $181.63 
request 

quote 
request 

quote 

Palm frame QuickParts $190.00 $190.00 1 - - - 

Digit base QuickParts $118.00 $472.00 4 - - - 

Proximal 

phalange - 

internal 

QuickParts $231.00 $693.00 3 - - - 

 

Table 5.1 Economies of Scale Price Comparison 

 

The parts shown below the column totals line are other parts where economies of 

scale would apply, but the price for 50 units is not known. It is difficult to get a true 

picture of the cost of manufacture of the prototype hand without obtaining quotes for 
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every part. There are potentially additional costs involved with modifying parts in house 

and with the assembly itself. 

Should the hand be further developed, the total number of parts in the design 

would have to be significantly reduced and where possible, inexpensive alternative parts 

sourced.  
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 Controller Design Chapter 6

 

The control system consists of a digital signal programmable interface controller 

(dsPIC) main controller with open/close control inputs from either two force sensitive 

resistors (FSRs) or two myo electrodes, which can be selected via a manual switch. Grip 

patterns can be selected by a Grip Selection Switch and Grip Enable Switch. The main 

controller communicates with BLDC motor drivers to control the hand actuators. Two 

I
2
C buses communicate with Squiggle motor driver integrated circuits (ICs) to drive the 

Squiggle motors open and closed. Position and force sensor signals are fed back to the 

main controller via Op-Amp circuits. The controller schematic is shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Control Schematic
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6.1 Controller Inputs 

It was necessary to find a simple way of selecting grip patterns while 

programming and setting up the control system. A 16 way hexadecimal switch (see 

Figure 6.2) was used (Tyco Electronics part number 1-435167-1 [134]). It had four inputs 

to the micro controller, one for each bit of a four bit binary number. Grip patterns were 

selected by turning the Grip Select switch to the desired grip pattern number and then 

pressing the Grip Enable switch. The grip enable switch was added to delay the control 

system from attempting to move the prototype hand into each grip pattern as the switch 

was rotated, before the final desired grip position had been selected. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Inputs to the Control System 
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Two force sensitive resistors (FSRs) were used to provide proportional open and 

close signals to the controller (type FSR® 402 by Interlink Electronics [135]). A 

rotational potentiometer (labelled “Pot” in Fig 6.2) was used to input a position demand 

signal to the controller. It was of the same type as those used in the digits and thumb 

(Panasonic EVW-AE4001B14) [124]. The purpose was to test the operation of position 

control on the thumb rotation, separation and main motor drives. 

 

0 Neutral 8 Tip (digits locked closed) 

1 Power 9 Small Power 

2 Tripod (no digit locking) 10 Extension 

3 Tip (no digit locking) 11 Thumb Rotation (position control) 

4 Lateral 12 Thumb Separation (position control) 

5 Tripod (digits locked open) 13 Thumb Rotation (direct control) 

6 Tip (digits locked open) 14 Thumb Separation (direct control) 

7 Tripod (digits locked closed) 15 Main (direct control) 

 

Table 6.1 Controller Grip Selection Switch Positions 

  

Table 6.1 shows the grip selection switch position numbers. Positions 0 to 10 

correspond to the grip patterns listed in the table. Grip positions 2 and 3 do not lock the 

remaining digits but allow the whiffletree mechanism to continue to drive them closed 

after either the index or middle finger have made contact with an object or the thumb. 

The thumb itself is still positioned into the correct location for that grip. Positions 11 to 

15 were reserved for control strategies used to set up the controller in the initial stages, 

and for fault finding. For example, position 15 labelled Main (direct control) was used to 

drive the main motor in a direct speed control algorithm, with the speed proportional to 
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the input signal from the open and closed FSRs. In this mode there were no software end 

stop limits or over current protection. The same direct speed control was employed for 

the thumb rotation and thumb separation control when the grip select switch was set to 

positions 13 and 14 respectively. Positions 11 and 12 select an algorithm to control the 

position of the either the thumb rotation or thumb separation using the input rotational 

potentiometer. 

 

6.2 BLDC Motor Control 

To run the brushless direct current (BLDC) motors chosen for the prototype, it 

was necessary to procure suitable BLDC motor controllers. There are a wide variety of 

solutions for controlling the commutation of BLDC motors. 

 

6.2.1 BLDC Motors 

The motor chosen for the main drive was the Maxon EC20 Flat 5 Watt BLDC 

motor. This motor is fitted with hall sensors which can be used to determine the angle of 

rotation and hence the phase of excitation of the motor. This method gives good control 

at lower speeds and can supply high current and consequently high torque as the motor 

approaches stall. The choice of this motor, combined with a 19:1 worm drive and the ball 

screw, meant that a planetary reduction gearhead was not needed to meet the required 

output speeds and torques necessary to generate sufficient grip force at the digits.  

The motor chosen for both the thumb separation and thumb rotation actuators was 

the Maxon EC14 Flat 1.5 Watt sensorless BLDC motor. This motor does not have hall 
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sensors fitted and relies on the back-emf (electromotive force) generated in the individual 

coils of the motor when not being excited, to determine the commutation timing. To 

achieve the theoretical force and speed requirements for moving the thumb, a 67:1 

planetary gearhead was fitted to the motor. The overall size of this combined motor and 

gearhead was 35.4mm in length as opposed to 41.9mm for a Maxon RE10 1.5W brushed 

DC motor with a GP10A 64:1 gearhead. The theoretical stall torque of the two units 

when combined with a 19:1 worm drive is approximately the same, but the reduction in 

length made the BLDC motor option a better fit for the size of the thumb.  

 

6.2.2 Main BLDC Controller 

In sourcing motor controllers for the two types of BLDC motors, off the shelf 

controllers were desirable to minimise delay in testing the mechanical operation of the 

hand. For the main drive, the recommended motor controller for the EC20 BLDC motor 

was the Maxon DEC module 24/2 controller. An evaluation board was used to connect 

the DEC 24/2 module to the main controller IC. The voltage supply used was set at 10.5V 

due to minimum limitations for voltage on the thumb BLDC motor controllers. The DEC 

24/2 controller required an analogue input voltage from 0 – 5V DC for speed control. It 

also required two +5V DC inputs for motor direction and motor enable inputs. The speed 

control signal was generated from the main controller IC by using a PWM output and 

passing it through a low pass filter to smooth out the PWM signal to approximate an 

analogue output which was then fed to the main drive DEC module 24/2 controller. 
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6.2.3 Thumb BLDC Controller 

The two thumb motors required a sensorless commutation method for the motor 

driver. The recommended motor controller was the Maxon DECS 50/5 (Digital EC 

Controller Sensorless). This controller in itself is over specified for the requirements of 

this small motor, as it can drive motors up to 250 Watts. It is also too large to be used in 

an internal circuit board. It was chosen for the prototype for the initial external control 

system to expedite testing. Although the EC14 motors required a 6V nominal voltage, it 

was necessary to run the motor controllers at 10.5V DC as they had a minimum rated 

supply voltage of 10V. The input for speed control was again a 0-5V analogue input 

taken from a filtered PWM output from the main controller IC. The enable and direction 

pins were again provided with a +5V signal from the main controller IC via a hex inverter 

chip to increase the voltage level from +3.3V to the required +5V level.  

On testing the DECS 50/5 controller, it became apparent that there were 

limitations with the method of sensorless commutation which had not been fully 

understood prior to building the prototype.  The motor must be running sufficiently fast 

enough to induce the required back EMF to be read by the controller so it can determine 

when to excite the next phase of the motor. The DECS 50/5 therefore has a minimum 

speed setting of 250 rpm for a 4-pole pair motor such as the EC14. Because of this 

limitation, a start-up sequence is also required. This sequence consists of an alignment 

phase and an acceleration phase. According to the manufacturer's documentation: “The 

alignment phase sets the motor shaft into a defined rotor position and stabilizes it before 

starting. This is achieved by supplying a motor current ramp at a fixed step configuration 

(non-rotating stator field). During the alignment phase the motor current rises up to IStart. 
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During the acceleration phase, a synchronous rotation is forced on the motor at a fixed 

acceleration rate until the motor speed is high enough for the back-EMF sensing. The 

motor current is limited to IStart” [136].  

“The maximal available start-up-current is limited by the supply voltage and the 

terminal resistance. During the alignment and acceleration phase, the motor voltage is 

reduced to half the supply voltage” [136]. The maximum possible start-up current is, 

therefore: 

 

𝐼𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 =
+𝑉𝐶𝐶

2∗𝑅𝑃ℎ−𝑃ℎ
 [𝐴] =

+10.5𝑉

2∗4.01
 [𝐴] = 1.309𝐴  (6-1)  

 

This reduced starting current limits the available starting torque and means the 

motor has trouble overcoming the static friction between the worm and wheel gears when 

gripping against an object with a load on the thumb. To alleviate this, a limit in motor 

current was applied in software to prevent the motor closing the thumb too tightly on to 

an object and thus jamming it. This limits the available grip force applied by the thumb in 

a lateral or key grip. This is not desirable. In an attempt to overcome this, alternative 

sensorless BLDC controller (ICs) were investigated to see if one capable of driving at full 

starting voltage could be found. Two alternative motor controllers were tried:  first the 

Toshiba TB6588FG and second the Texas Instruments DRV11873 integrated circuits. 

Both drivers were capable of driving the motor, but the commutation frequency on the 

Toshiba chip was limited to 800Hz which for the four-pole pair motor meant a maximum 

rotation speed of 200Hz or 12,000 rpm. If a desired speed greater than this was input to 
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the controller, it would shut down due to fault protection operation. The motor would 

stop for a period of approximately 1 second and then try to restart.  

The Texas Instruments DRV11873 controller also proved to have a limited 

commutation frequency of 950Hz which when divided by four for the four-pole pair 

EC14 motor limited the available commutation speed to 14,250 rpm. Though a little 

slow, this did seem adequate. Again if this speed were exceeded, the controller would 

shut down for approximately a second before trying to restart. The start sequence of this 

controller gives a large jolt on start-up which is good for overcoming the static friction 

between the worm and wheel gear, but does not lend itself well to a proportional control 

strategy for positioning the thumb. If the position error is small, the motor will overshoot 

and oscillate. This controller was able to generate higher stall current and consequently 

greater grip force, but the limitations of speed and controllability meant that ultimately it 

had to be rejected.  

If the EC14 motor were to be used in a product, it may need to be fitted with hall 

sensors to be able to achieve its full potential stall torque and speed. It would probably be 

necessary to design a controller from scratch using a small microcontroller and bridge 

circuit. It would then be possible to program a suitable starting sequence and to control 

the commutation at much lower speeds approaching stall. This would maximise the stall 

torque from the motor.   
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6.3 Main Controller 

The main controller used for the hand prototype is a Microchip 

dsPIC33FJ256GP710. This particular controller was chosen due to its large number (32 

channels) of analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs), inter-integrated circuit (I
2
C) and 

universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) capabilities, and up to eight pulse 

width modulated (PWM) channels. 

The main processor was mounted on an Explorer 16 Development Board with a 

PICtail
TM

 Plus card edge modular expansion connector to enable external input and 

output circuits to be connected to the microcontroller.   

Sensor inputs from position potentiometers and force sensors were fed through 

operational amplifier circuits to the microcontroller and read on ADC channels. Four 

digital inputs from a 16 way hexadecimal input switch were read on standard input/output 

(I/O) pins and used as the grip pattern selection switch. Another single I/O pin was used 

to read a push button switch, which was used as a grip enable switch to indicate that a 

new grip pattern had been selected on the Grip Selection Switch. Open and close control 

inputs could be selected to read from either, two force sensitive resistors (FSRs), or from 

two Otto Bock myo electrodes, via a selection switch.  

Outputs from the microcontroller were used to control the three drive motors in 

the hand via their respective BLDC motor controllers. Each motor controller had a pulse 

width modulated signal for speed control, a direction signal to control the motor 

direction, and an enable signal to enable/disable the motor controller.  

The piezoelectric Squiggle Motors used to drive the digit locking pins, had a 

motor controller board for each pair of motors which used an I
2
C bus to receive 
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command signals from the microcontroller. Both I
2
C modules were used to control all 

four digit locking pins. 

 

6.4 Squiggle Motor Controllers 

Control of the piezoelectric New Scale Technologies Squiggle Motors was 

achieved using New Scale’s NSD_2101 integrated circuit motor driver. A daughter board 

(MC-33DB-RV) with two motor drivers on each was used to run each pair of motors. 

Each daughter board required a separate I
2
C bus from the main controller. Commands 

were sent via the bus to initially calibrate each of the motors and then to drive them open 

and closed as required. 

 

6.5 Control Software Operation 

The main controller was programmed using Microchip Integrated Development 

Environment (MPLAB IDE v8.87). Different source and header files were used to 

subdivide aspects of the program into manageable functions: for setting up the PWM 

outputs for motor control, reading of ADCs, controlling the digit locking pin Squiggle 

motors via the I
2
C bus, outputting data to the UART serial bus, etc. The main source file 

calls all the initialisation routines to set up the controller and runs a while loop to run the 

main control loop continuously.  
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6.5.1 Reading Analogue-to-Digital Converters 

External information was taken in via the analogue to digital converter (ADC) 

that ran asynchronously from the main control loop via interrupts. A sample rate of 100 

Hz (10 msec) was chosen for the main control loop, as this was 100 times faster than the 

approximate settling time of the system of 1 second [137]. This was fast enough to 

capture sufficient information for control, but slow enough to allow for the computational 

time of the control loop. The main control loop was regulated using timer one (Tmr1). 

The interrupt service routine (ISR) for Tmr1 was programmed to start both analogue-to-

digital converters (ADC1 and ADC2), which read all the inputs from the sensors and 

switches, etc. Both ADCs were set to sample each ADC pin eight times and store the 

readings in the direct memory access buffers (DMA0 and DMA1). When all the active 

ADC pins had been read and the DMA had been filled, the DMA interrupt service routine 

was activated. Within each DMA ISR, the eight readings taken for each pin were 

averaged by bit shifting the sum of the readings right by three places. The purpose of 

averaging the readings was to smooth out electrical noise from the analogue inputs. The 

sample number of eight allows for the use of the bit shift operation which speeds up 

computation by reducing the number of steps needed for division. The averages were 

stored in a buffer ADC1_Ave and ADC2_Ave respectively. These values were assigned to 

global variables and were used for the hand control within the main control loop and 

functions. A Run Control flag was also set near the end of the Tmr1 ISR and was used in 

the main code to initiate the main control sequence within the while (1) loop. The Tmr1 

interrupt flag was cleared to restart Tmr1 at the end of the ISR.  
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6.5.2 Main Control Loop 

On start up the controller was configured to run at a clock speed of 80 MHz. This 

was to ensure that all the necessary operations could be made within the time of the main 

control loop. The controller peripheral functions were then initialised to set them up for 

the desired mode of operation. The grip selection position was initialised to 15, which 

allowed the main motors to drive in a direct mode of operation, with no over current (see 

section 6.5.3) or position protection. This mode was useful in the early stages of 

programing and fault finding as it gave direct proportional speed control of the motors 

using the input FSRs. The main control loop is shown in Figure 6.3. 

While Loop: After initialisation, the controller entered a continuous while loop 

which checked the Run Control flag to see if it had been set (equal to 1). If so the 

controller continued through the main control loop code.  

Over-current Protection Check: The first step in the main control loop was to run 

an over current function which checked the current readings of the three drive motors and 

set over current flags should the motor be in an over-current state for longer than a fixed 

time. This was to prevent damage to the motors at stall. 

Setup Routine: A Setup flag was then checked, and if set, the controller entered a 

set up routine. The purpose of this was to check the status of the hand after an 

unscheduled shut down and reset it to the neutral positon.  

Input Demand: Next, the input demand was read and scaled to give a full scale 

reading of 2000 from the FSRs or electrodes. This reading was chosen as it is the 

maximum PWM reading for the speed output signal to the motor controllers.  
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Figure 6.3 Main Control Loop Flow Diagram 
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Grip Selection Switch: A function was then called to read the Grip Selection 

Switch. The grip selection switch reading was compared with the Grip State and if 

different, the program waited until the Grip Enable Button was pressed, at which point a 

Grip Select Transition flag and a Go to Neutral flag were set, and new grip state and old 

grip state variables were updated.  

Grip Transition Routine: The main control loop checked to see if the Grip Select 

Transition flag was set and if so, moved into the grip transition routine. Here, if the Go to 

Neutral flag was also set, the hand was moved the from the old grip state to the neutral 

position. Once the neutral position was reached, the Go to Neutral flag was reset and the 

hand moved from the neutral position to the new grip state, moving the thumb rotation, 

thumb separation, and main motors as necessary and engaging/disengaging the digit 

locking pins as required to achieve the specified grip pattern. Where digit locking pins 

were used to form the desired grip pattern, the grip transition sequence moved the main 

drive into either the digit fully open or digit fully closed position before 

engaging/disengaging the respective locking pins. This was to ensure that the recess in 

the back of the proximal phalange was lined up correctly. 

Normal Control: Once the hand had achieved its new grip pattern start position, 

the Grip Select Transition flag was reset and the hand then ran in normal control. In this 

mode, the hand could be opened and closed using either the FSR or Myo electrodes 

inputs. The specific motors activated by the open and close signals, depended on the grip 

pattern selected. For the tip and tripod grip patterns it was the main motor drive which 

pulled the whiffletree and flexed the fingers closed. The lateral and extension grips used 

the thumb separation motor to increase and decrease the angle of separation of the thumb.  
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Output Data: On completion of the control sequence, a function 

PutDataOut2(unsigned int Var1, unsigned int Var2, unsigned int Var3) was called to 

output three integer variables on the universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) 

so they could be read by a PC. This was used for setting up the myo electrode signals on 

a user and for initial set up of the controller. 

Reset Run Control: Finally the Run Control flag was reset and the system 

returned to the while loop to await the next time the Run Control flag is set by timer 1.  

 

6.5.3 Over-current Protection 

A function, OC_Protection, was written to check the current readings on the three 

drive motors and set over current flags should the current remain over a threshold for a 

set number of control samples. The purpose of this was to protect the motors from 

damage should a prolonged high current be registered at motor stall. A flow diagram of 

the over-current protection function for the main drive motor can be seen in Figure 6.4. A 

similar algorithm was used for the thumb rotation and separation motors. 

The function was called at the start of the main control loop. For the main motor a 

limit of 2 Amps was set in the code. The over current protection algorithm stopped the 

motor after 0.5 seconds of concurrent high current readings. Should a continuous input 

signal be maintained, the Main Over-current flag was reset after a further 1 second and 

the controller could then drive the motor again.  
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Figure 6.4 Over-current Protection Flow Diagram 
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This cycle of motor time out and reset was carried out for 2 cycles upon which a 

Main Over-current On flag was set and the motor control function would no longer be 

able to move the motor further until the flag had been cleared. This over-current control 

algorithm limited the grip force of the motors slightly at stall, but protected the motors 

from overheating and burning out. This limit could be further optimised to reduce the loss 

of grip force while maintaining sufficient over current protection.  

 

6.5.4 Setup Routine 

Because the physical position of the digit locking pins was not measured, after 

power was shut down, pins could be either engaged or disengaged depending on the last 

grip state the hand was in prior to the shutdown.  On restart, the controller had no way of 

knowing the state of the hand, so the set up routine was programmed to move the main 

drive to a half closed position, then check if the digits were locked in their open or closed 

positions. The hand would then be fully opened or closed and the digit locking pins 

disengaged. The hand was then returned to a neutral position ready for use. 

 

6.5.5 Input Demand Signals 

The open/close inputs could be selected from either the two FSRs or from two 

myo electrodes. Selection was made using a two way switch on the controller board, and 

by changing a variable, Input_Type, which was set to either FSR or Electrode in the main 

code.  
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The input signals from either the FSRs or the Myo electrodes were scaled to give 

a full scale deflection equivalent to the max PWM speed demand (0-2000) for the motor 

controller, and were labelled Open_Demand and Close_Demand. When the hand was in a 

set grip pattern, the open and close demand variables were used to set the relevant 

motor’s PWM demand value directly. When a new grip pattern was selected the 

controller used proportional position control to move each degree of freedom to the 

desired position.  

 

6.5.6 Motor Speed Control 

Speed control was used to open/close the three drive motors in normal control 

mode. Pulse width modulated (PWM) control output pins for the motor controller speed 

settings were configured using three output compare (OC1, OC2 & OC3) pins set to run 

in PWM mode. The frequency of the PWM outputs was set to be 20 kHz using timer 2 

(Tmr2). The duty cycle for the three PWM outputs was set in the Tmr2 interrupt service 

routine (ISR), where the duty cycle was set to equal a global variable for the speed 

demand for each motor, MN_PWM_Demand, TF_PWM_Demand, and 

TR_PWM_Demand for the main, thumb separation, and thumb rotation motors 

respectively.  

The function MainMove2 was written to control the main drive motor, with the 

motor speed directly proportional to the input demand signal from either the FSRs or 

Myo electrodes. A flow diagram is shown in Figure 6.5. Similar functions were used for 

speed control of the thumb rotation and separation motors.  
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Figure 6.5 Main Move 2 Flow Diagram 
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The function first checked the current Grip State and set the open limit 

accordingly. This was set to the Main Open Limit for most grip states. For Grip State 7 

(Tripod with digits closed) this limit was set to approximately half way down the ball 

screw travel so as to limit the whiffletree opening no farther than that necessary to just 

open the index and middle fingers fully. If this were not done, when the main drive was 

closed there would be a delay before the index and middle finger started moving again as 

the whiffletree took up the slack. Likewise a suitable open limit was set for Grip State 8 

(Tip grip with digits closed) at about three quarters closed, so the index finger just 

reached the fully opened position. 

Next the function checked the open and closed demands to see which was the 

greatest and hence the desired direction of travel. In both instances the Main Over-

current flag was checked to see if it was set. If not, the motor was opened or closed 

accordingly with the motor PWM demand setting equal to the input demand. If the Main 

Over-current flag was set the function checked the motor direction to see if the over-

current state was generated in the desired direction or not. If it was, then the motor is 

stopped to prevent damage. If the motor direction was set to the opposite from the desired 

direction, the motor direction was reset to the desired direction and the main over-current 

flags were reset allowing the motor to move. The function then exited and returned to the 

main control loop. 
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6.5.7 Position Control 

Position control for each of the three drive motors used a simple proportional 

control algorithm with a dead-band setting. The dead-band was used to prevent the 

controller from trying to drive the motor, and consequently drawing current, should a 

small steady state error exist. The main drive position control is described in detail here 

with a flow diagram shown in Figure 6.6. The thumb rotation and separation drives were 

controlled using similar algorithms for position control. 

Position control of the main drive was achieved by calling the function, 

Main_Position (unsigned int Mn_Target) from the main control loop. The desired 

position target integer was passed to the function in the function call.  

The function first checked to see if the main drive is outside of its maximum and 

minimum position limits and to see if a Main Over-current On state existed. If either state 

existed: the motor was stopped, an alarm sounded three beeps, and a Main Position Fail 

flag was set. This prevented the controller from trying to position the main drive any 

further, should it be unable to reach its desired position, for example, if a grip pattern 

with the main drive closed was selected while the hand was already gripping an object.   

The function then checked that the Main Target position was within the main 

drive open and closed limits. If it was not, it set the target to the open or closed limit as 

required. The Main Position Error between the actual position reading and the target was 

then calculated. If the error was within a dead-band limit (set to +/- 5 bits on the digital 

reading) then the motor was stopped and a Main Position Reached flag was set. If the 

error was outside of the dead-band limit the controller checked to see if the error was 

greater than the dead-band upper limit.  
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Figure 6.6 Main Position Control Flow Diagram 
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If the error was greater than the dead band upper limit, the motor was closed with 

the PWM demand setting equal to the main position error multiplied by the Main Gain 

setting (set to 8). If the position error was below the dead-band lower limit the motor was 

set to open with the PWM demand setting equal to the Main Position Error multiplied by 

minus the Main Gain setting, as the error was negative and a positive PWM demand 

setting was needed. In both instances, the Main Over-current flag status was checked. If 

it was set, then the main direction was checked to see if the over-current was generated in 

the same direction as the demand direction. If it was, then the motor was stopped for the 

duration that the Main Over-current flag was set, to prevent damaging the motor. If the 

main direction was not the same as the required direction then Main Direction was set to 

the desired direction and the over-current flags were reset. This ensured that the motor 

was only prevented from moving in the desired direction if an over-current state existed 

in that same direction.  

Once the desired motor direction and PWM demand speed had been set, the 

function returned to the main control loop.  The function continued to be called from the 

main control loop until the Main Position Reached flag is set. 

The position target set points for each motor in each grip pattern were held in a 

3x12 array labelled Grip_Pos (see table 6.2). Note the position number in the array does 

not directly relate to the grip selection switch number as for some grips several 

transitional positions were needed to move the hand to the necessary grip pattern. For 

example, the lateral position required three distinct positions: the firstly to move the hand 

to fully open and rotate the thumb out of the way, secondly to fully close the fingers to 
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engage the digit locking pins on the middle ring and little fingers, and thirdly to open the 

index back to the lateral position where the thumb tip meets the side of the index finger. 

 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

 Neutral Power Tripod Tip Lateral 

open 

Lateral 

closed 

Lateral 

index 

open 

Tip 

digits 

closed 

Tip 

index 

open 

Tripod 

digits 

closed 

Tripod 

index 

& mid 
open 

Small 

Power 

Main 250 250 250 250 250 600 550 570 450 490 405 250 

Separate 385 275 390 390 300 300 300 390 390 390 390 300 

Rotate 455 545 520 470 355 355 355 460 470 520 520 390 

(N.B. Target grip positions are digital set points so have no units) 

Table 6.2 Grip Position Array 

 

6.5.8 Power Grip Control 

When the power grip was selected the thumb and fingers flexed together towards 

the position where the digits contacted the thumb. Position control was used to ensure the 

tips of the digits and thumb aligned and touched every time when an object was not 

grasped. The speed of movement was controlled by adding a position offset to the current 

positon. The offset was scaled to the input demand signal. The larger the input demand, 

the greater the position offset and hence the greater the control action to reach the desired 

position. The position offset was limited to a maximum position equal to the position at 

which the thumb tip and digit tips contact. If an object was placed in between the fingers 

and thumb, force was applied to the object. As soon as the thumb force strain gauge 

sensor read above a predetermined threshold, the controller switched the control scheme 

to drive the main drive motor in speed control only, to increase the grip force.  
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6.5.9 Data Output to PC 

The controller was programmed to output three variables using the universal 

asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) module. The function PutDataOut2 was used 

to output the three variables onto the UART, and was called in the main control loop. A 

series of eight bytes was output, the first two bytes being hex FF and hex FE, which were 

used to sync the data package, when reassembling the data in MATLAB code. The next 

two bytes were the most significant byte and least significant byte of variable one, 

followed by the most significant byte and least significant byte of variable two, etc. The 

transmitted data was read using a PC with a serial to USB converter. A MATLAB 

function called dataStreamer.m was used to plot the three variables in real time. This 

system was used to output the open and close input signals to be viewed on the monitor, 

in order to set up the myo electrode signal gains, for control when using the bypass 

socket (discussed later in section 7.3). Digit position and position demand variables were 

output while tuning the proportional response of the motor control algorithms. 
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 Prototype Evaluation Chapter 7

 

The performance of the device was measured using, as far as was possible, 

validated tools of prosthetic assessment. It was impractical to obtain a user perspective 

due to constraints of the external electronics, i.e., the cable tether and the fragility of the 

wiring, so only tests in the Function and Activity domains [111] were conducted. The 

Activity assessments were performed by the author using a bypass socket to simulate 

prosthesis use. Cyclic testing was not carried out at this stage of development. 

 

7.1 Grip Patterns Achieved 

Using Iberall’s summary of postures [25] (refer to Figure 2.6). The Prototype 

hand was able to achieve 13 of these postures as shown in Figure 7.1. Some of the 

postures use the same grip pattern and control strategy. These postures can be condensed 

to 7 fundamental grip patterns: tip, three-jaw chuck, extension, power, lateral, adduction, 

and small power. Selecting the power grasp moves the thumb into an opposing position 

with 90
o
 thumb rotation. The fingers and thumb then close simultaneously so the thumb 

and finger tips meet, when given a close signal. The small power grasp rotates the thumb 

to 35
o
 from the flat position. The main drive and the thumb then close simultaneously so 

the fingers wrap around the object and the thumb moves in on top of the object and the 

fingers to complete the grasp. The small power grasp was also used in the hook grip 

posture. The regular power grasp was used for both the cylindrical and spherical grips. 
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Figure 7.1 Achieved Grip Patterns and Postures 
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(fingers closed) 

Tripod 
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Cylindrical 
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Palm Opposition 

Pad Opposition 

Side Opposition 

 

   

Power 
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7.2 Grip Force Measurement 

A Jamar Plus + hand dynamometer and digital pinch gauge shown were used to 

measure grip forces. An adapted grip handle was made from a straight ABS plastic bar, 

see Figure 7.2(b), to replace the curved grip handle of the standard dynamometer shown 

in Figure 7.2(a). This was necessary because the prototype has a fixed adduction angle 

between the fingers, which limits the minimum width across the palm. This prevented all 

four fingers from fitting into the curve of the standard grip handle.  

 

       

Figure 7.2 Grip Force Measurement 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

ABS 

plastic bar 

(a) Power grip, original dynamometer set up 

(c) Lateral grip pinch force measurement 
(b) Power grip, modified dynamometer set up 

(d) Tripod grip pinch force measurement 
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Pinch grip patterns were measured with the digital pinch gauge, held so the thumb 

came in contact with the sensing button on the front of the instrument and the opposing 

digit tips came in contact with the back of the gauge. Measurement of the lateral grip is 

shown in Figure 7.2(c) and of the tripod grip (digits open) is shown in Figure 7.2(d).  

The grip forces in power grip, for the prototype, were measured with and without 

over current protection to show the effect of limiting the stall current and to show the 

maximum potential grip force. Grip force measurements are shown in Table 7.1.  

The prototype falls short of the power of an actual hand [138], but meets the 

distributed grip forces required for grasping most objects [139]. The adaptive nature of 

the design allows a firm grasp of most of the objects used in testing (See section 7.4). 

The lateral grasp however, proved to be below predictions. The BLDC motor used 

was, in theory, able to exert a grip force of 16 N at the thumb tip. Due to the use of 

sensorless commutation, and limitations of the BLDC motor controller (discussed in 

section 6.2.3) the theoretical stall torque could not be achieved.  

Force readings were taken using the modified straight bar, and were the average 

of five readings taken for each grip pattern for each hand tested. The Prototype hand had 

its cosmetic covering fitted, but with the material cut away across the joints to relieve the 

effect of the cosmetic glove on reducing the grip force. The BeBionic and iLimb Pulse 

hands were tested without their cosmetic coverings. 
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Grip Type Prototype 

@10.5V  

Force (N) 

Prototype 

@7.4V  

Force (N) 

BeBionic 

v2.1 medium 

Force (N) 

iLimb Pulse 

small 

Force (N) 

Power  50.74 51.19 63.05 72.68 

Power (with pulsing) - - - 87.84 

Main Drive (no over 

current protection) 
71.26 51.19 - - 

Small Power 50.30 - - - 

Lateral 7.49 - 15.79 27.56 

Lateral (with pulsing) - - - 34.87 

Tripod (digits open) 18.28 - - - 

Tripod (digits open) 

(with pulsing) 
- - - - 

Tip (digits open) 10.17 - 13.56 - 

Tip (digits open)  

(with pulsing) 
- - - - 

Tripod (digits closed) 18.55 - 19.53 26.84 

Tripod (digits closed) 

(with pulsing) 
- - - 37.10 

Tip (digits closed) 10.79 - 13.38 19.98 

Tip (digits closed)  

(with pulsing) 
- - - 28.63 

N.B. Grey box highlighted shows where overcurrent protection was not used 

Table 7.1 Grip Force Measurement Readings 

 

The force reading for the power grip was taken using the main drive motor code 

incorporating over current protection, to prevent the motor burning out by a prolonged 

input signal at stall. When the main motor is driven in direct mode with no over current 

protection a higher stall force was recorded. See Table 7.1 (box highlighted in grey). 

Power grip and the main drive, with no over current protection readings, were also taken 

at 7.4 Volts to simulate a two cell Lithium polymer battery supply. It was not possible to 

run the thumb separation and rotation motors at this low a voltage due to the minimum 

operating voltage requirements of the motor controllers used. 
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7.3 Bypass Socket 

A Bypass Socket was used to simulate prosthesis use, in order to test the 

functionality of the hand in picking up objects. The hand was mounted onto the bypass 

socket which allowed an able bodied user to operate the arm using Otto Bock electrodes. 

The electrodes were held in position by a silicone and fabric band. The size of the bypass 

socket was adjustable via three straps linked with a pull cord mechanism. The socket is 

shown in Figure 7.3.  

 

 

Figure 7.3 Bypass Socket  

 

The myoelectric control signals were tuned by observing the close and open 

signals from the electrodes. This was done by transmitting the electrode input signals via 

the UART serial output to a PC, where the MATLAB function PutDataOut2 (see Section 

6.5.9) displayed them in real-time on the monitor. The electrode gains were then adjusted 

accordingly, using the electrode adjustment screw, to ensure strong input signals were 

received by the system.   

Adjustable Straps 

Silicone and Fabric Band 

Open Electrode 

Close Electrode 
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Figure 7.4 Myoelectric Input Signals with Buffer Size of 32 

 

It was necessary to implement a moving average filter in the control software to 

smooth out the noisy myoelectric signals for control of the hand opening and closing. A 

buffer of size of 32 individual ADC readings was used with a moving average algorithm 

for each input signal. The sample rate for the control system was 100Hz. The electrode 

placement was made by trial and error to give strong signals, while attempting to 

minimise crosstalk between the muscle groups on the dorsal and ventral side of the 

forearm. This can occur when the socket is moved around as both muscle groups can be 

activated at once. Figure 7.4 shows the open and closed input signals. A small amount of 

crosstalk can be seen where the open signal, shown in red, is giving a small reading when 

the close signal, shown in blue, is being activated. This amount of crosstalk did not cause 

control issues.  
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7.4 Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure (SHAP) Test 

The Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure (SHAP) [30] was used to make 

assessment in the Activity domain to evaluate the prototype’s ability to perform everyday 

tasks. The first part of the SHAP test involves moving abstract objects from one 

predetermined place on a board to another. The abstract test objects are designed to 

utilise specific grip patterns; for example: spherical, tripod, power, lateral, tip, and 

extension. The first set of abstract objects is lightweight and made of balsa wood. The 

second set is heavier and made of metal. The subject starts a timer, moves the object, and 

then stops the timer. The times are then recorded, along with any observations and the 

actual type of grip used. The second part of the test is again self-timed by the user, but 

this time the tests are Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) such as picking up coins and 

placing them in a tin, undoing a series of successively smaller buttons, cutting a food 

shaped piece of modelling clay with a knife, etc. The full list can be seen in Table 7.2. 

Some of the ADLS could not be completed exactly as per the test protocol: for example, 

where the tasks involved the pouring of liquids, no liquids were used and the jug or 

container was simply poured for an estimated amount of time. This was due to the risk of 

spilling liquid over the exposed external controller electronics. The assumption made was 

that the pouring time would be reasonably consistent and have little impact on the overall 

time for this test. The cable to the controller electronics prevented the tray task from 

being performed, as the cable was not long enough to facilitate moving the tray board 

from one side of the SHAP case to the other. The SHAP test was carried out by the 

author after approximately three practice sessions.  
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Abstract Object Test - Lightweight 

Task Time(sec) Grip Pattern Notes 

Spherical 5.54 Spherical/Power Power grip forms a spherical grip 

Tripod 4.71 Tripod (DC) Tripod (Digits Closed) 

Power 5.19 Power  

Lateral 5.63 Lateral  

Tip 4.75 Tip  

Extension 4.35 Tripod (DO) Tripod (Digits Open) used. Extension grip does not close 

sufficiently for this thin an object 

Abstract Object Test - Metal 

Task Time(sec) Grip Pattern Notes 

Spherical 4.78 Spherical/Power Power grip forms a spherical grip 

Tripod 4.69 Tripod (DC) Tripod (Digits Closed) 

Power 3.88 Power  

Lateral 4.53 Tripod (DC) Tripod (Digits Closed) used as lateral not strong enough 

for metal object 

Tip 4.41 Tip (DO) Tip (Digits Open) 

Extension 3.84 Tripod (DO) Tripod (Digits Open) used. Extension grip does not close 

sufficiently for this thin an object 

 Activities of Daily Living 

Task Time(sec) Grip Pattern Notes 

Coins 17.12 Tip (DC) Tip (Digits Closed) 

Button Board 26.97 Tripod (DC) Tripod (Digits Closed) 

Button Board 2 21.28 Tip (DC) Tried with tip (Digits Closed) 

Cutting 12.91 Tripod (DC) Tripod (Digits Closed) 

Page Turning  6.88 Tip(DC) Tip (Digits Closed) 

Jar Lid 6.84 Power Power grip on lid. Lid may not have been quite as tight as 

it should be 

Jug Pour 9.88 Tripod (DO) Tripod (Digits Open) used. Cannot do with lateral, not 

enough grip force.  No liquid was used 

Carton Pour 15.22 Power Power grip used. No liquid was used to avoid spillage  

Full Jar 4.66 Power Power Used, Jar empty to avoid spillage, just in case 

dropped 

Empty Tin 3.81 Power  

Tray Not done  Tether length and available space prohibited completion 

Key 6.53 Lateral Lateral, just enough grip! Marginal 

Zip 36.10 Tip (DC) Used Tip (Digits Closed) with hand rotated upside down. 

Lateral not enough grip. Control signals were difficult 

when rotated upside down, close signal kept activating 

Screw 18.44 Small Power Small power used hard to rotate whole arm without wrist 

rotation. 

Door Handle 7.13 Small Power Small power used 

Note: (DO) Digits open, (DC) Digits closed 

Table 7.2 Prototype SHAP Test Results 
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Grip patterns were selected before the timer was started; therefore grip transition 

times were not included in the timings. Test times for the Prototype for the individual 

tests, are shown in Table 7.2.   

SHAP test scores are relative to a normative group of unimpaired users [30]. A 

score of 100 denotes a score the same as the normative group. 95 or above is an 

unimpaired subject. 

It should be noted that the performance of the prosthesis is very dependent on the 

socket fit, and especially the electrode placement and gain settings. These factors make it 

difficult to assess one hand’s function against another unless the same socket and subject 

is used in all comparative testing. Dr Peter Kyberd has performed multiple tests on 

several different hands to try and determine relative hand performance. Over 20 

individual SHAP tests were carried out for each of the hands he tested. The performance 

tended to level out after approximately 10 tests indicating a learning effect, so Dr Kyberd 

used the last 10 tests to get a mean test score for each hand [140]. 

A direct comparison with the mean data would not give a fair indication of the 

performance of the prototype, as only a small amount of practice was carried out prior to 

testing and insufficient tests were carried out to account for the learning effect. To give a 

representative comparison, the data from the third test for each hand from Dr Kyberd's 

data was used. This was felt to be an equivalent amount of practice to that completed 

with the Prototype hand. 

A plot of the test times for the prototype and the four other multifunction hands is 

shown in Figure 7.5.  
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Figure 7.5 Graph of SHAP Test Results Comparison 
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Looking at these results, it can be seen that the Prototype hand out performed the 

other hands in the coins test based on time. It was comparable in the jar lid, full jar and 

empty tin tasks but was slower on the majority of other tests. The zip task proved difficult 

with the prototype due to lack of grip force in the lateral grip. The hand was inverted to 

use the tip grip (digits closed) but problems with myoelectric crosstalk when inverting the 

socket led to a longer time to complete the task. 

The overall SHAP scores for the prototype and the third test results for each of the 

other four multifunctional hands are shown in Table 7.3. 

 

Scores after 
plugging into the 
SHAP database 

Prototype BeBionic 
Mk2a 

Michelangelo Touch Bionics 
iPulse 

Touch Bionics 
v1 

Overall 58 81 84 79 81 

Spherical 77 85 71 83 50 

Tripod 71 88 79 90 86 

Power 68 70 76 89 84 

Lateral 47 72 83 66 68 

Tip 54 62 58 47 36 

Extension 35 85 81 91 81 

Table 7.3 Comparison of Overall SHAP Scores 

 

Where a task was not able to be completed, a boundary limit is applied and a 

score of eight times that of the norm is imposed for that particular task. This can affect 

the overall results significantly. This can be seen in the poor extension result which can 

be attributed, in part, to not completing the tray task. Problems with lateral grip force in 

the zip task affected the Lateral score also. 
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It is difficult to draw direct comparisons between the prototype results and 

existing data as there are too many variables involved. Factors which may have 

contributed to poor test results are:  

 

a) Different users: Dr Kyberd has developed techniques for achieving the tasks with 

experience. The author does not have the same amount of experience. 

b) The learning effect: Test performance levels out after approximately 10 or more 

tests.  Insufficient testing was able to be carried out on the prototype due to failure 

caused by unreliable electrical connections in the hardware. 

c) Different socket set up: Dr Kyberd used a stable set up similar to a prosthesis user 

with a personalised fitted socket, the author’s socket set up and electrode 

placement was sub optimal due to the adjustable socket and the electrodes being 

held in place by the silicone and fabric band. 

d) Approach to testing: Dr Kyberd's testing was carried out to simulate the normal 

use of production hands and so was somewhat robust, while the author tested the 

prototype more slowly and with greater care to protect the prototype hardware 

from damage. 

e) The prototype external tether: Lack of internal electronics prevented some tasks 

from being carried out (Tray task). 
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7.5 Clothespin Relocation Task 

A clothespin relocation task [141] was also carried out to evaluate the usability of 

the Prototype hand. Three red clothespins (8.9N or 2lb pinch force) from an Original 

Rolyan Graded Pinch Exerciser [142] were moved from a horizontal bar to a vertical bar 

and timed. Moving in the reverse direction was also timed. The test was completed six 

times and an average score for moving the three clothespins up and down was recorded. 

The clothespin relocation task is not a fully standardised test at present, though there are 

moves to make it so.  

For this test, the clothespins were moved to three locations on the vertical bar, 

marked with tape. The marks were located at the bottom, a quarter of the way up and at 

the midpoint of the vertical bar as the full height of the bar could not be used due to the 

short length of the prototype cable tether. Also, the subject was sitting rather than 

standing. Timed results for five trials are shown in Table 7.4. 

 

Trial Task Time (Sec) 

Move 3 pins up Move 3 pins down 

1 12.03 15.29 

2 11.68 12.74 

3 13.19 12.18 

4 10.72 12.53 

5 10.82 10.91 

Average 11.69 12.52 

 

Table 7.4 Clothespin Relocation Task Results 
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Because this test has not been standardised in the past, there is a lack of available 

data for which to make a direct comparison. Hussaini [143] carried out a similar clothes 

pin test on thirteen able-bodied subjects and one prosthesis user. A plot of his results can 

be seen in Figure 7.6 with the results of the prototype testing superimposed in red 

diamonds. The black crosses in the two figures represent the times for the prosthesis use 

with a single degree of freedom Motion Control Hand. The normative sample means are 

indicated with black dots. In general, over the five trials, the Prototype hand was faster 

than the single degree of freedom hand, though a direct comparison cannot be made 

unless the same user and socket were tested for both trials. 

 

  

Figure 7.6 Plots of Clothespin Test in Up and Down Direction 
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7.6 Comparison with Original Specification 

Where it was possible the operating parameters of the hand were measured. Table 

7.5 shows the actual measured parameters shown below the target parameters from the 

house of quality matrix (Appendix A, Figure A.2)  
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sec sec

Target (Delighted) 7 3 6.3 100 20 20 100 300 10 1 93 1 2 2 350

Threshold (Disgusted) 5 1 3.1 80 10 10 40 200 20 2 80 1 1 1 500

Prototype (Actual) 7 2 1.5 120 11 7.5 71 143 ? 0.4 58 1 1 1 580

No. % deg % No. No. No. gmm N N NNo.

 

Table 7.5 Comparison of Prototype Actual Parameters vs Original Specifications 

 

Looking at the measured parameters, it can be seen that the prototype performed 

well against targets such as: number of grip patterns, opening width, and pinch force. 

Areas where performance was less than desired were in the thumb tip force, weight and 

closing speed. The closing speed parameter was taken from promotional material for the 

Otto Bock Sensor HandSpeed where the closing speed is quoted as being “300 mm/sec” 

[35]. It is unclear what is actually meant by this parameter. Assuming the opening width 
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as 100 mm, this would give a closing time of 0.33 seconds which is arguably too fast for 

the user to control reliably. The closing time of the Prototype hand in power grip for the 

thumb and digit tips to meet was 1.26 seconds. This was using a position control strategy 

to ensure the tips met at a fixed point assuming no object was grasped. A possible 0.6 

second closing time could be achieved, were the thumb separation and main motors to be 

run at full speed.  

 

7.7 Acoustic Noise 

The main drive of the Prototype was acoustically noisy. Vibration in the ball 

screw shaft appeared to be amplified by the hard plastic palm shell. The distal end of the 

ball screw shaft was supported with a thrust bearing to take the axial load of pulling the 

whiffletree mechanism. The radial load was supported by a bronze bush. Unfortunately 

the tolerance on this bush was not particularly tight and some radial play could be 

observed. Ideally an angular contact bearing would have been used to take the axial and 

radial loading, but a suitably sized bearing of this type could not be readily found during 

the design process, so the compromise of a thrust bearing combined with a radial bush 

was made because of the limitations on space at the distal shaft end. Table 7.6 shows a 

set of acoustic noise readings from the prototype and several other hands for comparison. 

The readings were taken at 0.5m distance using a Reed Model ST-805 sound level meter 

[144] set to A-weighting, which was chosen as it is most commonly used for measuring 

sound in the frequency range of the human ear. Two sets were taken for the iLimb hand, 

one with and one without the iSkin covering. 
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 Prototype 

dB(A) 

TB iLimb 

pulse with 

iSkin dB(A) 

TB iLimb pulse 

no iSkin dB(A) 

BeBionic Mk 2.1 

no cosmetic 

glove dB(A) 

Main Drive 67.40 49.9 53.0 55.9 

Thumb Rotate 56.37 
   

Thumb Separate 53.40 
   

Ambient Noise 47.90 48.3 48.0 47.5 

 

Table 7.6 Acoustic Noise Readings at 0.5m (in dBA) 
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 Conclusion Chapter 8

 

There is a need for functional, aesthetically pleasing, lightweight and inexpensive 

prosthetic hands. There are improved hand designs commercially available but at a high 

cost. The work covered in this dissertation attempts to address these issues by combining 

mechanisms in such a way as to achieve high functionality with the minimum number of 

drive motors. Research into historical multifunctional prosthetic hand design was 

undertaken to identify methods of achieving functionality in grasping objects. A 

prototype hand prosthesis was designed and manufactured to test the concepts developed 

in the design process. The cost of parts, materials and tools, was approximately $10,000 

USD. The prototype was capable of achieving multiple grip patterns using three main 

drive motors and four digit locking pin actuators. A total of 11 grip patterns and two 

additional postures can be achieved.  

The design has not yet been optimised for weight, but has the potential to be 

lighter than the current iteration.  

The prototype was able to provide sufficient grip force to carry out activities of 

daily living tasks in most grip patterns with the exception of the lateral grip which needed 

a higher grip force from the thumb separation drive motor. Sensorless BLDC 

commutation for the thumb actuation led to problems achieving the full potential stall 

torque of the selected motors. 

Sensorisation of the hand was necessary to achieve the required functionality. 

Position sensors were needed to align digit locking pins and for position control of the 

three drive mechanisms. The thumb strain gauge force sensor was useful in detecting 
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when an object was being gripped and used for switching off the thumb separation motor 

when the thumb had come in contact with an object in power grip. The digit tip force 

sensors fitted to the hand were not found to be useful with the control scheme used, 

though they may prove useful for more advanced control schemes using sensory 

feedback.  

The Prototype hand was capable of multiple grip patterns. Grip selection was 

achieved by using an external digital switch. The grip state selection could easily be 

adapted for use with a pattern recognition system where the desired grip state is selected 

and a grip state variable passed via the UART to the hand controller. 

A compliant covering was required to provide a good gripping surface on the 

hand, but the one piece silicon covering originally used restricted the movement of the 

articulating joints, significantly reducing the available grip force. 

Where it was possible to measure the Prototype hand’s performance, it generally 

met the design specifications. 

 

8.1 Further Work 

In order to validate the design, an improved and robust prototype would need to 

be developed with integrated electronics, which could be fitted to users for clinical 

testing. Trials could be conducted to assess the hands functional capabilities in both the 

Activity domain and Participation domain [111]. This would require clinical fitting to 

patients and extended periods of use in their normal environment. Questionnaires on how 

the user feels about the device and how it fits into their daily lives would provide 
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valuable insight to the hand’s chance of success as a viable product. Comparison of 

results from the user’s existing devices could be made with the results from the 

Prototype. 

Before detailed consideration can be given to clinical testing, there are several 

areas which need improvement: the thumb grip force needs to be increased to improve 

the lateral grip, mounting of the digit locking pin actuators needs further development to 

prevent lateral loading on the motors causing damage, reliability of wiring across joints 

needs attention, the hand needs to be optimised to reduce overall weight in order to 

improve usability, noise reduction in the ball screw bearings and palm shell materials is 

required to bring the operating acoustic noise down to acceptable levels, digit return and 

whiffletree springs need to be optimised to improve the smoothness of the digit return 

stroke. Further work is also needed on the design of a cosmetic and waterproof covering 

to minimise the adverse effect on grip force performance.  

 

8.2 Contribution to the Field 

This work achieves a number of novel contributions; these include a whiffletree 

design which reduces space and is driven by a ball-screw. The mechanism includes 

actuated digit locking pins, which allow selection of any combination of digits to be 

driven with only one drive motor. 

The digits themselves incorporate a cable link design which allows the digits to 

curl when actuated, but also enables the digits to close when an external force is applied 

to the dorsal side of the digits.  
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The overall hand design allows space for a thumb rotation motor, which greatly 

enhances the functionality of the hand, allowing the thumb to be positioned in different 

grip patterns using the control system and without the need to rotate the thumb manually. 

 

8.3 Comparison of Features with Other Multifunctional Hands 

When comparing the Prototype hand with currently available multifunction hands 

the design combines many of the features of the other hands to improve the overall 

functionality, but with a reduced number of motors. The following lists the positive 

features of the Prototype hand in comparison to commercially available multifunction 

hands. Table 8.1 shows the feature list indicating which multifunction hands incorporate 

each feature.  

Motorised Thumb rotation: Independent thumb rotation and separation motors 

enable grip patterns to be selected by the controller. This is not available on the 

BeBionic3 hand, where the thumb is still manually rotated. 

Curling fingers: An adaptive grip and curling fingers are found on the majority of 

multifunction hands but not on the Michelangelo hand which only articulates at the MCP 

joint of the fingers.  

Individual fingers can be flexed: The use of a single motor to drive all four 

fingers with a whiffletree, combined with digit locking pins, gives actuation of all fingers 

either together or in any combination. Again the Michelangelo hand does not have this 

feature. The other multifunction hands have individual motors in each digit. 
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Feature Prototype 

Hand 

BeBionic 3 iLimb Ultra 

Revolution 

Michelangelo VINCENT 

evolution 2 

Motorised 

thumb 

rotation 

    

Curling 

fingers 
    

Individual 

fingers can 

be flexed 

    

Number of 

drive motors 
3 5 6 2 6 

Position 

feedback  

Possibly on 

thumb 

rotation only 

Not known Not known 

Natural  

look 
    

Separation 

angle from 

TM joint 

    

Fingers can 

be flexed 

closed from 

dorsal side to 

prevent 

damage 

 
Partially at 

IP joint 


Partially at 

IP joint

Non-back-

driveable  
    

Emergency 

release 
    

Back-

driveable 

Uses Otto 

Bock style 

quick 

disconnect 

wrist (QDW) 

    

 

Table 8.1 Feature Comparison of Multifunction Hands 
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Number of drive motors: The reduced number of drive motors lowers the current 

draw and may give a longer battery life between charges. This also can also potentially 

reduce cost and weight. Because the motors are located in the palm rather than the fingers 

the weight is more proximal than that of the iLimb Ultra Revolution and 

VINCENTevolution2 hands. This reduces the moment from the hand centre of mass to 

the socket suspension point. This therefore requires less force to lift the hand, making it 

feel lighter on the residual limb. The BeBioninc3 also has motors located in the palm. 

Position feedback: Position sensor feedback ensures repeatable thumb position 

for grip patterns. This is especially useful in tip grip and gives improved grasping of 

small objects. The iLimb Ultra Revolution does not have this feature, but relies on timed 

movement to position the thumb and digits, which can therefore get out of alignment with 

each other so the tips don’t meet repeatably.  

Natural Look: The angle between digits and finger axis rotation give a more 

natural look to the Prototype hand than the iLimb which has the fingers aligned in 

parallel. This feature also gives the addition of an adduction grasp. The Prototype hand is 

naturally shaped using plastic shell parts, whereas iLimb has a skeletal look with narrow 

fingers and unnatural bumps beneath the cosmetic glove. 

Separation angle from TM joint: The Prototype thumb changes the separation 

angle from the TM joint whereas the VINCENTevolution2 changes the angle of 

separation at the thumb MCP joint which looks unnatural in the lateral grip. The length of 

phalanges on digits is more anatomically correct than on VINCENTevolution2, where the 

proximal phalange is proportionally longer, and the medial phalange is missing, being 

replaced by the distal phalange which is moved up to the IP joint.   
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Fingers can be flexed closed from dorsal side to prevent damage: The only other 

multifunction hand to have this feature is the BeBionic3 hand. The Prototype has cavities 

in the phalanges which allow the proximal and distal cables to slide as the fingers are 

flexed from the back of the hand preventing damage to the mechanisms. This function is 

not available on the Michelangelo. Both the iLimb Ultra Revolution and the 

VINCENTevolution2 provide some protection by allowing the digits to flex at the IP 

joint, but not the MCP joint, and therefore potentially damaging forces can be applied 

directly to the digit drive mechanism. 

Non-back-driveable: The worm and wheel on the ball screw gives a non-back-

drivable capability on the digits. This has the advantage that grip force can be maintained 

when the motors are switched off, thereby saving battery life. This is not available on the 

VINCENTevolution2, as a small driving current is required to lock digits while grasping.  

Emergency release: The main drive worm on the Prototype can be rotated 

manually (with a screw driver at present) to release the whiffletree mechanism. This can 

be used to release the hand’s grip in the event of power loss. The operation of this release 

could be improved in future iterations of the design. None of the other multifunction 

hands have this function at present, although the VINCENTevolution2 is back-drivable 

when power is off, so can be forced open manually anyway. 

Uses Otto Bock style quick disconnect wrist (QDW): Any wrist unit with the 

same three connecting screws as the Otto Bock QDW could be fitted. Most multifunction 

hands use copies of the Otto Bock QDW which allows them to be connected to users 

existing sockets. Interestingly the Michelangelo has a wrist unit which is incompatible 

with Otto Bock’s existing hardware. 
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Appendix A: Product Definition. House of Quality Matrix 

 

 

Figure A.1 QFD House of Quality [113] 

 

Using Quality Function Deployment (QFD) principles a House of Quality matrix 

was developed to identify the customer requirements, understand how these might be 

measured, and list the technical specifications for the hand design. Figure A.1 shows the 

structure of the house of quality matrix with the key sections labelled. A detailed 

description of the QFD technique and the steps involved follows.  
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A.1 STEP 1: Identify the Customers  

Who are they? 

 

The main customer for a hand prosthesis is of course the end user, or amputee, but 

as with many products there are internal customers within the supply chain whose 

requirements need to be addressed within the design process. A secondary customer is the 

prosthetist or clinician who may recommend the product to their clients and will be fitting 

and setting up the product. Other possible customers may be the insurance company who 

ultimately pays for the product and fitting. For the purpose of generating the house of 

quality matrix, the author limited the customers to the end user and prosthetist.   

 

A.2 STEP 2: Determine the Customer Requirements 

What do the customers want? 

 

“Once the customers have been identified, the next goal of the QFD method is to 

determine what the customer wants” [113]. Without the resources to carry out widespread 

market research, it was necessary to use existing surveys into powered prosthetic use and 

rejection, as discussed in section 3.11, to determine a list of customer requirements. The 

full list is shown in Table A.1. High level desires are shown in the left hand column. 

These are then subdivided in the right hand column into wants that would help satisfy the 

higher level desires. 
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Customer Requirements: What do the customers want? 
 

Grip objects 

Multiple grip patterns 

Articulating digits including thumb 

Rotating thumb 

Good opening width 

Good grip force 

Detect slip and force and increase grip force 

Automatic grip detection dependent on shape of object 

Fast closing speed 

Unrestricted movement by cosmetic glove or cover 

Good gripping surfaces 

Detect position of digits and thumb 

Have different modes of 

operation 
Fully powered /Hybrid/Body powered/Passive 

Lifelike 

Anthropomorphic shape 

Lifelike movement of digits 

Good lifelike cosmesis 

Different colours to match user skin tone 

Available in different sizes 

Quiet - inaudible to humans 

Fit to different wrist devices 
Hand length to be minus wrist (Transcarpal) 

Interface to several wrists (Bock and UNB) 

Light weight Light weight 

Affordable 

Easy/cheap  to manufacture 

Modular components 

Off shelf components 

Inexpensive cosmetic glove 

Safe Release mechanism for safety 

Powered by a small battery 

Last all day on single charge 

Small size battery to fit into socket 

Long battery recharge cycle life 

Quick recharge time 

Low power consumption 

Safe operation/recharge 

Easy to use 

Easy to set up control parameters for individual users 

Accept different type of control inputs 

Good GUI 

Remotely programmable/wireless 

Have long product life 

Easy to maintain 

Mechanisms protected from external contaminants 

Withstand external forces (light manual labour) 

Compliant joints to prevent damage from shock loading 

Table A.1 Customer Requirements 
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A.3 STEP 3: Determine the Relative Importance of the 

Requirements  

Who versus What! 

The next step is to evaluate the importance of each customer requirement to each 

customer using a weighting factor. A fixed sum method was used to rate the requirements 

so that the total sum of the weighting factors added up to 100. If a scoring system out of 

10 were used the temptation is to rate everything as important or 8, 9 or 10 out of 10. 

Using the fixed sum method gives a better distribution of the levels of importance of the 

user requirements [113]. Weighting factors can be seen in the full house of quality matrix 

in Figure A.2 

A.4 STEP 4: Identify and Evaluate the Competition  

How satisfied are the customers now? 

 

“The goal here is to determine how the customers perceive the competition’s 

ability to meet each of the customer requirements” with their current products.  The 

purpose of this step is to create awareness of what is available “now” and to reveal 

oportunities to improve on what already exists. Each existing hand product chosen was 

rated on a scale of 1 to 5, with the following definitions [113]: 

1. The product does not meet the requirement at all 

2. The product meets the requirement slightly 

3. The product meets the requirement somewhat 

4. The product meets the requirement mostly 
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5. The product meets the requirement completely 

The products chosen at the time of wrting the specification were the Otto Bock 

SensorSpeed Hand, the Touch Bionics iLimb hand, the Motion Control Hand and the 

Otto Bock Michelangelo hand, though little data was available for the Michelangelo at 

the time, as the final product had not been released. The Motion Control Hand and the 

Michelangelo hand were not available to the author for analysis at the time the QFD was 

carried out, so gaps in the knowledge of how well they satisfied the customer 

requirements existed and are shown with question marks in the house of quality table. 

 

A.5 STEP 5: Generate Engineering Specifications  

How will the customers requirements be met?  

 

“The goal here is to develop a set of engineering specifications from the customer 

requirements. These specifications are the restatement of the design problem in terms of 

parameters that can be measured and have target values. The specifications are a 

translation of the voice of the customer into the voice of the engineer”[113]. The set of 

measurable parameters indicate if the customers requirements have been met. 

Engineering parameters were chosen for each of the customer requirements from Step 2 

shown earlier in Table A.1. The units of measurement were entered In the house of 

quality along with the direction of improvement or “sense” indicated by an arrow 

upwards ( ↑ ) for more is better, or downwards ( ↓ ) for less is better. The parameters used 

for the hand prototype house of quality are shown in Table A.2.  
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ENGINEERING PARAMETERS SENSE UNITS 

Number of grip patterns ↑ N
o
. 

Number of articulating joints ↑ N
o
. 

Rotation speed of Thumb ↑ Rad/sec 

Opening width ↑ mm 

Force at digit tip ↑ N 

Force at Thumb tip ↑ N 

Pinch force ↑ N 

Resolution of slip detected ↓ mm 

No. of shapes detected and gripped ↑ N
o
. 

Closing speed ↑ mm/sec 

Decrease  in speed with cosmetic glove ↓ % 

Decrease  in grip force with cosmetic glove ↓ % 

Friction coefficient of gripping surface ↑ μ 

Compliance of tips ↑ m/N 

Resolution of position sensor ↓ degree 

SHAP Test ↑ % 

Number of operation modes ↑ N
o
. 

Anthropomorphic ??? ↑ ? 

Dynamic lifelike rating out of 10 ↑ N
o
. 

Static lifelike rating out of 10 ↑ N
o
. 

Number of colours available ↑ N
o
. 

Number of sizes available ↑ N
o
. 

Noise level ↓ dB(A) 

Palm length ↓ mm 

Number of wrists that can be fitted ↑ N
o
. 

Weight of hand ↓ g 

Weight of cosmetic glove ↓ g 

Cost of manufacture (hand) ↓ $ 

Number of components ↓ N
o
. 

Percentage of modular components ↑ % 

Percentage of off the shelf components ↑ % 

Cost of manufacture (cosmetic glove) ↓ $ 

Number of steps to operate release ↓ N
o
. 

Number of open/close cycles on one charge ↑ N
o
. 

Volume of battery  ↓ cm
3
 

Number of charge cycles ↑ N
o
. 

Recharge time  ↓ Hrs 

Power consumption  ↓ W 

Number of steps to set up user ↓ N
o
. 

Number of control input types accepted ↑ N
o
. 

GUI ???  ? ? 

Wireless data rate ↑ bps 

Maintenance steps required ↓ N
o
. 

Frequency of maintenance ↑ Months 

Amount of contaminant ingress ↓ mg 

Force to break ↑ N 

Compliance in joints ↑ degree/N 

Table A.2 Engineering Parameters 
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Most of the engineering parameters are self-explanatory. Some parameters were 

included such as “anthropomorphic” and “graphic user interface” (GUI), but a way of 

measuring them was not obvious and therefore not pursued at this stage. 

 

A.6 STEP 6: Relate Customer’s Requirements to Engineering 

Specifications  

How to measure What? 

“To complete this step the centre portion of the house of quality is completed in 

parallel to Step 5 and yields extra knowledge.  Each cell represents how an engineering 

specification relates to a customer requirement.  A scale is used to indicate the strength of 

the relationship as follows [113]: 

 

9 = A strong relationship 

3 = A medium relationship 

1 = A weak relationship 

Blank = 0 = No relationship at all 

 

Many specifications will measure more than one customer requirement. This step 

gives a clear indication about how relevant each measured parameter is to each customer 

requirement.  
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A.7 STEP 7: Set Engineering Specification Targets and 

Importance  

How much is good enough? 

In this step the targets are set for the specifications and how important it is to meet 

each of them. Firstly, the specification importance is determined. If a target is important, 

then more effort needs to be expended in meeting this target. If a target is not important, 

then meeting the goal can be relaxed somewhat. It is seldom that all targets can be met in 

the time available, and so this step helps guide what targets to prioritise [113].  

 

A.7.1 Specification Importance 

The method to find the importance of each target was as follows: 

1. For each customer, the importance weighting from Step 3 was multiplied with the  

0-1-3-9 relationship values from step 6 to get the weighted values. 

2. The weighted values for each specification parameter were then summed. For 

example, for the rotation speed of the thumb for the end user/amputee customer the 

weighted sum values are 4x3 + 3x1 + 3x9 + 4x3 + 4x3 = 66 

3. These sums were then normalized across all the specifications. The sum across all the 

specifications is 2025, so the thumb rotation speed parameter has a relative 

importance of 66/2025x100% = 3.3%.   

Due to the large number of engineering parameters, the importance ratings are 

quite small. All relative importance ratings over 2.5% are highlighted in purple on the 

house of quality sheet shown in Figure A.2. 
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A.7.2 Measuring How Well the Competition Meets the Specifications 

“In step 4 the competition’s products were compared to customers’ requirements. 

In this step they are measured relative to the engineering specifications. This ensures that 

both knowledge and equipment exists for evaluation of the new product developed for the 

project”. Also the values obtained by measuring the competition give a basis for 

establishing the targets in the next step. To do this “usually means obtaining actual 

samples of the competition’s product and making measurements on them” [113]. For the 

purposes of this project insufficient resources were available to source examples of the 

commercially available hands mentioned in step 4 (see section 4.5.4), or the equipment 

required to measure all the engineering parameters. Some information was available from 

product brochures and previous journal papers. Values were added to the specific product 

column for the specifications where available. 

 

A.7.3 Setting Specification Targets 

In this step targets were generated for the specification parameters where possible, 

based on the evaluation of the competition. Most targets need some flexibility as they 

may not be fully met by the end design as often one parameter has to be traded off with 

another in the design process. A range for the target was therefore established with an 

upper value being the target that the customer would be “delighted” with and the lower 

value being the threshold at which the customer would be “disgusted” [113].   
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A.8 STEP 8: Identify Relationships Between Engineering 

Specifications 

How are the hows dependent on each other? 

“Engineering specifications may be dependent on each other. It is best to realize 

these dependencies early in the design process; Thus, the roof is added to show that as 

you work to meet one specification, you may be having a positive or negative affect on 

the others” [113]. The engineering specifications are listed again in the vertical direction 

in the house of quality spread sheet to form a diagonal matrix. “A ‘+’ symbol was used to 

indicate that improving one of the specifications will lead to an improvement in the other 

specification. A ‘–’ symbol was used to indicate that an improvement in meeting one 

specification may harm the other specification and so a compromised may be forced” 

[113]. Figure A.3 shows the roof of the house of quality. 
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Fit to different wrist devices Safe

9 Strong relationship

3 Medium relationship

1 Weak relationship

?

No. No.Rad/secmm N N N mm No.mm/sec % % μ m/N deg % No. ? No. No. No. No. Db mm No. g g $ No. % % $ No. No. cm3
No. Hrs W No. No. ? bps No.Monthsmg N deg/N

Multiple grip patterns 4 4 9 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 9 1 3 1 3

Articulating digits including Thumb 3 2 9 1 1 3 1 4 1 1

Rotating Thumb 3 3 9 1 1 3 1 3 1 4

Good opening width 2 2 9 1 3 2 3 ? ?

Good grip force 4 4 9 9 9 9 9 5 2 5 ?

Detect slip and force and increase grip force 2 1 9 3 4 1 ? ?

Automatic grip detection dependant on shape of object 2 1 9 3 1 1 1 ?

Fast Closing speed 4 5
3 9 9 5 3 ? 5

Unrestricted movement by Cosmesis or cover 2 1 3 3 3 9 9 9 ? ? ? ?

Good gripping surfaces 3 3 3 9 9 9 3 4 ? ?

Detect position of digits and Thumb 1 1 1 9 9 1 1 ? ?

Have  different modes of operation Fully powered /Hybrid/Body powered/Passive 1 3
9 1 1 1 1

Anthropomorphic shape 4 2 1 3 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 4 ? 4

Lifelike movement of digits 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 9 3 2 4 2 2

Good lifelike cosmesis 5 3 1 1 1 3 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 2 ? ?

Different colours to match user skin tone 5 3
9 4 3 ? ?

Available in different sizes 4 3 3 9 1 4 2 ? ?

Quiet - Inaudible to humans 1 1 9 3 2 ? ?

Hand length to be minus wrist (Transcarpel) 2 1 3 9 1 3 1 ? ?

Interface to several wrists (Bock and UNB) 2 4
9 2 2 ? ?

Light Weight Light Weight 4 3 9 9 3 3 2 3 ?

Easy/Cheap  to manufacture 2 4 9 9 3 3 3 4 2 ? ?

Modular components 2 3 1 1 9 1 2 3 ? ?

Off shelf components 1 2
1 1 9 3 3 ? ?

Inexpensive cosmesis 3 4 9 2 1 ? ?

Safe Release mechanism for safety 4 3 9 4 1 ? ?

Last all day on single charge 4 2 9 3 1 9 4 3 ? ?

Small size battery to fit into socket 2 4
9 9 3 2 ? ?

Long battery recharge cycle life 1 2 9 4 4 ? ?

Quick recharge time 2 1 9 2 3 ? ?

Low power consumption 1 2 1 1 9 5 2 ? ?

Safe operation/recharge 2 2 1 5 4 ? ?

Easy to set up control parameters for individual users 1 3 9 3 9 3 4 2 ? ?

Accept different type of control inputs 2 3 9 1 3 2 ? ?

Good GUI 1 3 9 1 9 5 1 ? ?

Remotely programmable/wireless 1 2 1 9 ? ? ? ?

Easy to maintain 1 3 3 1 3 9 9 1 4 2 ? ?

Mechanisms protected from external contaminants 3 2 3 9 4 2 ? ?

Withstand external forces (Light manual labour) 4 2 3 9 9 4 2 ? ?

Compliant joints to prevent damage from shock loading 1 1 1 1 9 9 3 1 ? ?

52 63 66 33 54 54 57 18 37 48 27 59 36 46 9 198 9 111 93 81 90 63 21 73 20 36 36 21 36 26 20 33 36 36 31 9 23 65 19 22 20 12 9 31 28 45 45 78 67 15 20

44 42 62 27 51 51 54 9 27 51 16 48 34 40 9 189 27 63 51 45 54 42 15 39 37 27 27 41 58 44 42 48 27 18 44 18 13 74 56 39 57 27 27 40 21 27 27

2.53 3.06 3.21 1.6 2.63 2.63 2.77 0.88 1.8 2.33 1.31 2.87 1.75 2.24 0.44 9.63 0.44 5.4 4.52 3.94 4.38 3.06 1.02 3.55 0.97 1.75 1.75 1.02 1.75 1.26 0.97 1.6 1.75 1.75 1.51 0.44 1.12 3.16 0.92 1.07 0.97 0.58 0.44 1.51 1.36 2.19 2.19

2.28 2.18 3.21 1.4 2.64 2.64 2.8 0.47 1.4 2.64 0.83 2.49 1.76 2.07 0.47 9.8 1.4 3.27 2.64 2.33 2.8 2.18 0.78 2.02 1.92 1.4 1.4 2.13 3.01 2.28 2.18 2.49 1.4 0.93 2.28 0.93 0.67 3.84 2.9 2.02 2.95 1.4 1.4 2.07 1.09 1.4 1.4  = importance rating over 2.5%

1 1 N/A 100 100 ? 100 ? N/A 300 ? ? ? ? N/A 92.8 1 ? ? ? 18 3 ? ? 1 460 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Figure A.2 House of Quality Matrix 
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Figure A.3 House of Quality Matrix Roof
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Appendix B: Functional Decomposition 

 

Transform external energy into a controllable grip force to grip firmly a 
variety of different shaped objects in a lifelike manner 

1. Transform external energy to 
driving force 

1.1 Transform electrical 
energy to mechanical energy 

1.2 OR Transform body 
powered energy to 
mechanical energy 

1.3 OR Transform a hybrid of 
body powered and electrical 
energy to mechanical energy 

1.4 Amplify mechanical force 
and decrease rotational 

speed 

1.5 Balance/share force 
between digits and possibly 

thumb 

1.5b If whiffletree used, 
transfer rotary to linear 

motion 

1.6 Lock drive to hold grip 
force with active power off 

2. Grip objects 

2.1 Align digits and thumb to 
form grip patterns 

2.1.1 Transform driving force 
to rotate thumb laterally 

2.1.2 Transform driving force 
to flex thumb 

2.1.3 Lock thumb in position 
for each grip pattern 

2.1.4 Lock digits in place to 
allow different grip patterns 

2.1.5 Prevent damage to 
digits if a dorsal force is 

applied 

2.2 Apply driving force to 
digits to grip objects 

2.2.1 Transform driving force 
to rotational torque at MCP 

joint on digits 

2.2.2 Transform driving force 
to rotational torque to flex 
Thumb at MP or DIP joint? 

2.2.3 Transform rotational 
torque at MCP to rotational 
torque at PIP joint on digits 

2.2.4 Move PIP joint to 
conform around object 

when MCP joint has stopped 

2.2.5 Return digits to open 
position 

2.3 Control Gripping 

2.3.1 Read user intent input 
signals 

2.3.2 Transmit user intent 
signals across the wrist 

2.3.3 Interpret user intent 
signals 

2.3.4 Output control signals 

2.3.5 Drive actuators 

2.3.6 Monitor position of 
actuators 

2.3.7 Monitor grip force 

2.4 Prevent objects slipping 

2.4.1 Measure slip and 
increase grip force as 

required? 

2.4.2 Provide high 
coefficient of friction on 

gripping surfaces 

3. Lifelike manner 

3.1 Provide cosmetic 
appearance 

3.2 Provide 
Anthropomorphic shape 

3.3 Provide lifelike 
movement 

3.4 Provide in sizes to fit 
down to 50th percentile 

female 

4. Other 

4.1 Dissipate heat from 
actuators and electronics 

4.2 Protect mechanisms 
from ingress of moisture or 

contaminants 

4.3 Locate digits to palm and 
lock in place 

4.4 Emergency Release 
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Appendix C: Gantt Chart 
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Appendix D: Design Concepts 

 

A list of concept solutions for Atomic functions from the function decomposition 

chart (See Appendix B) is shown in italics with the potential concepts shown by letter a), 

b), c), etc. 

 

1. Transform external energy to driving force 

1.1. Transform electrical energy to mechanical energy 

a) Conventional cylindrical motor either DC or BLDC 

b) Pancake motor BLDC 

1.2. Or transform body powered energy to mechanical energy 

(Not pursued at this stage, concentrated on 1.1) 

 

1.3. Or transform a hybrid of body powered and electrical energy to mechanical 

energy 

(Not pursued at this stage, concentrated on 1.1) 

 

1.4. Amplify mechanical force and decrease rotational speed 

a) Worm drive 

b) Harmonic drive 

c) Ball screw 

1.5. Balance/share force between digits and thumb 

a) Flat Whiffletree 

b) Vertical Whiffletree 

c) Springs on links 

1.5b Transform rotary to linear motion 

 

a) Ball screw 

b) Cardan or hypocycloid mechanism 

c) Cam 
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1.6. Lock drive to hold grip force with active power off 

a) Worm drive 

b) Lock on spur gear on motor end 

c) Inefficient lead screw 

2. Grip objects 

2.1. Align digits and thumb to form grip patterns 

2.1.1. Transform driving force to rotate thumb laterally 

a) Worm drive with bevel gears 

b) Spur gear drive with motor lock 

c) Links to central cam mechanism (similar to Michelangelo) 

2.1.2. Transform driving force to flex or ad/abduct thumb 

a) Worm drive with spur gear to motor plus motor lock 

b) Lead screw with motor in barrel in palm 

c) Lead screw with motor in thumb (similar to BeBionic) 

2.1.3. Lock thumb in position for each grip pattern 

a) Worm drive 

b) Gear lock on back end of motor 

c) Locking plate or pins with actuator 

d) Cam lock 

2.1.4. Lock digits in place to allow different grip patterns 

a) Squiggle motor and locking plate at back of MCP 

b) Cam lock at back of MCP 

c) Gear tooth lock at back of MCP 

2.2. Apply driving force to digits to grip objects 

2.2.1. Transform driving force to rotational torque at MCP joint on digits 

a) Cable 

b) Fixed link (possible rod end design) 

2.2.2. Transform driving force to rotational torque to flex thumb at MCP or DIP   

joint 

a) Cable 

b) Fixed link 

c) Link on motor barrel (similar to BeBionic) 
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2.2.3. Transform rotational torque at MCP to rotational torque at PIP joint on 

digits 

a) Cable link 

b) Fixed link 

c) Spring links 

2.2.4. Move PIP joint to conform around object when MCP joint has stopped 

moving  

(This function was ultimately rejected as deemed not necessary for adequate 

grasping) 

2.2.5. Return digits to open position 

a) Spring at MIP joint 

b) Spring at MCP joint 

c) Constant force spring on MCP or MIP 

2.3. Control gripping 

2.3.1. Read user intent input signals 

a) Myo electrodes 

2.3.2. Transmit user intent signals across the wrist 

a) CAN Bus 

2.3.3. Interpret user intent signals 

a) PIC or DSP chip 

2.3.4. Output control signals 

a) PIC or DSP chip 

2.3.5. Drive actuators 

a) Motor control driver IC 

2.3.6. Monitor position of actuators 

a) Encoder on motor or idler on spur gear and potentiometer on MCP joint. 

2.3.7. Monitor grip force 

a) QTC force sensor on finger tip  

b) FSR force sensor on finger tip  

c) Strain gauge force sensor on finger tip 
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2.3.8. Connect sensor signals across moving joints 

 

a) Spring pins and tracks on PCB 

b) Feed sensor wires down centre of joints. 

2.4. Prevent objects slipping 

2.4.1. Measure slip and increase grip force as required?(not implemented) 

a) Acoustic microphone and tube (Not implemented in final design) 

2.4.2. Provide high coefficient of friction on gripping surfaces 

a) Design tip to allow different materials to be tried out 

3. Lifelike manner 

3.1. Provide cosmetic appearance 

a) Cosmetic covering 

b) High pivot point to reduce distance cosmetic glove has to stretch 

3.2. Provide anthropomorphic shape 

a) Use 50
th

 percentile male hand dimensions 

b) Add spread angle between digits and curve of palm 

3.3. Provide lifelike movement 

a) Combine thumb movement with both rotation and separation moving 

together to sweep in from the side 

b) Use springs to balance whiffletree to avoid unnatural movements on open 

3.4. Provide in sizes to fit down to 50th percentile female 

(Not implemented at this stage) 

4. Other 

4.1. Dissipate heat from actuators and electronics 

a) Heat sink electronics to metal frame 

b) Carbon nanotubes in cosmetic glove to  

 dissipate heat 
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4.2. Protect mechanisms from ingress of moisture or contaminants 

a) Fully sealed  cosmetic glove 

b) Encapsulated electronics 

c) Sealed design on joints (if possible) 

d) PCB in sealed box with ‘O’ seals 

4.3. Locate digits to palm and lock in place 

a) ‘T’ section with cover to hold in place 

b) Press MCP shaft into plastic snap fit hole 

c) Dove tail with plastic sprung lock plate 

d) Cover to lock bearing in place 

4.4. Emergency release 

a) Manual push button release on motor lock 

b) Manual release of idler gear out of engagement 

c) Manual rotation of worm using a spur gear or wheel hidden under a cover 
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